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THE CONSISTENCY OF SIGHT DISTANCE ON RURAL SINGLE 
CARRIAGEWAYS 
SUMMARY 
International research has established links between the safety of undesigned rural 
single carriageway roads and the consistency of certain of their alignment 
characteristics. One characteristic that is believed to be a strong predictor of drivers’ 
choice of speed and safety is forward visibility. The main aim of this paper was to 
explore the relationship between consistency of sight distance and accident 
frequency. To achieve this purpose, two main objectives were driven.  
The first objective was to determine the road characteristics including horizontal 
alignment and tangents, and to automate the process of collecting visibility data, and 
then analyzed the consistency of sight distance along the selected string. Digital 
maps and 12d Model design software were used to determine the road characteristics 
and sight distance was calculated along the string via 12d Model. Then, consistency 
of sight distance was examined for both forward and reverse directions by chainage 
approach method. 
The second objective was to compare the consistency of sight distance with accident 
records through the road. Firstly, accident data which show accident records of the 
last 3 years for the selected road were analyzed and all accident records were 
considered in this research. Accident data were only grouped in regard to vehicle 
directions.   Then, accident locations were cited according to the local coordinates on 
12d Model screen to determine their chainage information on the selected road. 
Then, consistency of sight distance and accident data were both analyzed to find out 
their relationship. According to the results, accidents mostly occurred on the 
locations which have considerable inconsistencies in sight distance. This confirms 
that there is a negative relationship between consistency of sight distance and 






ĠKĠ ġERĠTLĠ BÖLÜNMEMĠġ YOLLARDA GÖRÜġ MESAFESĠ 
SÜREKLĠLĠĞĠNĠN YOL GÜVENLĠĞĠNE ETKĠSĠ  
ÖZET 
İki şeritli bölünmemiş yollarda geometrik tasarım sürekliliğinin yol güvenliğini 
etkilediği uluslararası araştırmalar tarafından kanıtlanmıştır. Yol tasarım 
elemanlarından biri olan görüş mesafesinin ise sürücülerin hızını ve sürüş 
güvenliğini etkilediği de kaçınılmaz bir gerçektir. Bu çalışma kapsamında, iki şeritli 
bölünmemiş yollarda görüş mesafesi sürekliliği ile yol güvenliği arasındaki ilişkinin 
incelenmesi amaçlanmıştır. Bu amaca ulaşmak için ise çalışma başlıca iki bölümde 
değerlendirilmiştir. 
İlk olarak, bu araştırma kapsamında seçilen yolun geometrik karakteristikleri 
belirlenmiş, üç boyutlu yol ekseni üzerinde belirli aralıklarla görüş mesafesi 
ölçümleri yapılmış ve bu ölçümlere dayanarak seçilen yolun görüş mesafesinin 
sürekliliği her iki yön için de ayrı ayrı incelenmiştir. Bu bölümdeki çalışmanın 
tamamında 12d Model mühendislik programı kullanılmış olup, yatay ve düşey eksen 
tespit edilirken dijital haritalardan da yararlanılmıştır.  
İkinci olarak, bir önceki bölümde analiz edilen görüş mesafesi sürekliliği, seçilen 
yola ait trafik kazası kayıtları ile karşılaştırılmıştır. Bahsedilen kaza kayıtları son 3 
yıla ait veriler olup birçok detay bilgi içermesine rağmen, yalnızca araç yönüne göre 
gruplandırılmış ve başka herhangi bir sınıflandırma yapılmadan bütün kaza kayıtları 
bu çalışma kapsamında değerlendirilmiştir. Kilometre artışı bazında incelenen görüş 
mesafesi sürekliliği ile karşılaştırabilmek için kaza raporunda mevcut yerel kaza 
koordinatları 12d Model ekranına işlenmiş ve seçilen yol üzerindeki kilometreleri 
belirlenmiştir. Akabinde, görüş mesafesi sürekliliği ve kaza kayıtları kilometre 
bazında karşılaştırılmış ve kazaların görüş mesafesi sürekliliği ile ilişkisi 
irdelenmiştir. İnceleme sonucunda kazaların çoğunlukla yolun görüş mesafesi 
açısından süreksiz olan kısımlarında gerçekleştiği tespit edilmiştir. Sonuç olarak, 










1.1 General Introduction 
The World Health Organisation estimated that around 75 million fatalities and 750 
million casualties on roads will take place in the first half of the 21st century [1]. This 
report also stated that 40% of these fatalities will be young people aged under 29. Road 
safety is therefore quite rightly regarded as one of the most important problems in many 
countries due to the life risks, economic loses and consequent social problems. 
Additionally, road accidents cause a considerable financial cost which is estimated 
around $500 billion according to the General Assembly of United Nations [2].   
The researches show that currently around 1.3 million people die and 50 million are 
injured each year due to road accidents. A recent WHO report estimates that currently 
about 1000 young people die every day because of road accidents [3], and that this 
number will rise disproportionately in the next 40 years. The international community 
responded by declaring a Decade of Action for Road Safety. This contains a 
commitment to actions such as developing and enforcing legislations on key risk factors 
including limiting speed, promoting road safety management and upgrading road safety 
standards [4]. 
There are plenty of studies to increase the road safety on the roads with a high 
accident rate. Some of these studies are to improve the main road characteristics 
which have high influence on the accident rates on the roads, such as horizontal 
alignment, vertical alignment, side friction, superelevation and sight distance.  
The researches about improving geometric design standards of highways to design 
safer roads for drivers, passengers and pedestrians are not enough to reduce the road 
accident rates because many accidents are happening on the old built roads which fail 
to satisfy modern design standards. Correspondingly, a UK study has shown that 
two-thirds of all accidents in Britain occur on rural roads, and 80% of fatalities and 
serious injuries of rural network happen on single carriageways [5].  
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To minimize the rates of accidents on rural single carriageways, highway engineers 
have to assess the road geometry of the undesigned roads. However, assessing and 
evaluating the geometry of these roads is quite difficult since there are no any as built 
drawings about the road geometry or design standards of these roads which have 
been built onto the historic alignments. Therefore, there are no enough satisfying 
researches about assessment of the geometric standards of the undesigned roads with 
high accident rates. 
1.2 Scope of Study 
Improving geometry of rural single carriageways is highly significant for road safety 
since these roads have the highest accident rate in many countries including the UK. 
In addition to highest accident rates, rural single carriageways have the majority 
length in the total road network (e.g. 85% in the UK, 63% in the USA). Due to high 
maintenance cost, it is not possible to improve the whole rural network. Improving 
the critical parts of the network with a higher accident rate will be reasonable to 
reduce the accidents and economic costs of the realignment of single carriageways. 
It is becoming globally accepted that consistency of road geometry should be 
examined to check the satisfaction of the driver’s expectations. Highway engineers 
must be sure that the inconsistencies are controlled in the process of designing or 
improving of a roadway section [6].     
There are many geometric characteristics to be examined in terms of consistency.  
According to the Prof. Lamm, there are three main criteria to analyze the safety of 
two lane rural roads, design consistency, operating speed consistency and driving 
dynamic consistency. In addition to these criteria, he stated that sight distance, the 
maximum length of the highway at which a driver can see an obstacle ahead, is 
crucial for road safety [7].  
The significance of sight distance for road safety has been reported several times by 
highway researchers. In the US, for instance, Young stated that accident rates 
inversely correlated with sight distance. The accident rate of roads with the sight 
distance less than 240m is twice higher than roads with the sight distance more than 
750m [8].  
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The recent studies have supported the importance of sight distance on road safety. 
The consultants of the European Commission, for instance, reported that insufficient 
sight distance has a negative influence on road safety [9]. 
The aim of this study is to explore the relationship between consistency of sight 
distance and road safety. There are two main steps to achieve this goal. The first one 
is to estimate the geometric characteristics including horizontal alignment, vertical 
alignment and sight distance for two lanes of the selected part of the rural single 
carriageway. In this study, the alignment and road surface data were taken from a 
previous research which was carried out by Hashim in 2006 to use in his PhD thesis 
about Consistency of Road Geometry, since there have been no any geometric 
changes across the selected road during the last four years.  
The most important part of the first step of the study is to measure forward sight 
distance. There are two basic approaches to measure sight distance: mathematical 
calculations and practical methods. In this study, practical methods were used via 
engineering software.  
The second main step of this research is to disclose the relationship between 
consistency of sight distance and accident rates. On the purpose of detecting 
consistency of sight distance between successive intervals through the road, a 
comparative method was used.   
By detecting the consistency of sight distance along the road, another comparative 
approach was used to explore the relationship between consistency of sight distance 
and road safety. 
1.3 Research Objectives 
To achieve the main purpose of the study, the objectives below were fixed: 
 Literature reviewing to find out the improvements and missing points related 
with consistency of road geometry and sight distance measurements. 
 Converting the existing alignment data to a new format to use in different 
engineering software.   
 Measuring the visibility of sight distance via the engineering software and 
creating “sight distance – chainage” graphics for opposite directions. 
 Analyzing consistency of sight distance for successive intervals. 
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 Exploring the relationship between consistency of sight distance and road 
accident frequency. 
1.4 Research Stages 
In order to implement the objectives stated above, the study was carried out in two 
main stages. 
1.4.1 Analyzing consistency of sight distance 
Consistency of sight distance was analyzed according to the sight distance 
measurements of successive intervals. 
 Data Collection: describes the data collection process including road selection 
and estimation of road geometry. 
 Measuring Sight Distance via 12D Model Software: shows how to measure 
sight distance within this study. 
 Analyzing Consistency of Sight Distance: contains the analyzing consistency 
of visibility between successive intervals of the road. 
 Conclusion: highlights the important outputs of this part. 
1.4.2 Analyzing the relationship between consistency of sight distance and 
accident rates 
After analyzing the consistency of sight distance through the road, accident 
frequency was examined along the selected part of the rural single carriageway. To 
explore the correlation between consistency of sight distance and accident frequency, 
a comparative approach was carried out through the road. 
1.5. Structure of the Study 
This study is based on five chapters with the exception of references and appendices. 
This introduction chapter is followed by the other chapters summarized below:  
 Chapter 2 involves the literature review which is about road geometry, design 
standards, sight distance calculations, definitions and measurements of design 
consistency, correlations between visibility, consistency and road safety. 
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 Chapter 3 presents detailed explanations of data collection including road 
selection, obtaining and analyzing terrain data, determining horizontal and 
vertical alignments of the road, measuring sight distance for both directions 
and then analyzing the consistency of sight distance for the successive 
intervals of the rural single carriageway. 
 Chapter 4 shows the relationship between consistency of sight distance and 
accident frequency with using the sight distance measurements and accident 
records. 
 Chapter 5 gives the results of the research and recommendations for   further 
studies. 








2. LITERATURE REVIEW  
2.1 Introduction 
In this chapter, critical points on the study were analyzed to have a comprehensive 
knowledge about the research subject. 
The following points were examined: 
Geometric Design Standards: gives the design standards of the rural single 
carriageways in the UK. 
Definitions of Geometric Design Consistency: the importance and the explanations 
of the geometric design consistency were presented. 
Sight Distance: involves the importance of sight distance and the recent works about 
sight distance measurements.  
The Relationship between Design Consistency, Sight Distance and Safety: contains 
the previous researches about the consistency of sight distance and road safety. 
Conclusion: gives a brief explanation about the whole literature review of this paper. 
2.2 Geometric Design Standards 
2.2.1 Introduction 
The aim of the highway engineers is to design safe, comfortable and eye-pleasing 
roads.  To make highway standards higher, geometric design criteria are reviewed at 
certain intervals. All of these works are for new roads, however, the geometry of old 
roads need to be revising on the same plan.   
In this paper, un-designed rural single carriageways were handled and to be able to 
analyze geometric conditions of these roads, it was necessary to review UK highway 
design standards for rural single carriageways. 
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2.2.2 General principles 
According to the Design Manual for Roads and Bridges – Single Two Line 
Carriageway Roads, the general principles for these roads are [10]: 
 Providing safe and continuous traffic flow, 
 Providing overtaking sections, 
 If it is economically feasible, providing continuous full overtaking sight 
distance (FOSD), 
 Grade separated intersections including minor and major with avoiding non-
contiguous appearance. 
2.3 Definitions of Geometric Design Consistency  
Geometric design consistency is important for drivers to have a safe and comfortable 
journey without any unexpected hazard. Any unexpected change in the road 
geometry may cause drivers’ fault and lead to sudden accidents. 
To achieve the goal of this study, it is important to define the consistency of road 
geometry. There are many different definitions of design consistency and 
Wooldridge carried out a survey to find the best definition. In this survey, five 
definitions and spaces for responses and comments were provided [11]. These 
definitions, number of responses and comments can be seen on Table 2.1.  
According to the survey, the recommended definition for design consistency is: “the 
conformance of a highway’s geometric and operational features with driver 
expectancy” by 19 responses. Following popular definitions are “the avoidance of 
abrupt changes in geometric features for continuous highway elements and the more 
careful use of design elements to meet driver expectancies” and “the agreement of 
the geometric and operational aspects of the roadway with driver expectancy” both 







Table 2.1 : Summary of Design Consistency Definitions (Wooldridge et al., 2003) 
Responses  Definition  
19  ...the conformance of a highway's geometric and operational features with 
driver expectancy.  
4  ...the avoidance of abrupt changes in geometric features for continuous 
highway elements and the more careful use of design elements to meet driver 
expectancies.  
4  ...the agreement of the geometric and operational aspects of the roadway with 
driver expectancy.  
3  ...the similarity in appearance and function of roadway features to previous 
features encountered by the driver.  
3  ...the lack of abrupt changes in geometric features that might affect driver 
behaviour for contiguous highway elements and design elements in 
combination.  
Other respondents provided alternative definitions. Most used terms from the definitions provided, 
with some additional material or combination of definitions, as below:  
6  6 referred to a “given section of roadway,” “given environment,” “similar 
roadways,” or other such wording  
5  5 used the phrase “avoidance of abrupt changes” in relation to operations, 
meeting expectancy, or adversely affecting driver behaviour  
3  3 included the phrase “similarity in appearance” of roadway features  
3  3 respondents recommended “An arrangement of highway features that 
minimize the potential for adverse driver reactions due to surprise or 
misinterpretation”  
3  3 respondents recommended “The avoidance of abrupt changes in geometric 
and operational features for continuous highway design elements and the 
careful selection of design elements that meet driver expectancies”  
2  2 referred to speed, referring to “consistent with an appropriate design speed” 
and “such that uniform operating”  
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2.4 Sight Distance  
2.4.1 Introduction 
Sight distance is the maximum length at which a driver can see before the line of 
sight is blocked by a vertical curve or any obstacle on the inside of a horizontal 
curve. As the necessity to see ahead is so crucial for drivers, sight distance is one of 
the most important elements to be considered in the geometric design of highways.  
2.4.2 Calculation of sight distance  
To calculate the sight distance, following definitions should be reviewed: 
Driver’s eye height is above 1.05m with 95%ile according to the Measurements of 
Eye Height of British Car Drivers above the Road Surface [12].  
Object height is defined as low bound 0.26m to see the rear tail lights of other 
vehicles and as upper bound 2.00m to see the vehicles coming ahead [13]. 
Perception and reaction time of drivers is generally between 0.4 -0.8 seconds under 
test conditions. To design safe and comfortable roads, perception and reaction time is 
accepted as 2 seconds [13] 
Braking distance must be sufficient considering the required degree of friction 
between the road surface and tyres to allow a comfortable braking for drivers. 
There are two types of sight distance to calculate: Stopping Sight Distance (SSD) and 
Full Overtaking Sight Distance (FOSD). Stopping Sigh Distance is measured from 
the eye level of driver of 1.05m to the object height of 0.26m, both above the road 
surface [10]. Figure 2.1 shows a typical stopping sight distance diagram. 
 
Figure 2.1 : Stopping Sight Distance Diagram for Crest Vertical Curve. 
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Full Overtaking Sight Distance is the required distance between the driver and the 
vehicle coming from ahead to make a safe overtaking manoeuvre. FOSD must 
provide a clear visibility between the points 1.05 and 2.00m above the carriageway 
centre. 
To calculate the SSD, design speed needs to be considered. Figure 2.2 below shows 
the relationship between design speed and SSD: 
 
Figure 2.2 : Stopping Sight Distance – Design Speed Graphic [13]. 
There is a positive correlation between design speed and SSD as shown in the figure 
above. 99%ile Desirable value is equal to 85%ile Absolute Minimum value; both are 
2 sec + 0.375g (g is gravity). In the same way, 85%ile Desirable value is equal to 
50%ile Absolute Minimum value. It can be clearly seen that, Desirable SSD value 
has the same value with Absolute Minimum value on the one Design Speed step 





Table 2.2 : Basis for Sight Distance Calculation. 
Speed Desirable Basis Absolute Minimum Basis 
99%ile 2 sec + 0.375g 0.4 sec + 0.375g
 
85%ile 2 sec + 0.25g 2 sec + 0.375g 
50%ile 2 sec + 0.175g 2 sec + 0.25g 
Table 2.3 shows the Desirable Minimum SSD values for different Design Speeds 
which are calculated with considering the Table 2.2.  
Table 2.3 : Desirable Minimum Stopping Sight Distance. 
Design Speed (kph)  120        100        85         70         60          50 
Desirable Minimum SSD (m)   295        215        160       120       90          70 
2.4.3 Sight distance measurements 
There are many studies which show the inverse correlation between sight distance 
and accident frequency. A report from the Department of the Transport of UK, for 
instance, stated that the accident rates rise steeply when sight distance decrease 
below 100m [14].  
To analyze the sight distance effect on the accident rates of the existing roads, it is 
required to measure sight distance along the road.  There are many different 
measurement methods developed by various approaches.  
In this paper, 12D Model design software was used to measure sight line on the road, 
differently from many other previous studies. Some recent sight distance 
measurement researches including manual, practical, mathematical and digital 
methods are explained in following paragraphs.  
A Traffic Engineer from New York stated a practical way to measure sight distance 
with using some equipment on the road. To measure the length of the sight line on 
the travel path, two people with safety vests and hard hats, sight distance measuring 
sticks which are brightly painted on the proper obstacle height, a measuring wheel 
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and long steel tape measure are needed for this method. Then, the steps below are 
followed: 
 The first person kneels in the travel lane to get his eyes on the proper height, 
 The second person moves to target stick along the travel line until the first 
person cannot see the brightly painted section of the target stick.  
 Measuring the distance between the starting and end points by using 
measuring wheel or steel tape. 
 If the sight line length fails to satisfy the required sight distance, some 
changes are needed such as removing obstructions, changing the road 
geometry or the operation speed of the road [15]. 
It is obvious that this method is difficult to use on whole road network because the 
method is based on manual measurement.  
Two Transport Engineers from Morgan State University have developed a 
visualization-based method to measure sight distance by using 3D road surface, solid 
cone and rectangular plane. Within the study, the line of height which is parallel to 
the road centre tangent and the cone with the height of “h” from the road surface is 
systematically moved along the road path, and then variational rectangular planes are 
used on the intersected road surface to calculate the sight distance. A method is 
developed by mathematical calculations to calculate 3D road surface and sight 
distance. The main stages of this study are given below:  
 Developing road surface model from three dimensional centrelines. 
 Determining a field of view surface model by using a virtual cone. 
 Modelling the virtual line of rectangular sight plane. 
 Measuring sight distance with three developed surfaces: the vertex of the 
solid cone is sited at a height of driver’s eyelevel from the road surface and 
the line of height of the cone is parallel to the tangent at a given point to be 
able to calculate the length of sight line with the help of intersected road 
surface. 
As the authors of this study stated, this method needs to be developed to be tested on 
the existing highways [16]. Road surface is the only point considered to measure 
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sight distance within this study. However, there are many obstructions such as trees 
or buildings to be taken into account while calculating the length of sight line. 
Asst. Prof. David J. Lovell from University of Maryland has developed another 
model to calculate sight distance from horizontal geometry by using an arbitrary 
alignment of tangent section, circular curves, and spiral transition curves. The main 
steps of the study are shown below:  
 The alignment and its tangent and normal vectors at all points are described 
by use of a parametric representation. 
 Similar curves for the centre of the travelled lane and supposed lateral 
obstructions curve are derived from the centreline curves. 
 An automatic method which is analogous to manual graphical method is 
described to calculate sight distance. 
This method is accurate and efficient with only manual calculations and appropriate 
for the areas with flat terrain [17]. Therefore, this method is not suitable for the 
whole road network which has many obstructions and highlands. 
A recent study has been supported by Manhattan University to calculate sight 
distance from GPS data. This research is more important since a 3D calculation 
method is used by combining horizontal and vertical geometry of the road. Following 
stages is used to achieve the purpose: 
 To represent the road surface, horizontal curves, vertical curves and tangents, 
some geometric equations with the cubic B-splines form are used. 
 To calculate existing sight distance, an analytic method which examines the 
intersection of sight line and road elements including road surface and 
obstructions is used. 
This model is examined on most highways in Kansas and can be used to calculate 
existing sight distance on any highway which has GPS data [18]. Because GPS data 
is essential here; it is not possible to implement this method on whole road network. 
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2.5 The Relationship between Design Consistency, Sight Distance and Safety 
2.5.1 Design consistency and safety 
International research has established links between design consistency and road 
safety, especially on rural single carriageways which represent a high risk to the user, 
but attract less investment due to the size of the network.  
The most important research about the consistency and safety of undesigned single 
carriageways is Prof. Lamm’s study which proposed three criteria: design 
consistency, operating speed consistency and driving dynamic consistency (shown 
on the Table 2.4) [7].  
Table 2.4 : Consistency Evaluation Criteria.  
Design 
Evaluation 









































< - 0.04 
In this table above; V
85
 is the %85 of operating speed; V
d
 is design speed; Δf
R
 is the 
friction coefficient.  
Safety criterion 1 is achieving design consistency: the design speed should be 
constant for longer road lines to ensure that the design speed characteristic satisfies 
the driver’s expectations. 
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Safety criterion 2 is achieving operating speed consistency: the design speed and the 
operating speed should be constant for longer road lines to provide a balanced speed 
management for drivers. 
Safety criterion 3 is consistency in driving dynamics: the frictional behaviour 
between the road surface and tyre should be considered with respect to the design 
speed. 
He also stated in one of his research that departures from geometric design 
consistency lead definitely to a rise in the accident rate [19].  
Another important research from Dublin showed the relationship between geometric 
design consistency and safety on rural single carriageways in Ireland. As there were 
no as built drawings of the rural single carriageway network, researchers estimated 
the geometric data on some of 70km highways with selected 19 curves and 19 
tangents. Then, a spot speed survey was implemented to calculate operating speed 
for each midpoint of the tangent and curve. Geometric design consistency assessment 
was performed with an operating speed model to classify geometric elements as 
poor, fair or good within the design evaluation criteria. 
The last step of the research was to compare the classified geometric elements and 
the accident records including 53 accidents and 40 locations. 19 of the accidents 
were cited on the locations which were classified as good, 8 of them were cited on 
locations classified as fair and 13 accidents were cited on the locations classified as 
poor. As the authors of this research stated, these results have shown that there is a 
relationship between consistency of geometry and road safety [20].  
A different study about highway design consistency and safety was carried out by a 
research group in Madrid, Spain. The researches stated that design consistency can 
be described as a compliance of road geometry to satisfy driver’s expectations.  
Researchers used GIS to analyse highway design consistency and road safety due to 
its analytical possibilities and increasing number of studies in highway engineering 
which are supported by GIS applications. A computer system was developed 
depending on vehicle operating speeds and the selected operating speed model to 
examine the relationship between consistency of road geometry and safety [21]. 
In addition to the studies explained above, there are many other researches about 
design consistency and safety of roads. Most of them have shown that accident rates 
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are related with geometric design consistency with using different methods. 
However, all of these previous studies need to be developed and new techniques are 
required to examine the relationship between design consistency and road safety. 
2.5.2 Sight distance and road safety 
Sight distance is crucial for road safety. Most researches about road safety mention 
the importance of sight distance. According to Authors of Highway Design and 
Traffic Safety Engineering Handbook which is a significant reference for highway 
engineering, the relationship between sight distance and road safety, particularly on 
two lane rural roads, are as follows:   
 Accident rate decreases when sight distance increases. 
 High accident rates are located where sight distance is less than 100m. 
 There is no major accident record where the sight distance is more than 
150m. 
Correspondingly, the Authors state that sight distance is one of the most important 
effects on road safety, especially for rural single carriageways, to be analyzed for 
improving highway performance [7]. 
The consultants of the European Commission have stated that limited sight distance 
has an influence on increasing accident rates. Additionally, they mention that also to 
make driving plan easier, sight distance conditions need to be improved and therefore 
vehicles, obstructions etc. will be more visible [9].  
Another study about sight distance effects on accident rates on rural single 
carriageways is carried out by Transport Research Board, USA. The relationship 
between the degree of curvature and the accident rates at horizontal curves was 
explored, and then within this relationship, the influence of tangent length and sight 
distance was examined in the scope of this research. The results have shown that 
approach tangent length and short approach sight distance have influence on the 
safety, especially, on sharp curves [22]. 
In addition to the recent studies, sight distance was always of great importance for 
road safety, therefore many highway engineers referred to the significance of 
visibility on road safety: 
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 Sight distance is the most important characteristic in highway designing, 
Hiersche, Germany [23].  
 Limited sight distance causes many accidents, Krebs and Kloeckner, 
Germany [24]. 
 Accident rate of roads with the sight distance less than 240m is twice higher 
than roads with the sight distance more than 750m, Young, USA [8].  
 Accident rates rise steeply when sight distance decrease below 100m, a report 
for the Department of the Transport of UK [14].  
 A negative relationship between sight distance and accident rate is detected, 
Sparks, USA [25], Silyanov, former Soviet Union [26], Kunze, Germany 
[27].  
As explained above, sight distance is known as a significant element in highway 
designing from past to present. 
2.6 Conclusion 
Many previous researches have been reviewed to find out the shortcomings about 
consistency of sight distance and road safety. Based on this literature review, the 
points below are concluded: 
 Inconsistencies in highway design lead to a possibility of accidents. 
 Consistency measurements are generally concentrated on rural networks, 
particularly, rural two-lane roads which have not enough alignment data or as 
built drawings in most countries. 
 Visibility is internationally regarded as one of the most important elements 
for highway designing, and many studies from different countries have shown 
that there is a negative correlation between sight distance and accident rates. 
 There is no any research carried out yet to explore the relationship between 




3. ANALYZING CONSISTENCY OF SIGHT DISTANCE  
3.1 Introduction 
Design Consistency is regarded as a significant point to analyze and enhance the road 
safety. This chapter gives a detailed process description of analyzing consistency of 
sight distance which is one of the main objectives of the study. This chapter is 
organized as follows: 
3.2 Data Collection: gives a detailed process description of data collection which is 
required in order to achieve the purpose of this study. 
3.3 Measuring Sight Distance via 12D Model: shows the method of how to measure 
sight distance by using 12D Model design software. 
3.4 Analyzing Consistency of Sight Distance: involves the analysis of sight distance 
between successive elements of the road. 
3.5 Conclusion: highlights the important points of the outputs of this chapter. 
3.2 Data Collection 
Collection of necessary data with a high accuracy is very important to achieve 
precise results. There are two sub steps of data collection: road selection and 
estimation of highway geometry. 
3.2.1 Road selection  
Because the study is about single carriageways and is carried out in the city of 
Newcastle Upon Tyne, two lane rural roads in Northumberland were examined in 
terms of their geometry with a basic estimation on maps and their accident records.  
To select a road to study on, the roads A1, A68, A69, A688, A689, A694, A695, 




Figure 3.1 : Two Lane Rural Roads in Northumberland Area [28]. 
These roads have different lengths, geometric shapes, and different numbers of 
curves, traffic volumes and accident records. A68 road is selected for this study, 
since: 
 It has a suitable geometry to analyze consistency of sight distance. 
 Accident records show that it is the most unsafe road compared to others. 
 There is no recent realignment made for this road. 





The A68 road is one of the main roads in the UK, which is running from Darlington, 
England to Dalkeith, Scotland. Within this paper, around 19.90 km of the A68 road 
were studied which include mainly 10 horizontal and many vertical curves which are 
difficult to count because of undesigned geometry. Besides, the minimum horizontal 
curve is about 35m and the maximum one is around 750m of the selected part of the 
A68 road.  
3.2.2 Estimation of highway geometry 
Defining the geometric characteristics of the road is essential to measure sight 
distance and analyze consistency of visibility. As most roads were built onto 
historical alignments, there are no drawings about the road geometry of the greater 
part of the rural road network in UK. Additionally, alignments of these roads, 
including all elements such as horizontal and vertical curves, are not matched with 
any design standards. Therefore, it is required to find a method to estimate the 
geometry of the selected road. 
There are some methods such as Manual Survey, GPS, Digital Maps, and Lidar to 
get terrain data. Manual Survey is not a suitable method for this study since it is not 
practical and economical. GPS survey takes time around the Newcastle Area since 
Newcastle is at 55º north but the USA’s GPS satellite includes latitudes greater than 
55º. It is because 5 satellites are required at the same time to get data with high 
accuracy [29]. 
Lidar (Light Detection and Ranging) is a new geomatic technique which is highly 
accurate, mostly automated, fast acquisition, suitable for day and night works and 
cost effective. It works with optimal remote sensing technology and measures the 
distance by using laser. After exploring the relationship between consistency of sight 
distance and accident rates as the purpose of this paper, it is planned to start a new 
survey about speed modelling with regard to sight distance, and Lidar data will be 
used within this future study.  
In a previous study about geometric consistency and speed management, a practical 
and cost effective method is used to estimate the horizontal alignment: Ordnance 
Survey (OS) Land-Line Plus digital mapping [28]. This method was used by Hashim 
(2006) on the A68 road and proved that the accuracy is enough to analyse 




Figure 3.2 : Land-Line Digital Maps. 
 
Figure 3.3 : The Road Features in the OS Land-Line. 
The horizontal data are provided from Hashim’s study since there has been no any 
realignment on the road in the last 5 years. Then, the horizontal alignment was 
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transferred in .dwg format to 12d Model software, which was used to determine the 
road geometry including horizontal alignment, vertical alignment and sight distance.  
Firstly, horizontal data were created by following the existing data of the previous 
study (See Figure 3.4). To determine the vertical profile, landform data were 
imported to the 12d Model and triangulated to create 12d tins data. Then, a section 
view was created to define vertical data on 12d Model. Designing vertical alignment, 
the existing line was followed delicately to achieve highly accurate results (See 
Figure 3.5). All design files and models driven in this study are given on the 
Appendix A. 
 
Figure 3.4 : Horizontal Alignment of the Selected Road. 
 




3.3 Measuring Sight Distance via 12D Model 
3.3.1 Introduction 
12d Model software allows measuring maximum distance that can be seen with an 
eye height on the tin during the alignment. While using this feature, a string and a tin 
are selected, more than this, eye height, eye offset, target height, target offset, start 
and end chainage can be selected according to the purpose of the study. Figure 3.6 
shows the working principle of this feature on 12d Model [30].  
 
Figure 3.6 : Working Principle of 12d Model to Calculate Sight Distance 
The target point is tested for visibility from the given minimum sight distance to the 
given maximum sight distance along the string, and offset by given target offset, 
raised by the given target height. The final target point position is placed in both the 
report file and the model which is created for sight lines. 
To calculate the sight distance of reverse direction along the string, the eye point is 
placed at the end chainage with the negative of the trial interval, and then the same 
process is performed. 





Figure 3.7 : Sight Distance Panel on 12d Model. 
The buttons on the panel above are explained as follows: 
Tin is the name of surface tin to use for testing visibility. 
Report file is the name of the file to be written to show outputs. 
Centreline tab: 
Centreline is the name of the string to use for measuring sight distance and can be 
selected from a view. 
Interval is the amount to grade the eye chainage to repeat sight distance calculation 
along the string.  
Start/end chainage are to define the line of string to calculate sight distance through. 
If these buttons are blank, the start and the end chainage of the selected string are 
used. 
Trial interval is the grading of chainage to repeat sight distance calculation if the 
target point is visible. 
Minimum sight distance is to define the minimum chainage distance to test first 
target point from the eye chainage. 
Maximum sight distance is to define the maximum chainage distance from the eye 




Height is the distance between the given tin and the eye point. 
Offset is the horizontal distance between the picked string and the eye point. 
Target tab: 
Height is the distance between the given tin and the target point. 
Offset is the horizontal distance between the picked string and the target point. 
Bridge Tins tab: 
Tin is the name of the tin to use as vertical obstructions while testing visibility. 
Forward Direction tab: 
Sight lines is the name of the model to include sight lines. 
Good colour is created when the minimum sight distance is achieved. 
Bad colour is created when the minimum sight distance is not achieved. 
Sight text is the name of the model to include the sight distance text. 
Sight text info is the definition of sight text. 
Reverse Direction tab: 
Sight lines is the name of the model to include sight lines of the reverse direction. 
Good colour is created when the minimum sight distance is achieved for the reverse 
direction. 
Bad colour is created when the minimum sight distance is not achieved for the 
reverse direction. 
Sight text is the name of the model to include the sight distance text of the reverse 
direction. 
Sight text info is the definition of sight text of the reverse direction. 
3.3.2 Sight distance measurement 
In this paper, sight distance was measured along the selected string via 12d Model by 
following the instructions above. Figure 3.8 shows the Centreline tab used for the 
calculation of sight distance on the selected string.  
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After determining the Tin and Report file names, Interval value is given as 100m, 
Trial interval value is given as 10m, Minimum sight distance is given as 0 and 
Maximum sight distance is given as 3000m.  
 
Figure 3.8 : Sight Distance Panel with Selected Options (Centreline tab). 
 




As shown on the Figure 3.9 and Figure 3.10, to calculate the sight distance; eye 
height is given on the Eye tab as 1.05m; object height is given on the Target tab as 
0.26m according to the UK standards (shown on the Chapter 2).  
   
Figure 3.10 : Sight Distance Panel with Selected Options (Target tab).   
Table 3.1 gives a part of the results of the calculation of sight distance per 100m for 
forward direction on the selected tin and string to show the report format in brief. 
The whole report of the sight distance calculation with 100m intervals both for 
forward and reverse directions is placed in the Appendix C. Additionally; sight 
distance calculation report with 10m intervals is also given in the Appendix C. 
According to the sight distance report file for 100m intervals, there are quite different 
values of sight distance during the selected part of the A68 road; values change from 
under 10m up to 750m.  
Additionally, transitions between low value sight distances and high value sight 
distances are not soft; that means there are many sharp changes and inconsistencies 







Table 3.1 : Report File for Sight Distance Measurement (Forward Direction). 
 
3.4 Analyzing Consistency of Sight Distance 
3.4.1 Introduction 
There is no further publication about analyzing consistency of sight distance over the 
world. Therefore, this analysis is of great importance for highway engineering. In 
this paper, a practical method is used to examine inconsistencies of visibility on the 
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purpose of showing that there is a relationship between consistency of sight distance 
and accident frequency to lead future researches. 
3.4.2 Consistency analysis 
Different methods can be used to analyse consistency with respect of geometric 
characteristics of the road such as horizontal curves and tangents. In this paper, a 
practical method was used; Sight Distance Report File was transferred to Excel with 
the intent of creating the Sight Distance-Chainage graphics and exposing the sharp 
changes in sight distance measurements along the selected string.  
 
Figure 3.11 : Visibility per 100 metres Along the String (Forward Direction). 
Figure 3.10 gives the sight distance calculations per 100m along the forward 
direction of the string. It can be seen that sight distance changes sharply through the 
string as the selected road is a part of an undesigned rural single carriageway, which 
built onto the historical alignments. Therefore, Sight Distance-Chainage Graphic for 





Figure 3.12 : Visibility per 100 metres Along the String (Reverse Direction). 
As shown on the graphics above, there are many sharp changes in sight distance 
along the string. This is because of the undesigned road geometry. Sight Distance 
was also measured per 10 metres along the string to use when more detailed data are 
needed during this research (see Figure 3.13 and Figure 3.14).  
Analysing consistency of sight distance with 10m intervals can be a future study as a 
different approach. However, calculating sight distance per 10m to compare with 
accident frequency require very sensitive accident records by maximum 10m 
deviation of accident locations. 
 In this paper, sight distance is analysed with only 100m intervals along the string as 
it is not confirmed that accident locations on the police reports has enough accuracy 










































































































To analyse the consistence and inconsistence sections of the string, sight 
distance measurements were successively compared per 100 metres of the 
road. Figure 3.15 and Figure 3.16 indicates the changes in sight distance per 
100 metres along the string. 
 
Figure 3.15 : Differences in Sight Distance per 100 Metres (Forward 
Direction). 
 




Due to the fact that A68 is an undesigned single carriageway, visibility changes 
sharply per 100 metres along the string depending on the non-standard road 
characteristics. 
In this research, consistency of sight distance was analyzed according to the 
measurements for every 100m along the string. Table 3.1 and 3.2 give a sample 
of the Chainage - Sight Distance and Differences of Visibility Tables for 
successive 100m of the string. Full Tables are given in the Appendix B. 
Table 3.2 : Chainage–Sight Distances–Difference of Visibility (F. Direction). 
Forward Direction 
Chainage Sight Dist. Differences Chainage Sight Dist. Differences 
0.00 192.74   2600.00 84.99 127.40 
100.00 93.75 98.99 2700.00 12.41 72.58 
200.00 331.70 237.95 2800.00 10.68 1.73 
300.00 62.34 269.36 2900.00 280.80 270.11 
400.00 36.84 25.49 3000.00 179.55 101.25 
500.00 137.14 100.29 3100.00 68.69 110.85 
600.00 37.18 99.95 3200.00 350.27 281.58 
700.00 109.98 72.80 3300.00 249.92 100.35 
800.00 128.42 18.44 3400.00 149.44 100.47 
900.00 251.00 122.58 3500.00 49.57 99.87 
1000.00 141.12 109.89 3600.00 53.65 4.08 
1100.00 62.39 78.73 3700.00 356.15 302.49 
1200.00 81.50 19.11 3800.00 255.75 100.39 
1300.00 116.08 34.58 3900.00 155.29 100.47 
1400.00 16.21 99.87 4000.00 55.40 99.89 
1500.00 320.00 303.79 4100.00 457.54 402.14 
1600.00 218.99 101.01 4200.00 227.28 -227.28 
1700.00 31.05 187.94 4300.00 116.59 110.69 
1800.00 21.16 9.89 4400.00 157.95 41.36 
1900.00 565.40 544.24 4500.00 61.32 96.63 
2000.00 213.97 351.43 4600.00 261.35 200.03 
2100.00 112.59 101.38 4700.00 121.26 140.09 
2200.00 263.76 151.17 4800.00 61.30 59.96 
2300.00 109.63 154.14 4900.00 253.75 192.45 
2400.00 67.61 42.02 5000.00 151.70 102.06 
2500.00 212.38 144.77 5100.00 52.87 98.83 
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Table 3.3 : Chainage–Sight Distances–Difference of Visibility (R. Direction). 
Reverse Direction  
Chainage Sight Dist. Differences Chainage Sight Dist. Differences 
19800.00 83.02   16200.00 116.20 50.64 
19700.00 68.47 14.55 16100.00 258.00 141.80 
19600.00 103.58 35.11 16000.00 153.77 104.22 
19500.00 155.24 51.66 15900.00 138.80 14.98 
19400.00 397.64 242.40 15800.00 38.75 100.05 
19300.00 192.65 204.99 15700.00 419.87 381.12 
19200.00 61.32 131.33 15600.00 319.87 319.87 
19100.00 103.29 41.97 15500.00 219.86 100.01 
19000.00 189.07 85.79 15400.00 61.11 158.75 
18900.00 88.60 100.48 15300.00 19.87 41.24 
18800.00 72.31 16.28 15200.00 398.50 378.63 
18700.00 167.05 94.73 15100.00 59.12 339.38 
18600.00 68.20 98.85 15000.00 193.33 134.21 
18500.00 33.34 34.86 14900.00 94.09 99.24 
18400.00 80.98 47.64 14800.00 115.03 20.94 
18300.00 78.82 2.15 14700.00 314.44 199.41 
18200.00 244.10 165.28 14600.00 174.15 140.29 
18100.00 140.62 103.48 14500.00 116.07 58.08 
18000.00 58.89 81.73 14400.00 111.64 4.43 
17900.00 74.64 15.76 14300.00 81.71 29.93 
17800.00 239.26 164.62 14200.00 176.36 94.64 
17700.00 145.38 93.88 14100.00 70.08 106.27 
17600.00 162.35 16.98 14000.00 72.49 2.41 
17500.00 208.23 45.88 13900.00 46.71 25.79 
17400.00 107.58 100.65 13800.00 158.46 111.76 
17300.00 69.70 37.88 13700.00 58.41 100.05 
17200.00 169.31 99.62 13600.00 353.83 295.42 
17100.00 36.73 132.59 13500.00 247.32 106.52 
17000.00 205.73 169.01 13400.00 143.40 103.91 
16900.00 102.51 103.23 13300.00 46.86 96.54 
16800.00 135.07 32.57 13200.00 77.65 30.79 
16700.00 125.58 9.50 13100.00 195.24 117.59 
16600.00 219.20 93.62 13000.00 95.24 100.00 
16500.00 119.26 99.93 12900.00 43.40 51.85 
16400.00 316.65 197.38 12800.00 54.52 11.12 
16300.00 166.83 149.82 12700.00 164.73 110.22 
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Afterwards, changes in sight distance were grouped with 50m intervals to analyze the 
consistency of visibility along the string. The range of differences in sight distance is 
between 0 and 650m. There are 195 calculations for each 100m part of the string for 
forward direction, and how many calculations are located in the each of 50m 
intervals are shown below: 
- 49 calculations are between 0 – 49.99m,  
- 45 calculations are between 50m– 99.99m 
- 65 calculations are between 100m – 149.99m, 
- 9 calculations are between 150m – 199.99m 
- 10 calculations are between 200m – 249.99m, 
- 17 calculations are more than 250m. 
It is obvious that most of the calculations are more than 50m and many of them are 
more than 100m which means that there are many inconsistencies through the road 
for forward direction. 
For reverse direction the number of calculations located in each of the 50m intervals 
is shown below: 
- 52 calculations are between 0 – 49.99m,  
- 41 calculations are between 50m– 99.99m 
- 61 calculations are between 100m – 149.99m, 
- 17 calculations are between 150m – 199.99m 
- 9 calculations are between 200m – 249.99m, 
- 15 calculations are more than 250m. 
In parallel with forward direction, there are many points with visibility differences 
more than 100m along the string for reverse direction.  
3.5 Conclusion 
Both measurements of sight distance with 10m and 100m intervals indicate that there 
are many rough changes in visibility through the road. It means that there are many 
inconsistencies in sight distance along the string.  
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According to the results of forward direction, there are significant differences in sight 
distance along the string; there are only 49 calculation points with less than 50m 
difference of visibility from the total of 195 points. In other words, 146 of 195 
calculation points have more than 50m difference in sight distance.  
Another high point is that 101 of 195 points have more than 100m difference in 
visibility. If it is considered that sight distance calculations were carried out per 
100m along the string, it can be said that there are extreme changes in sight distance 
on more than half of the string.    
Calculations for reverse direction show that 143 of 195 points have more than 50m 
difference in sight distance for successive 100m intervals along the string and 102 of 
all have more than 100m difference. It means that there are many inconsistencies 
through the road for reverse direction in parallel with forward direction as shown on 
the Table 3.4 below. 
Table 3.4 : Consistency Table of the Selected Road According to the Results. 
Intervals Forward Direction Reverse Direction 
0-49.99m 49 52 
50m-99.99m 45 41 
100m-149.99m 65 61 
150m-199.99m 9 17 
200m-249.99m 10 9 
250m-.. 17 15 
Total 195 195 
Over 50m 146 143 





4. ANALYZING THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CONSISTENCY OF 
SIGHT DISTANCE AND ACCIDENT RATES 
4.1 Introduction 
Many previous researches about consistency of road geometry have shown that 
accident frequency is related to design consistency and they are generally focused on 
horizontal or/and vertical geometry of the road. However, in this paper, accident 
frequency has been examined with consistency of sight distance, differently from 
many previous researches. 
In this chapter, as main aim of the study, an analysis of the relationship between 
consistency of sight distance and accident frequency was driven. Accident records of 
the selected part of the A68 road were compared to the sight distance calculations 
which were carried out in Chapter 3. This chapter is organized as follows: 
4.2 Accident Records: gives the details of accident data for the selected road.  
4.3 Analyzing the Consistency of Sight Distance on Accident Locations: compares 
the sight distance consistency with accident data. 
4.4 Conclusion: highlights the significant findings of this chapter. 
4.2 Accident Records 
Accidents data of the selected road are obtained from Gateshead Council including 
the records of the last 3 years [31]. There are much information in accident records, 
such as age, sex and the postcodes of the drivers, vehicle types and directions, 
daylights, road surface conditions and coordinates of accident locations.  
In this study, causalities were just classified according to the vehicle direction to 
divide causalities for both forward and reverse directions. All accidents in the records 




Table 4.1 : Accidents Details.  
No Code Direction Explanation Light  Weather 
Road 
Surface 
1 585509 Forward 
Collided with the vehicle ahead 
on hill Light  Fine  Dry 
2 93309 Forward Lost control Dark Fine  Wet/Damp 
3 675008 Forward Lost control on hill crest Light  Fine  Dry 
4 NI036610 Forward Lost control while overtaking  Light  Fog  Wet/Damp 
5 463410 Forward Lost control Light  Fine  Dry 
6 340609 Forward Lost control Light  Fine  Dry 
7 630709 Forward Lost control while overtaking  Light  Fine  Dry 
8 206108 Forward Lost control on sharp crest Light  Fine  Frost/Ice 
9 461710 Forward Lost control Light  Fine  Dry 
10 346808 Forward Unable to see vehicle ahead Light  Fine  Wet/Damp 
11 293909 Reverse Lost control on uphill crest Light  Raining  Wet/Damp 
12 914008 Reverse Lost control on bend Light  Fine  Frost/Ice 
13 619610 Reverse Lost control while overtaking  Light  Fine  Wet/Damp 
14 474908 Reverse Lost control on bend Light  Fine  Wet/Damp 
15 SB264209 Reverse Lost control Light  Fine  Dry 
16 135009 Forward Lost control Light  Fine  Dry 
17 374208 Forward Lost control while overtaking  Light  Fine  Dry 
18 893708 Reverse 
Collided with the vehicle ahead 
on hill Light  Fine Dry 
19 141408 Reverse Unable to see vehicle ahead Light  Fine Dry 
20 108810 Forward 
Failed to see vehicle on turning 
right Light  Fine  Wet/Damp 
21 676210 Reverse Lost control Light  Fine  Dry 
22 NI209509 Reverse Lost control after a sharp bend Light  Raining  Wet/Damp 
23 187609 Forward Lost control Dark Fine  Dry 
24 614808 Forward Lost control  Light  Raining   Flood 
25 247409 Reverse Lost control while overtaking  Light  Fine  Dry 
26 724309 Reverse Lost control on bend Light  Fine  Wet/Damp 
27 NI044210 Reverse 
Collided with the nearside 
pedestrian Dark Other Wet/Damp 
28 389408 Forward Lost control on bend Light  Fine  Wet/Damp 
29 557110 Reverse Lost control while overtaking  Light  Fine  Dry 




Table 4.1 gives some detail about the accidents studied on this research. 
Explanations which give information how accidents happened are classified 
basically.      
In future studies, consistency of sight distance would be compared to different 
classifications of accident data such as vehicle and driver’ features to carry out 
different researches with various approaches.  
As there is much personal information about the drivers, accident records were not 
shown on this paper. However, a brief report which shows the accident codes, dates, 
local coordinates, weather, road surface etc. is given on the Appendix D.  
4.3 Analysing the Consistency of Sight Distance on Accident Locations 
After creating three dimensional alignment of the selected road, accident coordinates 
were located on 12d Model to define the accident chainage along the string (See 
Figure 4.1). Consistency of sight distance was analyzed with chainage approach of 
the previous chapter, and then, accident locations were compared with these 
consistency measures in this chapter. 
 
Figure 4.1 : Accident Locations on 12d Model.   
There are 30 accident records on the selected part of the A68 road between the dates 
of 01.01.2008 and 31.12.2010 according to the reports of Gateshead Council. It can 
be seen on Figure 4.1 that accidents are spread along the string except the longer 
straight elements which have more consistent visibility than the curves. This can be a 
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future study to analyze consistency of sight distance with regard to geometric 
characteristics of the road. 
While converting the local coordinates to chainage of the string on 12d Model, all 
accident locations were recorded to the excel file. Then Road Chainage-Differences 
of Sight Distance (for successive chainage)-Accident Locations were graphed to 
analyze the relationship between consistency of sight distance and accident 
frequency. 
Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3 show the Differences of Sight Distance per 100m and 
Accident Locations graphics for both directions. 
 
Figure 4.2 : Visibility Changes–Accident Locations Graphic (Forward Direction). 
Changes in sight distance were grouped with 50 metres intervals as shown on the 
figure above. 16 of 30 accidents occurred on the forward direction of the road which 
means basically means driving from North to South. According to the Figure 4.2, for 
the forward direction of the road: 
4 of all occurred on the locations with difference in sight distance: between     0-
49.99m,  




1 of all occurred on the locations with difference in sight distance: between 100m-
149.99m,  
2 of all occurred on the locations with difference in sight distance: between 150m-
199.99m,  
2 of all occurred on the locations with difference in sight distance: between 200m-
249.99m,  
4 of all occurred on the locations with difference in sight distance: between 250m 
and over. 
As the road length is limited, there are not many accident records and this makes 
detailed analysis more difficult. However, it is obvious that there is a reverse 
relationship between accident frequency and consistency of sight distance with 
regard to Figure 4.2, since 12 of 16 accidents occurred on the locations which have 
more than 50m difference in sight distance calculations and 9 of all occurred on 
locations which have more than 100m difference in sight distance calculations.  
 
Figure 4.3 : Visibility Changes–Accident Locations Graphic (Reverse Direction). 
There are 14 accident records on the reverse direction of the road which means 
basically means driving from South to North. According to Figure 4.3, for the 
reverse direction of the road: 
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3 of all occurred on the locations with difference in sight distance: between    0-
49.99m,  
2 of all occurred on the locations with difference in sight distance: between 50m-
99.99m,  
4 of all occurred on the locations with difference in sight distance: between 100m-
149.99m,  
2 of all occurred on the locations with difference in sight distance: between 150m-
199.99m,  
2 of all occurred on the locations with difference in sight distance: between 200m-
149.99m,  
1 of all occurred on the locations with difference in sight distance: between 250m 
and over. 
Parallel to the forward direction, it can be clearly seen that there is a reverse 
relationship between accident frequency and consistency of sight distance in 
reference to Figure 4.3, since 11 of 14 accidents occurred on the locations which 
have more than 50m difference in sight distance calculations and 9 of all occurred on 
locations which have more than 100m differences in sight distance calculations. 
4.4 Conclusion 
The main purpose of this study is to explore the relationship between consistency of 
sight distance and accident frequency. In this chapter, consistency measurements 
were compared with the accident records on the graphics above. Table 4.2 gives the 
results which show there is a reverse relationship between consistency of visibility 
and accident statistics.  
According to the Table 4.2, 75%ile of all accidents for forward direction occurred on 
the locations with more than 50m difference in sight distance calculations. 
Conformably, about %79ile of all accidents for reverse direction happened in the 
places with more than 50m difference in sight distance calculations.  
While 56.25% of all occurred on the locations with more than 100m difference in 
sight distance through forward direction; 64.29% of all occurred on the locations 
with more than 100m difference in sight distance through reverse direction. 
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0-49.99m 4 25.00% 3 21.43%
50m-99.99m 3 18.75% 2 14.29%
100m-149.99m 1 6.25% 4 28.57%
150m-199.99m 2 12.50% 2 14.29%
200m-249.99m 2 12.50% 2 14.29%
250m-.. 4 25.00% 1 7.14%
Total 16 100.00% 14 100.00%
Over 50m 12 75.00% 11 78.57%
Over 100m 9 56.25% 9 64.29%




If both directions are analyzed together, 18 of 30 accidents occurred on the locations 
with more than 100m changes in sight distance calculations; it means more than half 
of all accidents occurred on inconsistent parts of the road. 
In conclusion, it can be undoubtedly said that accidents mostly occurred on the 
locations with high inconsistencies in visibility. This can be accepted as a proof of 








5. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The aim of this research is to find out the relationship between consistency of sight 
distance and road safety on rural single carriageways. Two main objectives were 
driven to achieve this aim. The first objective was to measure and analyze 
consistency of sight distance along the selected string. The second objective was to 
determine the accident locations and compare them with consistency of sight 
distance through the road. A comprehensive literature review was carried out to 
achieve these objectives. Following conclusions of this study and recommendations 
for future studies were revealed through this paper. 
5.1 Summary and Conclusion 
The main conclusions of this research can be summarised as follows: 
 The literature review given in Chapter 2 indicated that sight distance is one of 
the most important geometric characteristics for the road safety. Many 
researches were submitted to analyze the importance of geometric elements 
of the road by using consistency measurements. Although consistency of 
highway geometry and sight distance were pointed out as so important for 
road safety by many researches, there is no study carried out yet to analyze 
the effects of the consistency of sight distance on road safety.  
 According to the accident statistics, rural roads, especially rural single 
carriageways, have the highest accident rates and many researches are 
focused on these roads to study on road safety. 
 As rural roads which have no as built drawings were studied in this paper, an 
economical and practical method was chosen to define the road geometry. 
Horizontal and vertical alignments were created from digital maps. 
 The second part of the A68 road was selected to study because of its location, 
road geometry and accident records. This part is about 20km including 10 
horizontal curves and many tangents. Sight distance was measured within 
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100m intervals along the road and then consistency of sight distance was 
analyzed for successive intervals.  
 Sight distance for forward direction was measured on 195 points through the 
string for both directions and the differences in sight distance were calculated 
for successive 100m intervals. According to the results, 146 of all points have 
more than 50m differences in sight distance for consecutive intervals. 
Besides, 101 of all points, more than half, have more than 100m difference in 
this sight distance calculations. 
 According to consistency analyzes for reverse direction, 143 points have 
more than 50m difference in sight distance and 102 of all (195) points have 
more than 100m differences. It shows that more than half of the road has 
inconsistencies in visibility for both directions according to this chainage 
approach method. 
 There are 30 accidents recorded during the dates between 01.01.2008 and 
31.12.2010 on the selected part of the A68 road. All accident records were 
considered in this research without any classification related with driver’s 
and/or vehicle’s features. Only accident directions were regarded to analyze 
the accident records for both forward and reverse directions. 16 of 30 
accidents occurred on the forward direction of road, and the rest of them 
occurred on the reverse direction. 
 Accident chainage were determined and located along the string to compare 
with consistency of sight distance. According to the results of forward 
direction, 75% of all accidents occurred on the locations with more than 50m 
sight distance difference between successive 100m intervals through the road. 
56.25% of all accidents happened on the locations with more than 100m sight 
distance differences.  
 According to the results for reverse direction, while 78.57% of all accidents 
happened on the locations with more than 50m difference in sight distance for 
successive 100m intervals along string, 64.29% of all accidents were cited on 
the locations with more than 100m sight distance differences. 
 If both directions are analyzed together, about 77% of all accidents occurred 
on the locations with more than 50m sight distance differences, 60% off all 
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accidents occurred on the locations with more than 100m and 30% of 
accidents occurred on the locations with more than 200m sight distance 
differences.  
 Sight distance measurements and calculations for consistency analysis have 
indicated that there are many inconsistencies in visibility through the selected 
rural single carriageway. Correspondingly, results have clearly shown that 
there is a negative relationship between sight distance and accident rates  
5.2 Recommendations 
Some recommendations for future works are listed below:  
 In this paper, digital maps were used as an economical and practical method. 
However, new geomatic methods such as Lidar data can be used for more 
accurate results.  
 In this research, 3D centreline was considered to measure the sight distance, 
road surface and fences can be taken into account to calculate the visibility in 
future studies. 
 To analyze the consistency of sight distance, chainage approach method was 
used as a practical method. 100m intervals were used to check the 
consistency of sight distance along string, but instead of 100m, different 
intervals can be used such as 10m, 50m etc. As the studied road was a single 
carriageway, the road geometry changes quite often, and shorter intervals 
can be useful for more precise outputs.  
 To determine the intervals to analyze the consistency of sight distance, the 
driver’s reaction time and the length needed for a safe stopping can be 
considered for future researches. 
 On the other hand, many different approaches can be used to analyze 
consistency of sight distance, such as geometric elements approach; 
examining the consistency of sight distance for successive elements. 




 Accident data were just grouped according to the vehicle’s direction to 
analyze the consistency of visibility and road safety for both forward and 
reverse directions. Because accident records are very detailed including 
many features of the drivers, vehicles and road conditions, it is possible to 
classify and analyze the accident records according to these features.  
 Different models can be developed to examine the affects of consistency of 
visibility on the accident frequency. New accident modelling methods can be 
developed.  
 It is very important to develop new speed models for road safety, and a new 
speed limit model based on consistency of sight distance can be developed as 
a future study.  
 In addition to Prof. Lamm’s criteria, a new criterion can be developed to 
group the roads as good, fair and poor safety classes according to 
consistency of sight distance or speed models based on consistency of sight 
distance. Moreover, after creating the new criterion, the relationship between 
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APPENDIX B: Sight Distance Measurement Reports 
Table B.1: Sight distance measurement report by 100m intervals (forward direction)  
100m Intervals: Forward Direction  
Chainage Sight    Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction 
  Distance Chainage    Offset Height Name 
0 192.741 187.496 -1.416 270 A68 landform 
100 93.75 187.299 -1.188 270 A68 landform 
200 331.695 506.072 -0.5 279.015 A68 landform 
300 62.335 358.986 -0.5 270 A68 landform 
400 36.844 432.003 -0.5 276.084 A68 landform 
500 137.136 634.09 -0.5 280.748 A68 landform 
600 37.182 636.981 -0.5 280.713 A68 landform 
700 109.982 804.691 -0.5 290 A68 landform 
800 128.424 912.693 -0.5 290 A68 landform 
900 251.004 1139.035 -0.5 290.932 A68 landform 
1000 141.118 1125.187 -0.5 290.911 A68 landform 
1100 62.389 1139.035 -0.5 290.932 A68 landform 
1200 81.501 1276.577 -0.5 283.881 A68 landform 
1300 116.081 1414.693 -0.5 282.053 A68 landform 
1400 16.208 1414.693 -0.5 282.053 A68 landform 
1500 319.998 1814.682 -0.869 284.879 A68 landform 
1600 218.989 1814.71 -0.787 284.884 A68 landform 
1700 31.045 1724.62 -0.5 280 A68 landform 
1800 21.156 1814.808 -0.5 284.902 A68 landform 
1900 565.399 2457.209 -0.618 258.023 A68 landform 
2000 213.969 2205.843 -0.5 265.025 A68 landform 
2100 112.591 2205.843 -0.5 265.025 A68 landform 
2200 263.762 2457.257 -0.576 258.022 A68 landform 
2300 109.626 2393.301 -0.69 260 A68 landform 
2400 67.61 2457.342 -0.5 258.019 A68 landform 
2500 212.384 2707.504 -0.345 249.497 A68 landform 
2600 84.988 2677.751 -0.622 249.962 A68 landform 
2700 12.412 2712.317 -0.5 249.282 A68 landform 
2900 280.797 3176.381 -0.524 244.718 A68 landform 
3000 179.547 3176.385 -0.528 244.718 A68 landform 
3100 68.694 3157.598 -0.511 243.513 A68 landform 
3200 350.27 3547.947 -0.523 242.885 A68 landform 
3300 249.917 3547.947 -0.519 242.885 A68 landform 
3400 149.444 3546.815 -0.514 242.817 A68 landform 
3500 49.573 3547.948 -0.512 242.886 A68 landform 
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100m Intervals: Forward Direction (contd.) 
Chainage Sight    Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction 
  Distance Chainage    Offset Height Name 
3600 53.651 3646.27 -0.5 230 A68 landform 
3700 356.145 4052.983 -0.531 229.851 A68 landform 
3800 255.752 4052.98 -0.537 229.851 A68 landform 
3900 155.287 4052.981 -0.535 229.851 A68 landform 
4000 55.399 4052.995 -0.505 229.853 A68 landform 
4100 457.537 4551.668 -0.449 205 A68 landform 
4200 227.277 4398.912 -0.666 211.744 A68 landform 
4300 116.588 4398.621 -0.606 211.756 A68 landform 
4400 157.952 4551.67 -0.46 205 A68 landform 
4500 61.318 4551.667 -0.446 205 A68 landform 
4600 261.348 4855.539 -0.586 205.881 A68 landform 
4700 121.259 4814.641 -0.662 205 A68 landform 
4800 61.302 4855.613 -0.469 205.885 A68 landform 
4900 253.751 5146.506 -0.487 209.052 A68 landform 
5000 151.695 5146.521 -0.512 209.051 A68 landform 
5100 52.869 5146.53 -0.526 209.051 A68 landform 
5200 334.675 5490.629 -1.566 210 A68 landform 
5300 203.579 5491.01 -0.743 210 A68 landform 
5400 97.082 5491.088 -0.576 210 A68 landform 
5500 48.275 5541.334 -0.653 210 A68 landform 
5600 294.229 5886.59 -0.515 200.955 A68 landform 
5700 193.85 5886.595 -0.483 200.953 A68 landform 
5800 93.801 5886.598 -0.461 200.951 A68 landform 
5900 68.914 5957.644 -0.491 199.267 A68 landform 
6000 206.056 6205.786 -0.499 187.14 A68 landform 
6100 106.047 6205.228 -0.495 187.165 A68 landform 
6200 29.716 6229.132 -0.505 186.395 A68 landform 
6300 175.28 6461.009 -0.437 175 A68 landform 
6400 73.34 6460.98 -0.532 175 A68 landform 
6500 86.697 6574.559 -0.38 167.006 A68 landform 
6600 355.929 6947.119 -1.564 161.141 A68 landform 
6700 252.748 6946.555 -0.115 161.221 A68 landform 
6800 152.287 6946.407 0.267 161.242 A68 landform 
6900 53.958 6946.422 0.227 161.24 A68 landform 
7000 151.551 7143.363 5.841 156.618 A68 landform 
7100 53.291 7143.14 5.214 156.563 A68 landform 
7200 53.131 7244.452 0.694 158.492 A68 landform 
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100m Intervals: Forward Direction (contd.) 
Chainage Sight    Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction 
  Distance Chainage    Offset Height Name 
7300 40.484 7338.38 -0.755 155 A68 landform 
7400 81.459 7464.043 0.14 150 A68 landform 
7500 286.283 7786.215 -0.454 168.088 A68 landform 
7600 186.281 7786.205 -0.472 168.09 A68 landform 
7700 86.279 7786.182 -0.513 168.094 A68 landform 
7800 50.847 7847.023 -1.979 167.483 A68 landform 
7900 18.659 7914.991 -0.526 170 A68 landform 
8000 72.521 8015.769 -2.908 165 A68 landform 
8100 55.349 8148.411 -0.487 156.335 A68 landform 
8200 77.429 8258.642 -0.413 155 A68 landform 
8300 26.522 8321.775 -0.5 160 A68 landform 
8400 125.838 8516.476 -0.539 162.996 A68 landform 
8500 163.51 8643.313 -0.509 160 A68 landform 
8600 283.641 8883.325 -0.5 155 A68 landform 
8700 183.64 8883.325 -0.5 155 A68 landform 
8800 83.637 8883.324 -0.5 155 A68 landform 
8900 65.388 8964.083 -0.499 155 A68 landform 
9000 1.326 9001.306 -0.5 117.659 A68 landform 
9100 381.684 9481.087 -0.513 137.686 A68 landform 
9200 281.547 9481.085 -0.51 137.686 A68 landform 
9300 181.397 9481.084 -0.506 137.687 A68 landform 
9400 81.23 9481.082 -0.502 137.687 A68 landform 
9500 73.405 9571.87 -0.5 133.957 A68 landform 
9600 54.561 9650.117 -0.439 138.687 A68 landform 
9700 140.655 9837.521 -0.501 148.909 A68 landform 
9800 41.324 9837.518 -0.492 148.909 A68 landform 
9900 119.626 10012.34 -0.523 142.336 A68 landform 
10000 701.338 10684.622 -0.359 110 A68 landform 
10100 205.746 10289.777 -0.524 124.987 A68 landform 
10200 103.839 10289.768 -0.512 124.987 A68 landform 
10300 326.877 10589.74 -0.361 114.272 A68 landform 
10400 206.24 10589.385 -0.466 114.282 A68 landform 
10500 100.267 10589.398 -0.515 114.281 A68 landform 
10600 119.673 10684.631 -0.414 110 A68 landform 
10700 321.027 11020.385 -0.503 105.771 A68 landform 
10800 221.002 11020.389 -0.499 105.771 A68 landform 
10900 120.985 11020.395 -0.494 105.771 A68 landform 
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100m Intervals: Forward Direction (contd.) 
Chainage Sight    Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction 
  Distance Chainage    Offset Height Name 
11000 21.006 11020.391 -0.497 105.771 A68 landform 
11100 468.603 11568.349 -0.5 92.125 A68 landform 
11200 146.652 11333.857 -0.329 86.823 A68 landform 
11300 219.654 11502.858 -0.568 81.274 A68 landform 
11400 116.166 11502.898 -0.525 81.271 A68 landform 
11500 68.568 11568.349 -0.5 92.125 A68 landform 
11600 27.42 11623.611 -0.521 81.69 A68 landform 
11700 75.987 11768.489 -0.5 85 A68 landform 
11800 85.825 11873.354 -0.478 90 A68 landform 
11900 203.392 12070.66 -0.579 97.271 A68 landform 
12000 96.499 12070.608 -0.426 97.258 A68 landform 
12100 175.881 12252.96 0.254 96.333 A68 landform 
12200 81.915 12252.677 -0.047 96.349 A68 landform 
12300 67.04 12364.952 -0.511 95.778 A68 landform 
12400 78.247 12470.093 -0.635 100 A68 landform 
12500 78.445 12566.533 -0.911 101.443 A68 landform 
12600 155.931 12750.962 -0.31 108.668 A68 landform 
12700 53.178 12749.034 -0.476 108.537 A68 landform 
12800 37.655 12834.934 -0.501 115 A68 landform 
12900 8.446 12906.206 -0.5 120 A68 landform 
13000 104.806 13066.07 -0.552 135 A68 landform 
13100 41.822 13131.309 -0.5 140 A68 landform 
13200 52.13 13235.705 -0.465 145 A68 landform 
13300 26.579 13324.407 -0.503 145 A68 landform 
13400 197.569 13593.116 -0.532 155 A68 landform 
13500 96.997 13593.122 -0.507 155 A68 landform 
13600 42.545 13641.24 -0.5 160 A68 landform 
13700 231.208 13928.722 -0.368 185 A68 landform 
13800 130.602 13928.67 -0.441 185 A68 landform 
13900 30.471 13928.64 -0.482 185 A68 landform 
14000 53.634 14035.159 -0.512 187.976 A68 landform 
14100 119.765 14219.406 -0.504 199.695 A68 landform 
14200 19.764 14219.414 -0.498 199.695 A68 landform 
14300 146.338 14410.089 -0.603 212.109 A68 landform 
14400 131.874 14519.167 -0.541 215 A68 landform 
14500 202.675 14692.026 2.087 220 A68 landform 




100m Intervals: Forward Direction (contd.) 
Chainage Sight    Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction 
  Distance Chainage    Offset Height Name 
14700 83.126 14779.123 -0.388 220.692 A68 landform 
14800 253.606 15045.251 -0.113 210 A68 landform 
14900 154.497 15045.25 -0.12 210 A68 landform 
15000 63.443 15045.253 -0.099 210 A68 landform 
15100 10.163 15109.953 -0.5 205 A68 landform 
15200 44.15 15242.725 -0.509 215 A68 landform 
15300 52.606 15343.78 -0.5 215 A68 landform 
15400 701.964 16088.892 -0.335 213.193 A68 landform 
15500 600.013 16088.653 -0.334 213.192 A68 landform 
15600 498.162 16088.651 -0.36 213.191 A68 landform 
15700 396.331 16088.648 -0.402 213.19 A68 landform 
15800 294.845 16088.645 -0.439 213.189 A68 landform 
15900 194.865 16088.646 -0.423 213.189 A68 landform 
16000 94.212 16088.644 -0.447 213.188 A68 landform 
16100 118.161 16210.826 -0.411 211.163 A68 landform 
16200 92.998 16292.331 -0.5 209.245 A68 landform 
16300 130.45 16399.418 -3.268 210.909 A68 landform 
16400 242.336 16609.659 13.366 212.461 A68 landform 
16500 143.407 16609.361 9.657 212.328 A68 landform 
16600 85.293 16669.665 -0.731 212.647 A68 landform 
16700 122.448 16805.233 1.432 208.952 A68 landform 
16800 281.338 17075.519 -0.474 201.182 A68 landform 
16900 180.563 17075.51 -0.499 201.182 A68 landform 
17000 80.93 17075.51 -0.5 201.182 A68 landform 
17100 203.088 17301.711 -0.5 200 A68 landform 
17200 40.348 17233.876 -0.5 200 A68 landform 
17300 266.15 17517.145 2.497 195 A68 landform 
17400 149.013 17515.493 1.132 195 A68 landform 
17500 140.25 17594.641 1.365 192.654 A68 landform 
17600 272.547 17836.613 -0.519 183.507 A68 landform 
17700 170.834 17836.63 -0.581 183.503 A68 landform 
17800 76.953 17868.083 -0.5 182.079 A68 landform 
17900 75.458 17965.855 -0.5 176.781 A68 landform 
18000 320.029 18318.893 -0.49 153.69 A68 landform 
18100 180.132 18267.944 -0.394 156.739 A68 landform 
18200 80.428 18267.98 -0.456 156.733 A68 landform 




100m Intervals: Forward Direction (contd.) 
Chainage Sight    Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction 
  Distance Chainage    Offset Height Name 
18500 108.758 18578.856 -0.691 133.998 A68 landform 
18600 47.296 18638.511 -0.56 130 A68 landform 
18700 33.149 18729.749 -0.357 125 A68 landform 
18800 357.711 19153.792 -0.511 90 A68 landform 
18900 129.15 19014.865 -0.661 100 A68 landform 
19000 157.615 19153.837 -0.418 90 A68 landform 
19100 58.505 19153.817 -0.461 90 A68 landform 
19200 126.952 19318.077 -0.708 77.159 A68 landform 
19300 236.066 19513.333 -0.795 68.184 A68 landform 
19400 135.738 19513.016 -0.238 68.215 A68 landform 
19500 270.597 19739.452 -7.315 55 A68 landform 
19600 161.54 19739.108 -3.328 55 A68 landform 
19700 190 -  -  -  -  
19800 90 -  -  -  -  
 
Table B.2: Sight distance measurement report by 100m intervals (reverse direction)  
100m Intervals: Reverse Direction 
Chainage Sight    Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction 
  Distance Chainage    Offset Height Name 
19800 83.022 19738.812 0.097 55 A68 landform 
19700 68.472 19638.509 -1.032 60 A68 landform 
19600 103.579 19512.518 1.842 68.314 A68 landform 
19500 155.243 19352.236 0.227 75 A68 landform 
19400 397.643 19015.178 0.671 100 A68 landform 
19300 192.65 19154.384 0.71 90 A68 landform 
19200 61.316 19154.282 0.5 90 A68 landform 
19100 103.288 19015.138 0.5 100 A68 landform 
19000 189.074 18814.451 -0.397 115 A68 landform 
18900 88.597 18814.431 -0.189 115 A68 landform 
18800 72.314 18729.986 0.791 125 A68 landform 
18700 167.046 18540.777 0.088 136.599 A68 landform 
18600 68.199 18540.573 0.479 136.64 A68 landform 
18500 33.338 18467.141 0.5 149.086 A68 landform 
18400 80.975 18319.052 0.5 153.763 A68 landform 
18300 78.823 18247.689 0.508 157.78 A68 landform 
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100m Intervals: Reverse Direction (contd.) 
Chainage Sight    Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction 
  Distance Chainage    Offset Height Name 
18200 244.103 17965.423 0.514 176.897 A68 landform 
18100 140.619 17965.426 0.506 176.896 A68 landform 
18000 58.888 17965.429 0.5 176.895 A68 landform 
17900 74.643 17836.316 0.5 183.581 A68 landform 
17800 239.258 17594.808 1.155 192.64 A68 landform 
17700 145.376 17594.895 1.045 192.633 A68 landform 
17600 162.353 17477.875 2.34 195.895 A68 landform 
17500 208.23 17302.592 0.55 200 A68 landform 
17400 107.579 17302.579 0.535 200 A68 landform 
17300 69.698 17233.448 0.5 200 A68 landform 
17200 169.314 17075.768 0.5 201.204 A68 landform 
17100 36.727 17075.768 0.5 201.204 A68 landform 
17000 205.733 16805.457 1.267 208.936 A68 landform 
16900 102.506 16805.988 0.877 208.898 A68 landform 
16800 135.074 16669.723 -0.556 212.654 A68 landform 
16700 125.575 16608.823 2.993 212.089 A68 landform 
16600 219.195 16400.737 -0.289 211.022 A68 landform 
16500 119.263 16400.28 -1.321 210.983 A68 landform 
16400 316.647 16088.826 0.429 213.217 A68 landform 
16300 166.832 16209.975 0.697 211.23 A68 landform 
16200 116.195 16089.267 0.508 213.217 A68 landform 
16100 257.995 15863.551 0.351 207.034 A68 landform 
16000 153.773 15863.583 0.418 207.036 A68 landform 
15900 138.797 15762.757 0.544 205.684 A68 landform 
15800 38.746 15762.762 0.531 205.684 A68 landform 
15700 419.87 15280.668 0.491 216.787 A68 landform 
15600 319.87 15281.246 0.487 216.766 A68 landform 
15500 219.862 15343.802 0.412 215 A68 landform 
15400 61.11 15343.803 0.493 215 A68 landform 
15300 19.87 15280.14 0.5 216.81 A68 landform 
15200 398.495 14813.439 0.568 220 A68 landform 
15100 59.115 15045.349 0.545 210 A68 landform 
15000 193.329 14813.397 0.418 220 A68 landform 
14900 94.091 14813.393 0.404 220 A68 landform 
14700 314.44 14407.182 2.535 211.903 A68 landform 
14600 174.153 14458.796 0.983 213.555 A68 landform 
14500 116.074 14409.2 0.357 212.046 A68 landform 
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100m Intervals: Reverse Direction (contd.) 
Chainage Sight    Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction 
  Distance Chainage    Offset Height Name 
14400 111.642 14295.733 0.526 206.853 A68 landform 
14300 81.712 14220.658 0.507 199.732 A68 landform 
14200 176.356 14035.226 0.217 187.958 A68 landform 
14100 70.082 14035.249 0.467 187.952 A68 landform 
14000 72.491 13929.365 0.531 185 A68 landform 
13900 46.705 13859.015 0.563 175 A68 landform 
13800 158.462 13642.212 0.466 160 A68 landform 
13700 58.412 13642.236 0.49 160 A68 landform 
13600 353.833 13259.863 0.462 146.143 A68 landform 
13500 247.317 13259.951 0.487 146.143 A68 landform 
13400 143.403 13281.393 0.402 145.79 A68 landform 
13300 46.859 13259.96 0.477 146.144 A68 landform 
13200 77.645 13131.941 0.488 140 A68 landform 
13100 195.239 12906.043 0.484 120 A68 landform 
13000 95.242 12906.042 0.485 120 A68 landform 
12900 43.395 12856.651 0.499 115 A68 landform 
12800 54.515 12751.256 0.508 108.527 A68 landform 
12700 164.73 12564.61 0.878 101.342 A68 landform 
12600 47.059 12565.156 0.369 101.37 A68 landform 
12500 72.833 12469.949 0.34 100 A68 landform 
12400 305.579 12105.386 0.879 98.035 A68 landform 
12300 202.345 12105.43 0.697 98.049 A68 landform 
12200 102.875 12105.46 0.573 98.059 A68 landform 
12100 249.129 11873.057 0.415 90 A68 landform 
12000 145.426 11873.025 0.511 90 A68 landform 
11900 93.558 11845.058 0.519 88.564 A68 landform 
11800 182.242 11622.425 0.471 81.688 A68 landform 
11700 81.193 11622.415 0.478 81.688 A68 landform 
11600 29.492 11570.534 0.5 82.622 A68 landform 
11500 432.817 11068.534 0.519 103.974 A68 landform 
11400 332.765 11068.533 0.517 103.974 A68 landform 
11300 232.722 11068.529 0.51 103.975 A68 landform 
11200 132.62 11068.527 0.508 103.975 A68 landform 
11100 32.803 11068.524 0.503 103.975 A68 landform 
11000 431.621 10589.146 0.342 114.301 A68 landform 
10900 321.222 10589.062 0.478 114.302 A68 landform 
10800 218.171 10589.609 0.5 114.28 A68 landform 
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100m Intervals: Reverse Direction (contd.) 
Chainage Sight    Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction 
  Distance Chainage    Offset Height Name 
10700 119.592 10589.056 0.488 114.302 A68 landform 
10600 319.239 10288.909 0.546 124.995 A68 landform 
10500 217.337 10288.931 0.519 124.994 A68 landform 
10400 116.659 10288.939 0.51 124.994 A68 landform 
10300 110.608 10212.878 0.44 128.492 A68 landform 
10200 195.016 10012.247 0.482 142.269 A68 landform 
10100 93.051 10013.322 0.503 142.194 A68 landform 
10000 97.186 9940.742 0.563 145.683 A68 landform 
9900 65.326 9837.451 0.507 148.878 A68 landform 
9800 154.062 9650.283 0.466 138.777 A68 landform 
9700 53.999 9650.288 0.461 138.778 A68 landform 
9600 29.567 9570.947 0.499 134.006 A68 landform 
9500 20.172 9480.711 0.489 137.642 A68 landform 
9400 422.729 8977.317 0.501 155.272 A68 landform 
9300 322.728 8977.317 0.5 155.272 A68 landform 
9200 222.726 8977.317 0.5 155.272 A68 landform 
9100 122.716 8983.084 0.516 148.066 A68 landform 
9000 17.643 8983.103 0.5 148.033 A68 landform 
8900 19.327 8881.008 0.498 155 A68 landform 
8800 166.994 8643.379 0.49 160 A68 landform 
8700 67.982 8643.38 0.5 160 A68 landform 
8600 96.512 8517.23 0.5 162.978 A68 landform 
8500 181.231 8432.835 -0.234 162.479 A68 landform 
8400 82.05 8320.855 0.493 160 A68 landform 
8300 294.677 8015.811 -3.27 165 A68 landform 
8200 188.592 8015.539 -0.92 165 A68 landform 
8100 88.94 8015.504 -0.62 165 A68 landform 
8000 54.086 7948.824 0.512 167.445 A68 landform 
7900 56.642 7847.853 0.197 167.294 A68 landform 
7800 10.895 7790.632 0.5 165 A68 landform 
7700 461.318 7244.026 -0.095 158.354 A68 landform 
7600 150.96 7450.006 0.534 150 A68 landform 
7500 50.97 7449.97 0.504 150 A68 landform 
7400 65.818 7339.253 0.296 155 A68 landform 
7300 46.583 7269.964 0.808 158.434 A68 landform 
7200 65.942 7142.435 3.226 156.389 A68 landform 
7100 88.616 7019.985 0.478 160 A68 landform 
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100m Intervals: Reverse Direction (contd.) 
Chainage Sight    Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction 
  Distance Chainage    Offset Height Name 
7000 74.636 6945.826 1.758 161.325 A68 landform 
6900 175.997 6734.493 -1.95 162.225 A68 landform 
6800 345.583 6460.7 -1.447 175 A68 landform 
6700 168.598 6537.436 -0.382 170 A68 landform 
6600 66.312 6537.43 0.506 170 A68 landform 
6500 44.165 6461.304 0.526 175 A68 landform 
6400 182.636 6226.748 0.416 186.447 A68 landform 
6300 82.701 6217.817 0.496 186.849 A68 landform 
6200 248.257 5959.595 0.508 199.14 A68 landform 
6100 76.692 6027.982 0.506 195 A68 landform 
6000 52.766 5957.939 0.514 199.207 A68 landform 
5900 25.203 5886.751 0.501 200.885 A68 landform 
5800 267.977 5541.127 0.442 210 A68 landform 
5700 166.551 5541.116 0.476 210 A68 landform 
5600 64.726 5541.125 0.449 210 A68 landform 
5500 32.81 5475.16 0.471 208.871 A68 landform 
5400 259.025 5147.168 0.505 209.065 A68 landform 
5300 158.225 5147.167 0.507 209.065 A68 landform 
5200 58.719 5147.166 0.512 209.065 A68 landform 
5100 251.496 4855.929 0.654 205.878 A68 landform 
5000 149.138 4855.927 0.579 205.88 A68 landform 
4900 49.787 4855.926 0.542 205.881 A68 landform 
4800 749.501 4053.462 0.493 229.877 A68 landform 
4700 312.25 4399.239 0.598 211.794 A68 landform 
4600 200.668 4445.817 1.006 210 A68 landform 
4500 114.647 4399.139 0.564 211.798 A68 landform 
4400 349.106 4053.46 0.488 229.878 A68 landform 
4300 248.848 4053.461 0.491 229.878 A68 landform 
4200 148.572 4053.916 0.493 229.842 A68 landform 
4100 48.79 4053.466 0.501 229.877 A68 landform 
4000 214.993 3789.049 0.542 220.032 A68 landform 
3900 113.763 3789.035 0.513 220.032 A68 landform 
3800 253.991 3548.416 0.496 242.834 A68 landform 
3700 56.197 3645.776 0.509 230 A68 landform 
3600 52.366 3572.08 0.5 240 A68 landform 
3500 327.542 3177.574 0.513 244.764 A68 landform 
3400 225.219 3212.716 0.595 243.095 A68 landform 
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100m Intervals: Reverse Direction (contd.) 
Chainage Sight    Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction 
  Distance Chainage    Offset Height Name 
3300 125.34 3212.792 0.555 243.089 A68 landform 
3200 28.484 3177.57 0.503 244.763 A68 landform 
3100 288.075 2813.042 0.498 240 A68 landform 
3000 188.029 2813.043 0.493 240 A68 landform 
2900 88.048 2813.043 0.497 240 A68 landform 
2800 88.342 2711.921 0.5 249.363 A68 landform 
2700 67.399 2670.733 0.503 249.879 A68 landform 
2600 149.236 2458.438 0.543 257.963 A68 landform 
2500 53.714 2457.569 0.521 258.019 A68 landform 
2400 212.336 2205.753 0.474 265.002 A68 landform 
2300 102.619 2205.749 0.509 265.001 A68 landform 
2200 387.016 1816.083 0.111 284.926 A68 landform 
2100 205.593 1898.376 0.5 280 A68 landform 
2000 104.172 1898.376 0.5 280 A68 landform 
1900 86.952 1815.932 0.294 284.941 A68 landform 
1800 92.047 1723.975 0.437 280 A68 landform 
1700 213.409 1486.707 0.5 281.123 A68 landform 
1600 97.244 1521.108 0.5 280 A68 landform 
1500 13.409 1486.707 0.5 281.123 A68 landform 
1400 238.79 1180.39 0.5 290 A68 landform 
1300 30.821 1277.456 0.5 283.718 A68 landform 
1200 44.88 1180.39 0.5 290 A68 landform 
1100 298.85 804.914 0.5 290 A68 landform 
1000 111.494 912.685 0.5 290 A68 landform 
900 99.237 804.914 0.5 290 A68 landform 
800 156.239 644.77 0.507 281.042 A68 landform 
700 56.239 644.772 0.501 281.042 A68 landform 
600 103.655 505.741 0.5 278.958 A68 landform 
500 74.05 430.845 0.5 275.968 A68 landform 
400 65.979 359.649 0.5 270 A68 landform 
300 120.57 185.842 0.5 270 A68 landform 
200 200 -  -  -  -  
100 100 -  -  -  -  






Table B.3: Sight distance measurement report by 10m intervals (forward direction) 
10m Intervals: Forward Direction 
Chainage Sight    Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction 
 Distance Chainage Offset Height Name 
0 192.741 -187.496 1.416 270 A68 landform 
10 182.783 -187.487 1.407 270 A68 landform 
20 172.829 -187.478 1.395 270 A68 landform 
30 162.883 -187.467 1.383 270 A68 landform 
40 152.946 -187.454 1.368 270 A68 landform 
50 143.02 -187.44 1.351 270 A68 landform 
60 133.109 -187.422 1.331 270 A68 landform 
70 123.217 -187.401 1.306 270 A68 landform 
80 113.351 -187.375 1.276 270 A68 landform 
90 103.523 -187.342 1.238 270 A68 landform 
100 93.75 -187.299 1.188 270 A68 landform 
110 84.064 -187.241 1.121 270 A68 landform 
120 74.5 -187.223 1.1 270 A68 landform 
130 65.173 -187.225 1.103 270 A68 landform 
140 56.378 -187.229 1.108 270 A68 landform 
150 49.152 -187.238 1.118 270 A68 landform 
160 52.285 -187.263 1.147 270 A68 landform 
170 64.755 -226.346 0.521 268.097 A68 landform 
190 345.982 -506.072 0.5 279.015 A68 landform 
200 331.695 -506.072 0.5 279.015 A68 landform 
210 318.295 -506.072 0.5 279.015 A68 landform 
220 305.532 -506.072 0.5 279.015 A68 landform 
240 213.856 -432.003 0.5 276.084 A68 landform 
250 119.019 -358.986 0.5 270 A68 landform 
260 106.023 -358.986 0.5 270 A68 landform 
270 94.139 -358.986 0.5 270 A68 landform 
280 82.844 -358.986 0.5 270 A68 landform 
290 72.175 -358.986 0.5 270 A68 landform 
300 62.335 -358.986 0.5 270 A68 landform 
310 127.274 -432.003 0.5 276.084 A68 landform 
320 117.428 -432.003 0.5 276.084 A68 landform 
330 107.625 -432.003 0.5 276.084 A68 landform 
340 25.502 -358.986 0.5 270 A68 landform 
350 88.244 -432.003 0.5 276.084 A68 landform 
360 78.543 -432.003 0.5 276.084 A68 landform 
370 67.098 -432.003 0.5 276.084 A68 landform 
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 10m Intervals: Forward Direction (contd.) 
Chainage Sight    Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction 
  Distance Chainage    Offset Height Name 
380 55.926 -432.003 0.5 276.084 A68 landform 
390 46.209 -432.003 0.5 276.084 A68 landform 
400 36.844 -432.003 0.5 276.084 A68 landform 
410 29.221 -432.003 0.5 276.084 A68 landform 
420 101.324 -506.072 0.5 279.015 A68 landform 
430 102.585 -506.072 0.5 279.015 A68 landform 
440 97.948 -506.072 0.5 279.015 A68 landform 
450 90.37 -506.072 0.5 279.015 A68 landform 
460 84.078 -514.45 0.5 279.207 A68 landform 
470 79.392 -514.45 0.5 279.207 A68 landform 
480 332.188 -804.702 0.451 290 A68 landform 
490 322.304 -804.702 0.451 290 A68 landform 
500 312.432 -804.702 0.452 290 A68 landform 
510 302.484 -804.702 0.452 290 A68 landform 
520 292.368 -804.702 0.454 290 A68 landform 
530 282.223 -804.701 0.456 290 A68 landform 
540 97.15 -634.09 0.5 280.748 A68 landform 
550 261.845 -804.7 0.46 290 A68 landform 
560 251.648 -804.7 0.462 290 A68 landform 
570 241.447 -804.699 0.465 290 A68 landform 
580 231.226 -804.699 0.467 290 A68 landform 
590 220.935 -804.698 0.47 290 A68 landform 
600 210.772 -804.697 0.472 290 A68 landform 
610 200.608 -804.697 0.474 290 A68 landform 
620 190.392 -804.696 0.477 290 A68 landform 
630 180.173 -804.696 0.48 290 A68 landform 
640 0.310  -640.31 0.5 225.537 A68 landform 
650 159.948 -804.695 0.485 290 A68 landform 
660 149.953 -804.694 0.487 290 A68 landform 
670 139.958 -804.694 0.49 290 A68 landform 
680 129.965 -804.693 0.493 290 A68 landform 
690 119.973 -804.692 0.497 290 A68 landform 
700 109.982 -804.691 0.5 290 A68 landform 
710 100.121 -804.691 0.5 290 A68 landform 
720 90.09 -804.691 0.5 290 A68 landform 
730 80.215 -804.691 0.5 290 A68 landform 
740 70.528 -804.691 0.5 290 A68 landform 
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10m Intervals: Forward Direction (contd.) 
Chainage Sight    Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction 
  Distance Chainage    Offset Height Name 
750 61.016 -804.691 0.5 290 A68 landform 
760 51.517 -804.691 0.5 290 A68 landform 
770 42.247 -804.691 0.5 290 A68 landform 
780 35.85 -804.691 0.5 290 A68 landform 
790 123.549 -804.691 0.5 290 A68 landform 
800 128.424 -912.693 0.5 290 A68 landform 
810 123.404 -912.693 0.5 290 A68 landform 
820 115.399 -912.693 0.5 290 A68 landform 
830 108.485 -912.693 0.5 290 A68 landform 
840 103.89 -912.693 0.5 290 A68 landform 
850 300.957 -1139.035 0.5 290.932 A68 landform 
860 290.965 -1139.035 0.5 290.932 A68 landform 
870 280.974 -1139.035 0.5 290.932 A68 landform 
880 270.983 -1139.035 0.5 290.932 A68 landform 
890 260.993 -1139.035 0.5 290.932 A68 landform 
900 251.004 -1139.035 0.5 290.932 A68 landform 
910 241.016 -1139.035 0.5 290.932 A68 landform 
920 230.623 -1139.035 0.5 290.932 A68 landform 
930 220.081 -1139.035 0.5 290.932 A68 landform 
940 208.927 -1125.187 0.5 290.911 A68 landform 
950 197.618 -1125.187 0.5 290.911 A68 landform 
960 186.311 -1125.187 0.5 290.911 A68 landform 
970 175.008 -1125.187 0.5 290.911 A68 landform 
980 163.708 -1125.187 0.5 290.911 A68 landform 
990 152.412 -1125.187 0.5 290.911 A68 landform 
1000 141.118 -1125.187 0.5 290.911 A68 landform 
1010 129.828 -1125.187 0.5 290.911 A68 landform 
1020 117.963 -1125.187 0.5 290.911 A68 landform 
1030 96.766 -1086.152 0.5 290 A68 landform 
1040 62.365 -1086.152 0.5 290 A68 landform 
1050 51.2 -1086.152 0.5 290 A68 landform 
1060 65.977 -1086.152 0.5 290 A68 landform 
1070 69.898 -1125.187 0.5 290.911 A68 landform 
1080 65.787 -1125.187 0.5 290.911 A68 landform 
1090 63.486 -1139.035 0.5 290.932 A68 landform 
1100 62.389 -1139.035 0.5 290.932 A68 landform 
1110 74.4 -1181.387 0.5 290 A68 landform 
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10m Intervals: Forward Direction (contd.) 
Chainage Sight    Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction 
  Distance Chainage    Offset Height Name 
1120 64.685 -1181.387 0.5 290 A68 landform 
1130 55.077 -1181.387 0.5 290 A68 landform 
1140 45.624 -1181.387 0.5 290 A68 landform 
1150 36.261 -1181.387 0.5 290 A68 landform 
1160 308.576 -1468.304 0.5 282.982 A68 landform 
1170 246.44 -1414.693 0.5 282.053 A68 landform 
1180 236.448 -1414.693 0.5 282.053 A68 landform 
1190 91.449 -1276.577 0.5 283.881 A68 landform 
1200 81.501 -1276.577 0.5 283.881 A68 landform 
1210 71.352 -1276.577 0.5 283.881 A68 landform 
1220 61.271 -1276.577 0.5 283.881 A68 landform 
1230 186.334 -1414.693 0.5 282.053 A68 landform 
1240 228.573 -1468.304 0.5 282.982 A68 landform 
1250 218.572 -1468.304 0.5 282.982 A68 landform 
1260 208.572 -1468.304 0.5 282.982 A68 landform 
1270 146.273 -1414.693 0.5 282.053 A68 landform 
1280 136.236 -1414.693 0.5 282.053 A68 landform 
1290 126.16 -1414.693 0.5 282.053 A68 landform 
1300 116.081 -1414.693 0.5 282.053 A68 landform 
1310 106.018 -1414.693 0.5 282.053 A68 landform 
1320 96.011 -1414.693 0.5 282.053 A68 landform 
1330 86.003 -1414.693 0.5 282.053 A68 landform 
1340 75.992 -1414.693 0.5 282.053 A68 landform 
1350 65.979 -1414.693 0.5 282.053 A68 landform 
1360 55.961 -1414.693 0.5 282.053 A68 landform 
1370 45.936 -1414.693 0.5 282.053 A68 landform 
1380 35.913 -1414.693 0.5 282.053 A68 landform 
1390 25.988 -1414.693 0.5 282.053 A68 landform 
1400 16.208 -1414.693 0.5 282.053 A68 landform 
1410 58.568 -1468.304 0.5 282.982 A68 landform 
1420 48.564 -1468.304 0.5 282.982 A68 landform 
1430 38.564 -1468.304 0.5 282.982 A68 landform 
1440 28.566 -1468.304 0.5 282.982 A68 landform 
1450 18.572 -1468.304 0.5 282.982 A68 landform 
1460 360.759 -1814.662 0.926 284.875 A68 landform 
1470 350.397 -1814.671 0.9 284.877 A68 landform 
1480 340.333 -1814.673 0.894 284.877 A68 landform 
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10m Intervals: Forward Direction (contd.) 
Chainage Sight    Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction 
  Distance Chainage    Offset Height Name 
1490 330.027 -1814.681 0.872 284.878 A68 landform 
1500 319.998 -1814.682 0.869 284.879 A68 landform 
1510 309.967 -1814.683 0.866 284.879 A68 landform 
1520 299.934 -1814.684 0.862 284.879 A68 landform 
1530 289.842 -1814.687 0.855 284.88 A68 landform 
1540 279.735 -1814.69 0.846 284.88 A68 landform 
1550 269.625 -1814.693 0.837 284.881 A68 landform 
1560 259.512 -1814.696 0.828 284.881 A68 landform 
1570 249.387 -1814.699 0.818 284.882 A68 landform 
1580 239.258 -1814.703 0.808 284.883 A68 landform 
1590 229.125 -1814.706 0.798 284.883 A68 landform 
1600 218.989 -1814.71 0.787 284.884 A68 landform 
1610 208.849 -1814.714 0.776 284.885 A68 landform 
1620 198.707 -1814.718 0.765 284.885 A68 landform 
1630 107.385 -1724.62 0.5 280 A68 landform 
1640 94.612 -1724.62 0.5 280 A68 landform 
1650 82.453 -1724.62 0.5 280 A68 landform 
1660 158.081 -1814.578 0.725 284.882 A68 landform 
1670 59.61 -1724.62 0.5 280 A68 landform 
1680 137.965 -1814.583 0.712 284.883 A68 landform 
1690 127.991 -1814.584 0.711 284.883 A68 landform 
1700 118.01 -1814.585 0.708 284.883 A68 landform 
1710 108.114 -1814.585 0.709 284.883 A68 landform 
1720 98.25 -1814.584 0.711 284.883 A68 landform 
1730 88.217 -1814.588 0.702 284.883 A68 landform 
1740 77.995 -1814.597 0.681 284.885 A68 landform 
1750 68.024 -1814.601 0.671 284.885 A68 landform 
1760 58.127 -1814.606 0.66 284.886 A68 landform 
1770 48.286 -1814.613 0.644 284.887 A68 landform 
1780 38.539 -1814.77 0.612 284.895 A68 landform 
1790 29.105 -1814.788 0.558 284.899 A68 landform 
1800 21.156 -1814.808 0.5 284.902 A68 landform 
1810 91.088 -1898.208 0.705 280 A68 landform 
1820 81.422 -1898.208 0.7 280 A68 landform 
1830 71.478 -1898.213 0.667 280 A68 landform 
1840 61.559 -1898.219 0.622 280 A68 landform 
1850 51.684 -1898.229 0.556 280 A68 landform 
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10m Intervals: Forward Direction (contd.) 
Chainage Sight    Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction 
  Distance Chainage    Offset Height Name 
1860 41.886 -1898.236 0.5 280 A68 landform 
1870 32.284 -1898.236 0.5 280 A68 landform 
1880 23.498 -1898.236 0.5 280 A68 landform 
1890 575.444 -2457.208 0.619 258.023 A68 landform 
1900 565.399 -2457.209 0.618 258.023 A68 landform 
1910 554.966 -2457.216 0.612 258.023 A68 landform 
1920 544.56 -2457.223 0.605 258.023 A68 landform 
1930 299.775 -2205.843 0.5 265.025 A68 landform 
1940 282.374 -2205.843 0.5 265.025 A68 landform 
1950 268.015 -2205.843 0.5 265.025 A68 landform 
1960 255.314 -2205.843 0.5 265.025 A68 landform 
1970 244.733 -2205.843 0.5 265.025 A68 landform 
1980 234.486 -2205.843 0.5 265.025 A68 landform 
1990 224.232 -2205.843 0.5 265.025 A68 landform 
2000 213.969 -2205.843 0.5 265.025 A68 landform 
2010 203.698 -2205.843 0.5 265.025 A68 landform 
2020 193.419 -2205.843 0.5 265.025 A68 landform 
2030 183.13 -2205.843 0.5 265.025 A68 landform 
2040 172.831 -2205.843 0.5 265.025 A68 landform 
2050 162.522 -2205.843 0.5 265.025 A68 landform 
2060 152.203 -2205.843 0.5 265.025 A68 landform 
2070 142.164 -2205.843 0.5 265.025 A68 landform 
2080 132.278 -2205.843 0.5 265.025 A68 landform 
2090 122.417 -2205.843 0.5 265.025 A68 landform 
2100 112.591 -2205.843 0.5 265.025 A68 landform 
2110 102.814 -2205.843 0.5 265.025 A68 landform 
2120 93.11 -2205.843 0.5 265.025 A68 landform 
2130 83.522 -2205.843 0.5 265.025 A68 landform 
2140 74.134 -2205.843 0.5 265.025 A68 landform 
2150 65.142 -2205.843 0.5 265.025 A68 landform 
2160 57.107 -2205.843 0.5 265.025 A68 landform 
2170 52.639 -2205.843 0.5 265.025 A68 landform 
2180 281.517 -2393.137 1.33 260 A68 landform 
2190 273.083 -2393.137 1.332 260 A68 landform 
2200 263.762 -2457.257 0.576 258.022 A68 landform 
2210 253.778 -2457.258 0.575 258.022 A68 landform 
2220 243.625 -2393.147 1.293 260 A68 landform 
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10m Intervals: Forward Direction (contd.) 
Chainage Sight    Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction 
  Distance Chainage    Offset Height Name 
2230 231.984 -2393.154 1.263 260 A68 landform 
2240 219.428 -2393.164 1.225 260 A68 landform 
2250 207.417 -2393.173 1.191 260 A68 landform 
2260 179.394 -2393.213 1.031 260 A68 landform 
2270 157.549 -2393.244 0.912 260 A68 landform 
2280 139.608 -2393.268 0.819 260 A68 landform 
2290 123.911 -2393.286 0.747 260 A68 landform 
2300 109.626 -2393.301 0.69 260 A68 landform 
2310 97.52 -2393.309 0.656 260 A68 landform 
2320 88.986 -2393.31 0.652 260 A68 landform 
2330 81.447 -2393.312 0.646 260 A68 landform 
2340 76.44 -2393.314 0.636 260 A68 landform 
2350 82.009 -2393.32 0.614 260 A68 landform 
2360 103.711 -2457.34 0.502 258.019 A68 landform 
2370 94.23 -2457.342 0.5 258.019 A68 landform 
2380 85.017 -2457.342 0.5 258.019 A68 landform 
2390 76.33 -2457.342 0.5 258.019 A68 landform 
2400 67.61 -2457.342 0.5 258.019 A68 landform 
2410 59.133 -2457.342 0.5 258.019 A68 landform 
2420 52.611 -2457.342 0.5 258.019 A68 landform 
2430 57.799 -2461.423 0.496 257.741 A68 landform 
2440 272.398 -2707.504 0.345 249.497 A68 landform 
2450 262.398 -2707.504 0.345 249.497 A68 landform 
2460 252.398 -2707.504 0.345 249.497 A68 landform 
2470 242.395 -2707.504 0.346 249.497 A68 landform 
2480 232.392 -2707.504 0.346 249.497 A68 landform 
2490 222.388 -2707.504 0.346 249.497 A68 landform 
2500 212.384 -2707.504 0.345 249.497 A68 landform 
2510 202.38 -2707.504 0.344 249.497 A68 landform 
2520 192.375 -2707.503 0.343 249.497 A68 landform 
2530 182.362 -2699.816 0.095 249.686 A68 landform 
2540 172.345 -2699.816 0.091 249.687 A68 landform 
2550 160.691 -2680.798 0.315 249.989 A68 landform 
2560 143.029 -2680.806 0.52 249.969 A68 landform 
2570 126.457 -2680.787 0.713 249.95 A68 landform 
2580 109.121 -2677.753 0.717 249.953 A68 landform 
2590 96.088 -2677.752 0.653 249.959 A68 landform 
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10m Intervals: Forward Direction (contd.) 
Chainage Sight    Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction 
  Distance Chainage    Offset Height Name 
2600 84.988 -2677.751 0.622 249.962 A68 landform 
2610 75.306 -2677.751 0.612 249.963 A68 landform 
2620 65.782 -2677.751 0.597 249.965 A68 landform 
2630 56.57 -2677.751 0.573 249.967 A68 landform 
2640 48.129 -2677.75 0.532 249.971 A68 landform 
2650 44.343 -2680.79 0.5 249.971 A68 landform 
2660 52.341 -2699.819 0.016 249.694 A68 landform 
2670 42.392 -2707.5 0.332 249.498 A68 landform 
2680 32.41 -2712.316 0.497 249.282 A68 landform 
2690 22.411 -2712.317 0.499 249.282 A68 landform 
2700 12.412 -2712.317 0.5 249.282 A68 landform 
2710 474.631 -3177.171 0.566 244.721 A68 landform 
2720 19.14 -2737.479 0.5 201.205 A68 landform 
2730 9.674 -2737.479 0.5 201.205 A68 landform 
2740 14.258 -2753.744 0.5 173.179 A68 landform 
2750 4.608 -2753.744 0.5 173.179 A68 landform 
2760 29.478 -2789.476 0.5 58.377 A68 landform 
2770 19.478 -2789.476 0.5 58.377 A68 landform 
2780 9.478 -2789.476 0.5 58.377 A68 landform 
2790 0.468  -2790.467 0.5 81.849 A68 landform 
2800 10.683 -2810.65 0.5 239.319 A68 landform 
2810 0.692   -2810.65 0.5 239.319 A68 landform 
2820 361.613 -3176.385 0.527 244.718 A68 landform 
2830 351.518 -3176.384 0.527 244.718 A68 landform 
2840 341.421 -3176.383 0.526 244.718 A68 landform 
2850 331.322 -3176.383 0.525 244.718 A68 landform 
2860 321.221 -3176.382 0.524 244.718 A68 landform 
2870 311.118 -3176.381 0.524 244.718 A68 landform 
2880 301.013 -3176.381 0.523 244.718 A68 landform 
2890 290.906 -3176.381 0.523 244.718 A68 landform 
2900 280.797 -3176.381 0.524 244.718 A68 landform 
2910 270.685 -3176.381 0.524 244.718 A68 landform 
2920 260.571 -3176.382 0.524 244.718 A68 landform 
2930 250.455 -3176.382 0.525 244.718 A68 landform 
2940 240.335 -3176.383 0.526 244.718 A68 landform 
2950 230.214 -3176.384 0.526 244.718 A68 landform 
2960 220.089 -3176.385 0.527 244.718 A68 landform 
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10m Intervals: Forward Direction (contd.) 
Chainage Sight    Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction 
  Distance Chainage    Offset Height Name 
2970 209.959 -3176.386 0.528 244.718 A68 landform 
2980 199.825 -3176.386 0.528 244.718 A68 landform 
2990 189.688 -3176.386 0.528 244.718 A68 landform 
3000 179.547 -3176.385 0.528 244.718 A68 landform 
3010 169.391 -3176.385 0.527 244.718 A68 landform 
3020 159.224 -3176.383 0.525 244.718 A68 landform 
3030 148.758 -3157.406 0.692 243.482 A68 landform 
3040 137.169 -3157.427 0.672 243.486 A68 landform 
3050 119.597 -3157.506 0.597 243.498 A68 landform 
3060 105.436 -3157.551 0.555 243.505 A68 landform 
3070 95.945 -3157.557 0.549 243.506 A68 landform 
3080 86.637 -3157.566 0.541 243.508 A68 landform 
3090 77.457 -3157.58 0.528 243.51 A68 landform 
3100 68.694 -3157.598 0.511 243.513 A68 landform 
3110 60.28 -3157.617 0.493 243.516 A68 landform 
3120 51.153 -3157.633 0.478 243.518 A68 landform 
3130 42.11 -3157.64 0.471 243.519 A68 landform 
3140 39.189 -3176.35 0.495 244.719 A68 landform 
3150 29.798 -3176.352 0.496 244.719 A68 landform 
3160 22.638 -3177.197 0.497 244.723 A68 landform 
3170 80.347 -3214.749 0.471 242.933 A68 landform 
3180 370.315 -3547.947 0.523 242.885 A68 landform 
3190 360.293 -3547.947 0.523 242.885 A68 landform 
3200 350.27 -3547.947 0.523 242.885 A68 landform 
3210 340.247 -3547.947 0.523 242.885 A68 landform 
3220 330.22 -3547.947 0.523 242.885 A68 landform 
3230 320.185 -3547.947 0.522 242.885 A68 landform 
3240 310.153 -3547.947 0.522 242.885 A68 landform 
3250 300.115 -3547.947 0.522 242.885 A68 landform 
3260 290.081 -3547.947 0.521 242.885 A68 landform 
3270 280.043 -3547.947 0.521 242.885 A68 landform 
3280 270.004 -3547.947 0.52 242.885 A68 landform 
3290 259.964 -3547.947 0.52 242.885 A68 landform 
3300 249.917 -3547.947 0.519 242.885 A68 landform 
3310 239.868 -3547.947 0.519 242.885 A68 landform 
3320 229.817 -3547.947 0.518 242.886 A68 landform 
3330 219.764 -3547.947 0.517 242.886 A68 landform 
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10m Intervals: Forward Direction (contd.) 
Chainage Sight    Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction 
  Distance Chainage    Offset Height Name 
3340 209.717 -3547.948 0.517 242.886 A68 landform 
3350 199.679 -3547.948 0.516 242.886 A68 landform 
3360 189.638 -3547.948 0.516 242.886 A68 landform 
3370 179.595 -3547.948 0.515 242.886 A68 landform 
3380 169.549 -3547.948 0.515 242.886 A68 landform 
3390 159.501 -3547.948 0.514 242.886 A68 landform 
3400 149.444 -3546.815 0.514 242.817 A68 landform 
3410 138.503 -3504.295 0.513 240 A68 landform 
3420 99.902 -3504.284 0.488 240 A68 landform 
3430 89.655 -3504.284 0.486 240 A68 landform 
3440 84.191 -3504.283 0.485 240 A68 landform 
3450 87.672 -3504.282 0.483 240 A68 landform 
3460 88.078 -3504.284 0.488 240 A68 landform 
3470 79.394 -3546.832 0.51 242.818 A68 landform 
3480 69.458 -3547.438 0.511 242.855 A68 landform 
3490 59.51 -3547.948 0.511 242.886 A68 landform 
3500 49.573 -3547.948 0.512 242.886 A68 landform 
3510 39.659 -3547.948 0.512 242.886 A68 landform 
3520 29.768 -3547.948 0.513 242.886 A68 landform 
3530 20.051 -3547.948 0.514 242.886 A68 landform 
3540 12.605 -3547.947 0.522 242.885 A68 landform 
3550 508.298 -4053.971 0.525 229.838 A68 landform 
3560 498.164 -4053.971 0.525 229.838 A68 landform 
3570 488.034 -4053.971 0.526 229.838 A68 landform 
3580 477.872 -4053.971 0.526 229.838 A68 landform 
3590 63.607 -3646.269 0.498 230 A68 landform 
3600 53.651 -3646.27 0.5 230 A68 landform 
3610 447.462 -4052.982 0.533 229.851 A68 landform 
3620 437.307 -4052.982 0.533 229.851 A68 landform 
3630 427.156 -4052.982 0.533 229.851 A68 landform 
3640 417.014 -4052.982 0.534 229.851 A68 landform 
3650 406.892 -4052.982 0.534 229.851 A68 landform 
3660 396.724 -4052.982 0.534 229.851 A68 landform 
3670 386.598 -4052.982 0.533 229.851 A68 landform 
3680 376.439 -4052.982 0.532 229.851 A68 landform 
3690 366.278 -4052.983 0.532 229.851 A68 landform 
3700 356.145 -4052.983 0.531 229.851 A68 landform 
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10m Intervals: Forward Direction (contd.) 
Chainage Sight    Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction 
  Distance Chainage    Offset Height Name 
3710 346.103 -4052.983 0.531 229.851 A68 landform 
3720 336.021 -4052.983 0.531 229.851 A68 landform 
3730 325.936 -4052.983 0.531 229.851 A68 landform 
3740 315.903 -4052.983 0.532 229.851 A68 landform 
3750 305.868 -4052.982 0.532 229.851 A68 landform 
3760 295.832 -4052.982 0.533 229.851 A68 landform 
3770 285.794 -4052.982 0.534 229.851 A68 landform 
3780 275.755 -4052.981 0.535 229.851 A68 landform 
3790 265.794 -4052.981 0.536 229.851 A68 landform 
3800 255.752 -4052.98 0.537 229.851 A68 landform 
3810 245.702 -4052.98 0.537 229.85 A68 landform 
3820 235.65 -4052.98 0.537 229.85 A68 landform 
3830 225.596 -4052.98 0.537 229.85 A68 landform 
3840 215.539 -4052.98 0.538 229.85 A68 landform 
3850 205.479 -4052.98 0.538 229.85 A68 landform 
3860 195.416 -4052.98 0.539 229.85 A68 landform 
3870 185.378 -4052.979 0.539 229.85 A68 landform 
3880 175.351 -4052.979 0.54 229.85 A68 landform 
3890 165.32 -4052.98 0.538 229.85 A68 landform 
3900 155.287 -4052.981 0.535 229.851 A68 landform 
3910 145.249 -4052.983 0.531 229.851 A68 landform 
3920 135.209 -4052.984 0.529 229.851 A68 landform 
3930 125.162 -4052.985 0.526 229.851 A68 landform 
3940 115.16 -4052.986 0.524 229.852 A68 landform 
3950 105.157 -4052.988 0.521 229.852 A68 landform 
3960 95.163 -4052.989 0.517 229.852 A68 landform 
3970 85.202 -4052.991 0.514 229.852 A68 landform 
3980 75.267 -4052.993 0.51 229.853 A68 landform 
3990 65.347 -4052.994 0.507 229.853 A68 landform 
4000 55.399 -4052.995 0.505 229.853 A68 landform 
4010 45.479 -4052.996 0.503 229.853 A68 landform 
4020 35.62 -4052.997 0.501 229.853 A68 landform 
4030 25.93 -4052.998 0.498 229.854 A68 landform 
4040 17.192 -4052.998 0.498 229.854 A68 landform 
4050 71.051 -4109.636 0.536 225 A68 landform 
4060 498.019 -4551.667 0.448 205 A68 landform 
4070 487.897 -4551.667 0.448 205 A68 landform 
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10m Intervals: Forward Direction (contd.) 
Chainage Sight    Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction 
  Distance Chainage    Offset Height Name 
4080 477.777 -4551.667 0.448 205 A68 landform 
4090 467.657 -4551.668 0.449 205 A68 landform 
4100 457.537 -4551.668 0.449 205 A68 landform 
4110 447.454 -4551.668 0.45 205 A68 landform 
4120 405.256 -4445.57 0.02 210 A68 landform 
4130 362.287 -4445.54 0.143 210 A68 landform 
4140 338.499 -4445.516 0.244 210 A68 landform 
4150 320.752 -4445.501 0.305 210 A68 landform 
4160 306.924 -4403.723 0.509 211.574 A68 landform 
4170 290.383 -4398.923 0.586 211.748 A68 landform 
4180 259.763 -4398.909 0.687 211.743 A68 landform 
4190 242.71 -4398.909 0.684 211.743 A68 landform 
4200 227.277 -4398.912 0.666 211.744 A68 landform 
4210 212.844 -4398.605 0.643 211.754 A68 landform 
4220 198.991 -4398.614 0.622 211.755 A68 landform 
4230 186.403 -4398.62 0.608 211.756 A68 landform 
4240 175.75 -4398.621 0.604 211.756 A68 landform 
4250 165.065 -4398.623 0.6 211.756 A68 landform 
4260 154.346 -4398.624 0.596 211.756 A68 landform 
4270 144.173 -4398.625 0.595 211.756 A68 landform 
4280 134.774 -4398.624 0.598 211.756 A68 landform 
4290 125.55 -4398.622 0.601 211.756 A68 landform 
4300 116.588 -4398.621 0.606 211.756 A68 landform 
4310 108.048 -4398.619 0.611 211.756 A68 landform 
4320 100.25 -4398.618 0.612 211.756 A68 landform 
4330 93.959 -4398.618 0.613 211.755 A68 landform 
4340 91.374 -4398.92 0.608 211.746 A68 landform 
4350 112.388 -4398.939 0.478 211.753 A68 landform 
4360 113.882 -4445.514 0.252 210 A68 landform 
4370 119.621 -4445.536 0.16 210 A68 landform 
4380 177.397 -4551.669 0.459 205 A68 landform 
4390 167.658 -4551.669 0.459 205 A68 landform 
4400 157.952 -4551.67 0.46 205 A68 landform 
4410 456.852 -4855.46 0.712 205.877 A68 landform 
4420 446.593 -4855.462 0.709 205.877 A68 landform 
4430 436.334 -4855.464 0.706 205.878 A68 landform 
4440 426.074 -4855.466 0.702 205.878 A68 landform 
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10m Intervals: Forward Direction (contd.) 
Chainage Sight    Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction 
  Distance Chainage    Offset Height Name 
4450 415.936 -4855.468 0.7 205.878 A68 landform 
4460 99.241 -4551.673 0.475 205 A68 landform 
4470 89.508 -4551.672 0.471 205 A68 landform 
4480 79.878 -4551.671 0.465 205 A68 landform 
4490 374.66 -4855.487 0.669 205.879 A68 landform 
4500 364.352 -4855.492 0.662 205.879 A68 landform 
4510 354.049 -4855.496 0.655 205.879 A68 landform 
4520 343.75 -4855.5 0.649 205.879 A68 landform 
4530 333.452 -4855.504 0.643 205.88 A68 landform 
4540 323.148 -4855.508 0.636 205.88 A68 landform 
4550 312.932 -4855.511 0.631 205.88 A68 landform 
4560 302.487 -4855.518 0.62 205.88 A68 landform 
4570 291.989 -4855.526 0.608 205.881 A68 landform 
4580 281.679 -4855.531 0.598 205.881 A68 landform 
4590 271.514 -4855.535 0.592 205.881 A68 landform 
4600 261.348 -4855.539 0.586 205.881 A68 landform 
4610 251.18 -4855.542 0.582 205.882 A68 landform 
4620 241.01 -4855.544 0.578 205.882 A68 landform 
4630 230.837 -4855.547 0.574 205.882 A68 landform 
4640 220.66 -4855.549 0.57 205.882 A68 landform 
4650 210.479 -4855.552 0.566 205.882 A68 landform 
4660 200.16 -4815.139 1.365 205 A68 landform 
4670 154.921 -4814.717 0.77 205 A68 landform 
4680 143.538 -4814.69 0.731 205 A68 landform 
4690 132.325 -4814.664 0.694 205 A68 landform 
4700 121.259 -4814.641 0.662 205 A68 landform 
4710 110.859 -4814.63 0.647 205 A68 landform 
4720 101.028 -4814.628 0.643 205 A68 landform 
4730 91.249 -4814.624 0.638 205 A68 landform 
4740 81.551 -4814.618 0.629 205 A68 landform 
4750 71.992 -4814.611 0.619 205 A68 landform 
4760 62.691 -4814.604 0.61 205 A68 landform 
4770 53.974 -4814.6 0.604 205 A68 landform 
4780 47.091 -4814.601 0.606 205 A68 landform 
4790 70.699 -4855.607 0.478 205.885 A68 landform 
4800 61.302 -4855.613 0.469 205.885 A68 landform 
4810 52.467 -4855.619 0.459 205.885 A68 landform 
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10m Intervals: Forward Direction (contd.) 
Chainage Sight    Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction 
  Distance Chainage    Offset Height Name 
4820 43.578 -4855.621 0.456 205.886 A68 landform 
4830 34 -4855.613 0.469 205.885 A68 landform 
4840 314.527 -5146.486 0.456 209.053 A68 landform 
4850 304.835 -5146.489 0.46 209.052 A68 landform 
4860 294.85 -5146.493 0.466 209.052 A68 landform 
4870 284.417 -5146.497 0.473 209.052 A68 landform 
4880 274.077 -5146.501 0.479 209.052 A68 landform 
4890 263.918 -5146.504 0.484 209.052 A68 landform 
4900 253.751 -5146.506 0.487 209.052 A68 landform 
4910 243.577 -5146.507 0.489 209.052 A68 landform 
4920 233.396 -5146.508 0.49 209.052 A68 landform 
4930 223.209 -5146.509 0.492 209.052 A68 landform 
4940 213.015 -5146.51 0.494 209.051 A68 landform 
4950 202.814 -5146.511 0.495 209.051 A68 landform 
4960 192.607 -5146.513 0.498 209.051 A68 landform 
4970 182.391 -5146.514 0.5 209.051 A68 landform 
4980 172.167 -5146.516 0.503 209.051 A68 landform 
4990 161.936 -5146.519 0.507 209.051 A68 landform 
5000 151.695 -5146.521 0.512 209.051 A68 landform 
5010 141.445 -5146.524 0.516 209.051 A68 landform 
5020 131.183 -5146.527 0.521 209.051 A68 landform 
5030 120.91 -5146.529 0.524 209.051 A68 landform 
5040 109.107 -5090.909 0.558 206.77 A68 landform 
5050 99.007 -5090.896 0.572 206.769 A68 landform 
5060 90.785 -5146.531 0.527 209.051 A68 landform 
5070 81.239 -5146.532 0.528 209.051 A68 landform 
5080 71.698 -5146.532 0.529 209.05 A68 landform 
5090 62.294 -5146.532 0.528 209.05 A68 landform 
5100 52.869 -5146.53 0.526 209.051 A68 landform 
5110 43.946 -5146.527 0.521 209.051 A68 landform 
5120 37.092 -5146.522 0.513 209.051 A68 landform 
5130 48.501 -5147.347 0.492 209.042 A68 landform 
5140 405.056 -5490.371 2.125 210 A68 landform 
5150 395.468 -5541.34 0.729 210 A68 landform 
5160 384.89 -5490.384 2.096 210 A68 landform 
5170 374.067 -5490.409 2.043 210 A68 landform 
5180 362.981 -5490.441 1.974 210 A68 landform 
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10m Intervals: Forward Direction (contd.) 
Chainage Sight    Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction 
  Distance Chainage    Offset Height Name 
5190 351.871 -5490.473 1.904 210 A68 landform 
5200 334.675 -5490.629 1.566 210 A68 landform 
5210 315.326 -5490.78 1.24 210 A68 landform 
5220 298.894 -5490.854 1.081 210 A68 landform 
5230 284.209 -5490.896 0.99 210 A68 landform 
5240 270.652 -5490.929 0.919 210 A68 landform 
5250 257.86 -5490.956 0.861 210 A68 landform 
5260 246.171 -5490.974 0.822 210 A68 landform 
5270 235.524 -5490.983 0.801 210 A68 landform 
5280 224.876 -5490.993 0.78 210 A68 landform 
5290 214.228 -5491.002 0.76 210 A68 landform 
5300 203.579 -5491.01 0.743 210 A68 landform 
5310 192.929 -5491.018 0.726 210 A68 landform 
5320 182.279 -5491.026 0.71 210 A68 landform 
5330 171.63 -5491.034 0.693 210 A68 landform 
5340 160.584 -5491.045 0.669 210 A68 landform 
5350 149.482 -5491.056 0.645 210 A68 landform 
5360 138.492 -5491.066 0.623 210 A68 landform 
5370 127.6 -5491.075 0.603 210 A68 landform 
5380 117.141 -5491.081 0.59 210 A68 landform 
5390 107.186 -5491.084 0.584 210 A68 landform 
5400 97.082 -5491.088 0.576 210 A68 landform 
5410 86.432 -5491.095 0.559 210 A68 landform 
5420 75.78 -5491.101 0.547 210 A68 landform 
5430 65.127 -5491.106 0.537 210 A68 landform 
5440 51.97 -5475.652 0.574 208.938 A68 landform 
5450 42.32 -5475.638 0.543 208.936 A68 landform 
5460 35.379 -5491.113 0.521 210 A68 landform 
5470 29.034 -5491.11 0.528 210 A68 landform 
5480 65.634 -5541.331 0.619 210 A68 landform 
5490 57.216 -5541.333 0.647 210 A68 landform 
5500 48.275 -5541.334 0.653 210 A68 landform 
5510 40.203 -5541.334 0.656 210 A68 landform 
5520 40.534 -5541.337 0.69 210 A68 landform 
5530 437.084 -5957.64 0.504 199.268 A68 landform 
5540 427.273 -5957.641 0.501 199.268 A68 landform 
5550 417.093 -5957.641 0.501 199.268 A68 landform 
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10m Intervals: Forward Direction (contd.) 
Chainage Sight    Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction 
  Distance Chainage    Offset Height Name 
5560 406.854 -5957.641 0.501 199.268 A68 landform 
5570 324.908 -5886.59 0.512 200.955 A68 landform 
5580 314.683 -5886.59 0.514 200.955 A68 landform 
5590 304.457 -5886.59 0.515 200.955 A68 landform 
5600 294.229 -5886.59 0.515 200.955 A68 landform 
5610 284 -5886.59 0.515 200.955 A68 landform 
5620 273.773 -5886.59 0.513 200.955 A68 landform 
5630 263.776 -5886.591 0.51 200.955 A68 landform 
5640 253.784 -5886.591 0.507 200.954 A68 landform 
5650 243.793 -5886.592 0.503 200.954 A68 landform 
5660 233.803 -5886.592 0.499 200.954 A68 landform 
5670 223.814 -5886.593 0.495 200.954 A68 landform 
5680 213.825 -5886.593 0.491 200.953 A68 landform 
5690 203.837 -5886.594 0.487 200.953 A68 landform 
5700 193.85 -5886.595 0.483 200.953 A68 landform 
5710 183.866 -5886.596 0.477 200.952 A68 landform 
5720 173.883 -5886.597 0.471 200.952 A68 landform 
5730 163.901 -5886.598 0.466 200.952 A68 landform 
5740 153.918 -5886.598 0.462 200.951 A68 landform 
5750 143.914 -5886.599 0.457 200.951 A68 landform 
5760 133.903 -5886.599 0.454 200.951 A68 landform 
5770 123.885 -5886.599 0.455 200.951 A68 landform 
5780 113.862 -5886.599 0.456 200.951 A68 landform 
5790 103.835 -5886.599 0.458 200.951 A68 landform 
5800 93.801 -5886.598 0.461 200.951 A68 landform 
5810 83.759 -5886.598 0.464 200.952 A68 landform 
5820 73.706 -5886.597 0.467 200.952 A68 landform 
5830 63.634 -5886.597 0.472 200.952 A68 landform 
5840 53.496 -5886.596 0.478 200.952 A68 landform 
5850 43.166 -5886.594 0.487 200.953 A68 landform 
5860 33.392 -5886.593 0.495 200.954 A68 landform 
5870 24.515 -5886.592 0.497 200.954 A68 landform 
5880 88.496 -5957.644 0.491 199.267 A68 landform 
5890 81.112 -5957.645 0.488 199.267 A68 landform 
5900 68.914 -5957.644 0.491 199.267 A68 landform 
5910 60.933 -5957.644 0.489 199.267 A68 landform 
5920 56.85 -5959.178 0.483 199.205 A68 landform 
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10m Intervals: Forward Direction (contd.) 
Chainage Sight    Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction 
  Distance Chainage    Offset Height Name 
5930 62.233 -5961.116 0.473 199.116 A68 landform 
5940 141.158 -6028.473 0.476 195 A68 landform 
5950 256.056 -6205.786 0.499 187.14 A68 landform 
5960 246.057 -6205.786 0.499 187.14 A68 landform 
5970 236.056 -6205.786 0.499 187.14 A68 landform 
5980 345.832 -6231.483 1.409 186.344 A68 landform 
5990 328.794 -6231.281 1.331 186.349 A68 landform 
6000 206.056 -6205.786 0.499 187.14 A68 landform 
6010 196.056 -6205.786 0.499 187.14 A68 landform 
6020 209.657 -6229.13 0.504 186.396 A68 landform 
6030 176.056 -6205.786 0.499 187.14 A68 landform 
6040 166.055 -6205.786 0.499 187.14 A68 landform 
6050 156.055 -6205.786 0.499 187.14 A68 landform 
6060 146.055 -6205.228 0.496 187.165 A68 landform 
6070 136.054 -6205.228 0.496 187.165 A68 landform 
6080 126.052 -6205.228 0.496 187.165 A68 landform 
6090 116.05 -6205.228 0.496 187.165 A68 landform 
6100 106.047 -6205.228 0.495 187.165 A68 landform 
6110 96.043 -6205.228 0.495 187.165 A68 landform 
6120 109.232 -6218.443 0.541 186.883 A68 landform 
6130 76.039 -6205.228 0.495 187.165 A68 landform 
6140 66.035 -6204.866 0.493 187.173 A68 landform 
6150 56.026 -6204.866 0.494 187.173 A68 landform 
6160 46.025 -6204.866 0.494 187.173 A68 landform 
6170 36.031 -6204.866 0.495 187.173 A68 landform 
6180 26.044 -6205.228 0.498 187.165 A68 landform 
6190 16.059 -6205.786 0.5 187.14 A68 landform 
6200 273.009 -6461.004 0.455 175 A68 landform 
6210 19.5 -6218.438 0.532 186.883 A68 landform 
6220 254.633 -6461.011 0.433 175 A68 landform 
6230 244.024 -6461.01 0.434 175 A68 landform 
6240 99.161 -6327.775 0.532 181.229 A68 landform 
6250 223.933 -6461.01 0.436 175 A68 landform 
6260 213.912 -6461.01 0.436 175 A68 landform 
6270 203.954 -6461.01 0.436 175 A68 landform 
6280 194.773 -6461.011 0.432 175 A68 landform 
6290 185.019 -6461.011 0.433 175 A68 landform 
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10m Intervals: Forward Direction (contd.) 
Chainage Sight    Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction 
  Distance Chainage    Offset Height Name 
6300 175.28 -6461.009 0.437 175 A68 landform 
6310 165.635 -6461.008 0.442 175 A68 landform 
6320 155.673 -6461.006 0.449 175 A68 landform 
6330 145.271 -6461.003 0.459 175 A68 landform 
6340 133.717 -6460.998 0.473 175 A68 landform 
6350 124.471 -6460.996 0.481 175 A68 landform 
6360 114.338 -6460.992 0.493 175 A68 landform 
6370 104.177 -6460.988 0.506 175 A68 landform 
6380 93.964 -6460.985 0.516 175 A68 landform 
6390 83.689 -6460.983 0.523 175 A68 landform 
6400 73.34 -6460.98 0.532 175 A68 landform 
6410 62.994 -6460.977 0.542 175 A68 landform 
6420 53.23 -6460.977 0.544 175 A68 landform 
6430 43.329 -6460.98 0.534 175 A68 landform 
6440 33.275 -6460.982 0.526 175 A68 landform 
6450 710.245 7144.271 8.397 156.841 A68 landform 
6460 700.031 7144.282 8.429 156.844 A68 landform 
6470 689.06 7144.154 8.07 156.813 A68 landform 
6480 609.384 6998.002       1.918 160 A68 landform 
6490 96.614 -6574.56 0.379 167.006 A68 landform 
6500 86.697 -6574.559 0.38 167.006 A68 landform 
6510 549.979 7005.973       1.894 160 A68 landform 
6520 532.677 -7007.857 9.524 160 A68 landform 
6530 518.639 -7009.057 8.015 160 A68 landform 
6540 507.061 -7009.781 7.105 160 A68 landform 
6550 490.272 -7020.362 3.8 159.8 A68 landform 
6560 474.924 -7019.739 2.827 159.878 A68 landform 
6570 461.532 -7019.338 2.199 159.928 A68 landform 
6580 448.968 -7019.041 1.736 159.965 A68 landform 
6590 436.574 -7018.552 1.374 160 A68 landform 
6600 426.112 -7018.836 1.176 160 A68 landform 
6610 415.741 -7018.944 1.02 160 A68 landform 
6620 198.397 6738.507       4.471 162.904 A68 landform 
6630 167.24 6736.985       7.968 162.708 A68 landform 
6640 151.835 6736.544       5.16 162.623 A68 landform 
6650 136.586 6736.141       2.564 162.545 A68 landform 
6660 136.078 6736.168       2.739 162.55 A68 landform 
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10m Intervals: Forward Direction (contd.) 
Chainage Sight    Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction 
  Distance Chainage    Offset Height Name 
6670 163.345 6736.544       5.161 162.623 A68 landform 
6680 273.017 -6946.631 0.31 161.21 A68 landform 
6690 262.89 -6946.591 0.206 161.216 A68 landform 
6700 252.748 -6946.555 0.115 161.221 A68 landform 
6710 242.643 -6946.525 0.037 161.226 A68 landform 
6720 232.572 6946.497 0.034 161.229 A68 landform 
6730 222.589 6946.469 0.106 161.233 A68 landform 
6740 212.561 6946.446 0.166 161.237 A68 landform 
6750 202.455 6946.43 0.207 161.239 A68 landform 
6760 192.385 6946.419 0.234 161.241 A68 landform 
6770 182.339 6946.413 0.251 161.241 A68 landform 
6780 172.306 6946.408 0.263 161.242 A68 landform 
6790 162.294 6946.407 0.266 161.242 A68 landform 
6800 152.287 6946.407 0.267 161.242 A68 landform 
6810 142.29 6946.408 0.263 161.242 A68 landform 
6820 132.299 6946.41 0.257 161.242 A68 landform 
6830 122.31 6946.413 0.25 161.241 A68 landform 
6840 112.323 6946.416 0.242 161.241 A68 landform 
6850 102.338 6946.42 0.232 161.24 A68 landform 
6860 92.331 6946.427 0.215 161.239 A68 landform 
6870 82.485 6946.429 0.209 161.239 A68 landform 
6880 72.774 6946.429 0.209 161.239 A68 landform 
6890 63.212 6946.427 0.215 161.239 A68 landform 
6900 53.958 6946.422 0.227 161.24 A68 landform 
6910 117.125 -7019.498 0.223 160 A68 landform 
6920 108.039 -7019.458 0.28 160 A68 landform 
6930 99.543 -7019.4 0.363 160 A68 landform 
6940 92.665 -7019.336 0.457 160 A68 landform 
6950 86.399 -7019.327 0.47 160 A68 landform 
6960 74.007 -7019.316 0.485 160 A68 landform 
6970 69.906 -7019.317 0.483 160 A68 landform 
6980 78.414 -7019.314 0.488 160 A68 landform 
6990 161.249 7143.311 5.695 156.605 A68 landform 
7000 151.551 7143.363 5.841 156.618 A68 landform 
7010 142.617 7143.574 6.436 156.67 A68 landform 
7020 134.357 7143.912 7.386 156.753 A68 landform 
7030 124.057 7143.818 7.124 156.73 A68 landform 
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10m Intervals: Forward Direction (contd.) 
Chainage Sight    Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction 
  Distance Chainage    Offset Height Name 
7040 114.198 7143.809 7.097 156.727 A68 landform 
7050 104.374 7143.797 7.063 156.725 A68 landform 
7060 94.302 7143.727 6.866 156.707 A68 landform 
7070 83.769 7143.562 6.403 156.667 A68 landform 
7080 73.132 7143.369 5.857 156.619 A68 landform 
7090 62.358 7143.137 5.204 156.562 A68 landform 
7100 53.291 7143.14 5.214 156.563 A68 landform 
7110 47.933 7143.442 6.064 156.637 A68 landform 
7120 130.356 7244.817 1.372 158.611 A68 landform 
7130 121.479 7244.798 1.336 158.605 A68 landform 
7140 113.242 7244.844 1.421 158.62 A68 landform 
7150 103.563 7244.803 1.345 158.607 A68 landform 
7160 93.649 7244.763 1.271 158.594 A68 landform 
7170 83.838 7244.736 1.221 158.585 A68 landform 
7180 73.265 7244.616 0.998 158.546 A68 landform 
7190 62.853 7244.5 0.784 158.508 A68 landform 
7200 53.131 7244.452 0.694 158.492 A68 landform 
7210 44.687 7244.45 0.69 158.492 A68 landform 
7220 38.15 7244.492 0.769 158.506 A68 landform 
7230 32.726 7255.239 0.216 158.648 A68 landform 
7240 31.259 7259.054 0.319 158.654 A68 landform 
7250 90.483 -7337.967 1.254 155 A68 landform 
7260 80.619 -7337.955 1.268 155 A68 landform 
7270 70.679 -7338.007 1.205 155 A68 landform 
7280 60.61 -7338.13 1.057 155 A68 landform 
7290 50.536 -7338.25 0.912 155 A68 landform 
7300 40.484 -7338.38 0.755 155 A68 landform 
7310 476.285 -7786.224 0.437 168.086 A68 landform 
7320 466.285 -7786.224 0.437 168.086 A68 landform 
7330 456.285 -7786.224 0.438 168.086 A68 landform 
7340 446.285 -7786.223 0.438 168.086 A68 landform 
7350 507.81 -7847.644 0.362 167.342 A68 landform 
7360 426.284 -7786.222 0.44 168.086 A68 landform 
7370 416.284 -7786.222 0.441 168.087 A68 landform 
7380 406.284 -7786.221 0.442 168.087 A68 landform 
7390 91.894 7463.959 0.249 150 A68 landform 
7400 386.284 -7786.22 0.444 168.087 A68 landform 
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10m Intervals: Forward Direction (contd.) 
Chainage Sight    Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction 
  Distance Chainage    Offset Height Name 
7410 376.284 -7786.22 0.445 168.087 A68 landform 
7420 366.284 -7786.219 0.446 168.087 A68 landform 
7430 356.284 -7786.219 0.446 168.087 A68 landform 
7440 346.283 -7786.218 0.448 168.087 A68 landform 
7450 336.283 -7786.218 0.449 168.087 A68 landform 
7460 326.283 -7786.217 0.45 168.087 A68 landform 
7470 316.283 -7786.217 0.451 168.088 A68 landform 
7480 306.283 -7786.216 0.452 168.088 A68 landform 
7490 296.283 -7786.216 0.453 168.088 A68 landform 
7500 286.283 -7786.215 0.454 168.088 A68 landform 
7510 276.283 -7786.214 0.455 168.088 A68 landform 
7520 266.283 -7786.214 0.456 168.088 A68 landform 
7530 256.282 -7786.213 0.458 168.088 A68 landform 
7540 246.282 -7786.212 0.459 168.088 A68 landform 
7550 236.282 -7786.211 0.461 168.089 A68 landform 
7560 226.282 -7786.21 0.462 168.089 A68 landform 
7570 216.282 -7786.209 0.464 168.089 A68 landform 
7580 206.282 -7786.208 0.466 168.089 A68 landform 
7590 196.281 -7786.207 0.469 168.089 A68 landform 
7600 186.281 -7786.205 0.472 168.09 A68 landform 
7610 176.281 -7786.203 0.475 168.09 A68 landform 
7620 166.281 -7786.201 0.479 168.091 A68 landform 
7630 156.281 -7786.198 0.484 168.091 A68 landform 
7640 146.281 -7786.195 0.489 168.092 A68 landform 
7650 136.28 -7786.192 0.495 168.092 A68 landform 
7660 126.28 -7786.189 0.501 168.093 A68 landform 
7670 116.28 -7786.186 0.506 168.093 A68 landform 
7680 106.279 -7786.184 0.511 168.094 A68 landform 
7690 96.279 -7786.183 0.512 168.094 A68 landform 
7700 86.279 -7786.182 0.513 168.094 A68 landform 
7710 58.141 -7742.261 0.514 161.324 A68 landform 
7720 66.279 -7786.182 0.513 168.094 A68 landform 
7730 56.278 -7786.183 0.513 168.094 A68 landform 
7740 46.278 -7786.183 0.512 168.094 A68 landform 
7750 36.278 -7786.184 0.511 168.094 A68 landform 
7760 26.276 -7786.185 0.508 168.094 A68 landform 
7770 16.274 -7786.187 0.505 168.093 A68 landform 
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10m Intervals: Forward Direction (contd.) 
Chainage Sight    Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction 
  Distance Chainage    Offset Height Name 
7780 6.266 -7786.189 0.502 168.093 A68 landform 
7790 60.87 -7846.916 2.257 167.508 A68 landform 
7800 50.847 -7847.023 1.979 167.483 A68 landform 
7810 40.744 -7847.172 1.591 167.45 A68 landform 
7820 31.207 -7847.317 1.214 167.417 A68 landform 
7830 22.478 -7847.474 0.804 167.381 A68 landform 
7840 70.461 -7903.732 0.777 170 A68 landform 
7850 62.508 -7903.728 0.781 170 A68 landform 
7860 50.963 -7903.831 0.66 170 A68 landform 
7870 39.273 -7903.94 0.532 170 A68 landform 
7880 31.058 -7903.941 0.531 170 A68 landform 
7890 26.609 -7903.919 0.557 170 A68 landform 
7900 18.659 -7914.991 0.526 170 A68 landform 
7910 123.456 -8015.478 0.392 165 A68 landform 
7920 113.116 -8015.479 0.401 165 A68 landform 
7930 97.241 -8015.483 0.436 165 A68 landform 
7940 83.756 -8015.485 0.458 165 A68 landform 
7950 77.889 -8015.484 0.449 165 A68 landform 
7960 67.342 -8015.486 0.463 165 A68 landform 
7970 56.635 -8015.488 0.48 165 A68 landform 
7980 46.881 -8015.49 0.5 165 A68 landform 
7990 37.949 -8015.49 0.5 165 A68 landform 
8000 72.521 -8015.769 2.908 165 A68 landform 
8010 519.66 -8516.675 0.882 162.989 A68 landform 
8020 509.24 -8516.656 0.782 162.991 A68 landform 
8030 498.385 -8516.637 0.677 162.993 A68 landform 
8040 487.624 -8516.62 0.591 162.995 A68 landform 
8050 476.985 -8516.612 0.547 162.996 A68 landform 
8060 94.04 -8148.402 0.519 156.339 A68 landform 
8070 455.947 -8516.476 0.539 162.996 A68 landform 
8080 445.38 -8516.477 0.537 162.996 A68 landform 
8090 434.996 -8516.477 0.537 162.996 A68 landform 
8100 424.204 -8433.454 0.903 162.48 A68 landform 
8110 408.243 -8433.454 0.897 162.481 A68 landform 
8120 366.714 -8433.257 0.795 162.48 A68 landform 
8130 338.172 -8433.273 0.721 162.482 A68 landform 
8140 318.741 -8433.282 0.68 162.482 A68 landform 
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10m Intervals: Forward Direction (contd.) 
Chainage Sight    Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction 
  Distance Chainage    Offset Height Name 
8150 304.321 -8433.286 0.663 162.483 A68 landform 
8160 265.669 8320.939 0.402 160 A68 landform 
8170 213.799 8321.177 0.146 160 A68 landform 
8180 166.639 -8321.464 0.165 160 A68 landform 
8190 146.49 -8321.589 0.299 160 A68 landform 
8200 131.754 -8321.652 0.368 160 A68 landform 
8210 120.038 -8321.679 0.397 160 A68 landform 
8220 109.743 -8321.69 0.408 160 A68 landform 
8230 99.411 -8321.701 0.421 160 A68 landform 
8240 89.036 -8321.715 0.435 160 A68 landform 
8250 78.609 -8321.729 0.451 160 A68 landform 
8260 67.97 -8321.745 0.468 160 A68 landform 
8270 56.575 -8321.764 0.488 160 A68 landform 
8280 45.37 -8321.772 0.497 160 A68 landform 
8290 35.492 -8321.775 0.5 160 A68 landform 
8300 26.522 -8321.775 0.5 160 A68 landform 
8310 30.599 -8321.775 0.5 160 A68 landform 
8320 145.027 -8433.227 0.93 162.478 A68 landform 
8330 149.001 -8433.203 1.041 162.475 A68 landform 
8340 149.757 -8433.449 1.089 162.477 A68 landform 
8350 162.859 -8433.448 1.164 162.476 A68 landform 
8360 160.423 -8433.448 1.127 162.477 A68 landform 
8370 154.643 -8516.47 0.553 162.996 A68 landform 
8380 144.951 -8516.472 0.55 162.996 A68 landform 
8390 135.337 -8516.474 0.545 162.996 A68 landform 
8400 125.838 -8516.476 0.539 162.996 A68 landform 
8410 116.51 -8516.479 0.532 162.996 A68 landform 
8420 107.451 -8516.607 0.522 162.996 A68 landform 
8430 98.887 -8516.605 0.507 162.996 A68 landform 
8440 90.335 -8516.603 0.5 162.996 A68 landform 
8450 81.995 -8516.606 0.5 162.996 A68 landform 
8460 75.006 -8516.606 0.5 162.996 A68 landform 
8470 72.115 -8516.804 0.5 162.993 A68 landform 
8480 99.548 -8516.804 0.5 162.993 A68 landform 
8490 170.573 -8643.313 0.508 160 A68 landform 
8500 163.51 -8643.313 0.509 160 A68 landform 
8510 157.96 -8643.313 0.51 160 A68 landform 
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10m Intervals: Forward Direction (contd.) 
Chainage Sight    Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction 
  Distance Chainage    Offset Height Name 
8520 153.306 -8643.313 0.512 160 A68 landform 
8530 144.912 -8643.313 0.512 160 A68 landform 
8540 137.07 -8643.313 0.512 160 A68 landform 
8550 130.122 -8643.313 0.512 160 A68 landform 
8560 124.77 -8643.313 0.512 160 A68 landform 
8570 122.71 -8643.312 0.512 160 A68 landform 
8580 303.641 -8883.326 0.501 155 A68 landform 
8590 293.641 -8883.326 0.5 155 A68 landform 
8600 283.641 -8883.325 0.5 155 A68 landform 
8610 273.641 -8883.325 0.5 155 A68 landform 
8620 263.641 -8883.325 0.5 155 A68 landform 
8630 253.641 -8883.325 0.5 155 A68 landform 
8640 243.642 -8883.325 0.5 155 A68 landform 
8650 233.642 -8883.325 0.5 155 A68 landform 
8660 223.641 -8883.325 0.5 155 A68 landform 
8670 306.983 -8976.745 0.498 155.206 A68 landform 
8680 203.641 -8883.325 0.5 155 A68 landform 
8690 193.64 -8883.325 0.5 155 A68 landform 
8700 183.64 -8883.325 0.5 155 A68 landform 
8710 173.639 -8883.325 0.5 155 A68 landform 
8720 163.639 -8883.325 0.5 155 A68 landform 
8730 153.638 -8883.325 0.5 155 A68 landform 
8740 143.638 -8883.324 0.5 155 A68 landform 
8750 133.637 -8883.324 0.5 155 A68 landform 
8760 123.636 -8883.324 0.5 155 A68 landform 
8770 206.98 -8976.745 0.498 155.206 A68 landform 
8780 103.636 -8883.324 0.5 155 A68 landform 
8790 93.637 -8883.324 0.5 155 A68 landform 
8800 83.637 -8883.324 0.5 155 A68 landform 
8810 73.638 -8883.324 0.5 155 A68 landform 
8820 63.639 -8883.324 0.5 155 A68 landform 
8830 53.641 -8883.324 0.5 155 A68 landform 
8840 43.643 -8883.324 0.5 155 A68 landform 
8850 33.645 -8883.324 0.5 155 A68 landform 
8860 23.65 -8883.324 0.5 155 A68 landform 
8870 106.981 -8976.744 0.499 155.206 A68 landform 
8880 3.817 -8883.324 0.5 155 A68 landform 
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10m Intervals: Forward Direction (contd.) 
Chainage Sight    Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction 
  Distance Chainage    Offset Height Name 
8890 78.311 -8964.092 0.485 155 A68 landform 
8900 65.388 -8964.083 0.499 155 A68 landform 
8910 54.743 -8964.082 0.5 155 A68 landform 
8920 44.463 -8964.082 0.499 155 A68 landform 
8930 34.311 -8964.082 0.499 155 A68 landform 
8940 24.22 -8964.082 0.499 155 A68 landform 
8950 14.164 -8964.082 0.5 155 A68 landform 
8960 4.111 -8964.082 0.5 155 A68 landform 
8970 7.01 -8976.744 0.5 155.206 A68 landform 
8980 5.844 -8984.258 0.5 145.987 A68 landform 
8990 494.582 -9481.11 0.57 137.683 A68 landform 
9000 483.471 -9481.101 0.548 137.685 A68 landform 
9010 471.797 -9481.087 0.514 137.686 A68 landform 
9020 461.785 -9481.087 0.514 137.686 A68 landform 
9030 451.773 -9481.087 0.514 137.686 A68 landform 
9040 441.76 -9481.087 0.514 137.686 A68 landform 
9050 431.748 -9481.087 0.514 137.686 A68 landform 
9060 421.735 -9481.087 0.514 137.686 A68 landform 
9070 411.723 -9481.087 0.513 137.686 A68 landform 
9080 401.71 -9481.087 0.513 137.686 A68 landform 
9090 391.697 -9481.087 0.513 137.686 A68 landform 
9100 381.684 -9481.087 0.513 137.686 A68 landform 
9110 371.671 -9481.087 0.513 137.686 A68 landform 
9120 361.658 -9481.086 0.512 137.686 A68 landform 
9130 351.645 -9481.086 0.512 137.686 A68 landform 
9140 341.631 -9481.086 0.512 137.686 A68 landform 
9150 331.617 -9481.086 0.511 137.686 A68 landform 
9160 321.604 -9481.086 0.511 137.686 A68 landform 
9170 311.59 -9481.086 0.511 137.686 A68 landform 
9180 301.576 -9481.086 0.51 137.686 A68 landform 
9190 291.562 -9481.086 0.51 137.686 A68 landform 
9200 281.547 -9481.085 0.51 137.686 A68 landform 
9210 271.533 -9481.085 0.509 137.686 A68 landform 
9220 261.519 -9481.085 0.509 137.686 A68 landform 
9230 251.504 -9481.085 0.509 137.686 A68 landform 
9240 241.489 -9481.085 0.508 137.686 A68 landform 
9250 231.474 -9481.085 0.508 137.686 A68 landform 
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10m Intervals: Forward Direction (contd.) 
Chainage Sight    Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction 
  Distance Chainage    Offset Height Name 
9260 221.459 -9481.084 0.507 137.686 A68 landform 
9270 211.444 -9481.084 0.507 137.686 A68 landform 
9280 201.429 -9481.084 0.507 137.686 A68 landform 
9290 191.413 -9481.084 0.506 137.687 A68 landform 
9300 181.397 -9481.084 0.506 137.687 A68 landform 
9310 171.382 -9481.084 0.506 137.687 A68 landform 
9320 161.366 -9481.084 0.505 137.687 A68 landform 
9330 151.349 -9481.083 0.505 137.687 A68 landform 
9340 141.333 -9481.083 0.505 137.687 A68 landform 
9350 131.316 -9481.083 0.504 137.687 A68 landform 
9360 121.299 -9481.083 0.504 137.687 A68 landform 
9370 111.282 -9481.083 0.503 137.687 A68 landform 
9380 101.265 -9481.083 0.503 137.687 A68 landform 
9390 91.248 -9481.083 0.502 137.687 A68 landform 
9400 81.23 -9481.082 0.502 137.687 A68 landform 
9410 71.213 -9481.082 0.502 137.687 A68 landform 
9420 61.195 -9481.082 0.501 137.687 A68 landform 
9430 51.179 -9481.082 0.501 137.687 A68 landform 
9440 41.164 -9481.082 0.501 137.687 A68 landform 
9450 31.148 -9481.082 0.501 137.687 A68 landform 
9460 21.133 -9481.082 0.5 137.687 A68 landform 
9470 11.133 -9481.082 0.5 137.687 A68 landform 
9480 1.143 -9481.082 0.5 137.687 A68 landform 
9490 83.434 -9571.87 0.5 133.957 A68 landform 
9500 73.405 -9571.87 0.5 133.957 A68 landform 
9510 331.333 -9837.516 0.482 148.909 A68 landform 
9520 321.138 -9837.517 0.484 148.909 A68 landform 
9530 310.91 -9837.517 0.486 148.909 A68 landform 
9540 300.704 -9837.517 0.487 148.909 A68 landform 
9550 22.399 -9570.631 0.5 133.972 A68 landform 
9560 11.57 -9570.631 0.5 133.972 A68 landform 
9570 98.577 -9652.319 0.389 138.856 A68 landform 
9580 77.949 -9650.143 0.397 138.694 A68 landform 
9590 60.115 -9619.682 0.14 135 A68 landform 
9600 54.561 -9650.117 0.439 138.687 A68 landform 
9610 45.555 -9650.112 0.446 138.685 A68 landform 
9620 36.867 -9650.091 0.48 138.68 A68 landform 
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10m Intervals: Forward Direction (contd.) 
Chainage Sight    Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction 
  Distance Chainage    Offset Height Name 
9630 29.687 -9652.845 0.569 138.873 A68 landform 
9640 200.656 -9837.521 0.501 148.909 A68 landform 
9650 190.804 -9837.52 0.499 148.909 A68 landform 
9660 180.795 -9837.52 0.499 148.909 A68 landform 
9670 170.758 -9837.52 0.499 148.909 A68 landform 
9680 160.717 -9837.52 0.5 148.909 A68 landform 
9690 150.676 -9837.521 0.501 148.909 A68 landform 
9700 140.655 -9837.521 0.501 148.909 A68 landform 
9710 130.646 -9837.52 0.5 148.909 A68 landform 
9720 120.672 -9837.52 0.499 148.909 A68 landform 
9730 110.702 -9837.52 0.499 148.909 A68 landform 
9740 100.74 -9837.52 0.498 148.909 A68 landform 
9750 90.788 -9837.52 0.497 148.909 A68 landform 
9760 80.851 -9837.519 0.496 148.909 A68 landform 
9770 70.935 -9837.519 0.495 148.909 A68 landform 
9780 61.026 -9837.519 0.494 148.909 A68 landform 
9790 51.138 -9837.519 0.493 148.909 A68 landform 
9800 41.324 -9837.518 0.492 148.909 A68 landform 
9810 31.697 -9837.518 0.491 148.909 A68 landform 
9820 22.804 -9837.518 0.49 148.909 A68 landform 
9830 123.233 -9924.876 0.463 146.261 A68 landform 
9840 122.11 -9940.496 0.445 145.755 A68 landform 
9850 113.268 -9940.496 0.444 145.755 A68 landform 
9860 104.9 -9940.497 0.442 145.755 A68 landform 
9870 97.372 -9940.497 0.44 145.755 A68 landform 
9880 91.559 -9940.498 0.437 145.755 A68 landform 
9890 90.196 -9940.499 0.431 145.754 A68 landform 
9900 119.626 -10012.34 0.523 142.336 A68 landform 
9910 110.328 -10012.34 0.526 142.337 A68 landform 
9920 101.182 -10012.34 0.529 142.337 A68 landform 
9930 92.124 -10012.34 0.533 142.337 A68 landform 
9940 83.852 -10012.34 0.54 142.337 A68 landform 
9950 74.979 -10012.34 0.545 142.338 A68 landform 
9960 66.281 -10012.34 0.544 142.338 A68 landform 
9970 57.991 -10012.34 0.539 142.337 A68 landform 
9980 51.867 -10012.34 0.531 142.337 A68 landform 
9990 54.453 -10012.34 0.512 142.336 A68 landform 
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10m Intervals: Forward Direction (contd.) 
Chainage Sight    Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction 
  Distance Chainage    Offset Height Name 
10000 701.338 -10684.62 0.359 110 A68 landform 
10010 691.645 -10684.62 0.356 110 A68 landform 
10020 681.262 -10684.62 0.359 110 A68 landform 
10030 670.723 -10684.62 0.363 110 A68 landform 
10040 660.203 -10684.62 0.367 110 A68 landform 
10050 649.487 -10684.63 0.373 110 A68 landform 
10060 638.843 -10684.63 0.378 110 A68 landform 
10070 628.316 -10684.63 0.382 110 A68 landform 
10080 617.873 -10684.63 0.385 110 A68 landform 
10090 603.552 10589.798 0.081 114.274 A68 landform 
10100 589.255 10589.903 0.05 114.269 A68 landform 
10110 192.585 -10289.77 0.52 124.987 A68 landform 
10120 180.421 -10289.77 0.518 124.987 A68 landform 
10130 168.873 -10289.77 0.516 124.987 A68 landform 
10140 157.397 -10289.77 0.514 124.987 A68 landform 
10150 94.463 -10213.03 0.554 128.513 A68 landform 
10160 79.021 -10213.03 0.547 128.513 A68 landform 
10170 89.44 -10213.03 0.563 128.513 A68 landform 
10180 117.861 -10289.77 0.511 124.987 A68 landform 
10190 109.674 -10289.77 0.511 124.987 A68 landform 
10200 103.839 -10289.77 0.512 124.987 A68 landform 
10210 437.129 -10590.09 0.228 114.26 A68 landform 
10220 425.697 -10590.11 0.239 114.259 A68 landform 
10230 94.727 -10289.77 0.51 124.987 A68 landform 
10240 397.176 -10589.67 0.283 114.276 A68 landform 
10250 383.531 -10589.69 0.304 114.275 A68 landform 
10260 370.234 -10589.71 0.322 114.274 A68 landform 
10270 357.239 -10589.72 0.34 114.273 A68 landform 
10280 347.65 -10589.73 0.345 114.273 A68 landform 
10290 342.837 -10589.72 0.334 114.274 A68 landform 
10300 326.877 -10589.74 0.361 114.272 A68 landform 
10310 313.021 -10589.76 0.381 114.271 A68 landform 
10320 299.119 -10589.77 0.4 114.271 A68 landform 
10330 285.935 -10589.59 0.414 114.277 A68 landform 
10340 273.581 -10589.6 0.424 114.276 A68 landform 
10350 261.464 -10589.6 0.433 114.276 A68 landform 
10360 249.55 -10589.38 0.44 114.283 A68 landform 
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10m Intervals: Forward Direction (contd.) 
Chainage Sight    Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction 
  Distance Chainage    Offset Height Name 
10370 238.914 -10589.38 0.445 114.283 A68 landform 
10380 228.733 -10589.38 0.45 114.283 A68 landform 
10390 217.251 -10589.38 0.459 114.283 A68 landform 
10400 206.24 -10589.39 0.466 114.282 A68 landform 
10410 195.354 -10589.39 0.473 114.282 A68 landform 
10420 184.468 -10589.39 0.481 114.282 A68 landform 
10430 173.581 -10589.39 0.488 114.282 A68 landform 
10440 162.692 -10589.39 0.493 114.282 A68 landform 
10450 151.798 -10589.39 0.496 114.282 A68 landform 
10460 140.904 -10589.39 0.499 114.282 A68 landform 
10470 130.012 -10589.4 0.502 114.281 A68 landform 
10480 119.12 -10589.4 0.505 114.281 A68 landform 
10490 109.47 -10589.4 0.51 114.281 A68 landform 
10500 100.267 -10589.4 0.515 114.281 A68 landform 
10510 91.132 -10589.4 0.523 114.281 A68 landform 
10520 82.185 -10589.4 0.527 114.281 A68 landform 
10530 73.925 -10589.4 0.529 114.281 A68 landform 
10540 67.358 -10589.4 0.533 114.281 A68 landform 
10550 67.108 -10589.9 0.54 114.264 A68 landform 
10560 132.534 -10591.92 0.536 114.18 A68 landform 
10570 129.993 -10684.64 0.456 110 A68 landform 
10580 124.404 -10684.64 0.444 110 A68 landform 
10590 431.041 -11020.38 0.504 105.771 A68 landform 
10600 421.041 -11020.38 0.504 105.771 A68 landform 
10610 411.04 -11020.38 0.504 105.771 A68 landform 
10620 401.039 -11020.38 0.504 105.771 A68 landform 
10630 391.038 -11020.38 0.504 105.771 A68 landform 
10640 381.037 -11020.38 0.504 105.771 A68 landform 
10650 371.035 -11020.38 0.504 105.771 A68 landform 
10660 361.034 -11020.38 0.503 105.771 A68 landform 
10670 351.033 -11020.38 0.503 105.771 A68 landform 
10680 341.032 -11020.38 0.503 105.771 A68 landform 
10690 331.03 -11020.39 0.503 105.771 A68 landform 
10700 321.027 -11020.39 0.503 105.771 A68 landform 
10710 311.025 -11020.39 0.502 105.771 A68 landform 
10720 301.022 -11020.39 0.502 105.771 A68 landform 
10730 291.019 -11020.39 0.502 105.771 A68 landform 
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10m Intervals: Forward Direction (contd.) 
Chainage Sight    Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction 
  Distance Chainage    Offset Height Name 
10740 281.016 -11020.39 0.501 105.771 A68 landform 
10750 271.012 -11020.39 0.501 105.771 A68 landform 
10760 261.009 -11020.39 0.501 105.771 A68 landform 
10770 251.007 -11020.39 0.5 105.771 A68 landform 
10780 241.005 -11020.39 0.5 105.771 A68 landform 
10790 231.004 -11020.39 0.499 105.771 A68 landform 
10800 221.002 -11020.39 0.499 105.771 A68 landform 
10810 211 -11020.39 0.499 105.771 A68 landform 
10820 200.998 -11020.39 0.498 105.771 A68 landform 
10830 190.995 -11020.39 0.497 105.771 A68 landform 
10840 180.993 -11020.39 0.497 105.771 A68 landform 
10850 170.99 -11020.39 0.496 105.771 A68 landform 
10860 160.986 -11020.39 0.495 105.771 A68 landform 
10870 150.984 -11020.39 0.495 105.771 A68 landform 
10880 140.984 -11020.39 0.495 105.771 A68 landform 
10890 130.985 -11020.39 0.494 105.771 A68 landform 
10900 120.985 -11020.4 0.494 105.771 A68 landform 
10910 110.985 -11020.4 0.494 105.771 A68 landform 
10920 100.986 -11020.4 0.494 105.771 A68 landform 
10930 90.986 -11020.4 0.494 105.771 A68 landform 
10940 80.987 -11020.4 0.494 105.771 A68 landform 
10950 70.988 -11020.4 0.494 105.771 A68 landform 
10960 60.989 -11020.4 0.494 105.771 A68 landform 
10970 50.991 -11020.39 0.494 105.771 A68 landform 
10980 40.993 -11020.39 0.495 105.771 A68 landform 
10990 30.997 -11020.39 0.496 105.771 A68 landform 
11000 21.006 -11020.39 0.497 105.771 A68 landform 
11010 11.033 -11020.39 0.5 105.771 A68 landform 
11020 9.027 -11028.91 0.5 105 A68 landform 
11030 40.729 -11067.61 0.494 104.003 A68 landform 
11040 29.86 -11067.61 0.496 104.003 A68 landform 
11050 19.465 -11067.61 0.497 104.003 A68 landform 
11060 11.076 -11067.61 0.495 104.003 A68 landform 
11070 498.604 -11568.35 0.499 92.125 A68 landform 
11080 488.604 -11568.35 0.499 92.125 A68 landform 
11090 478.604 -11568.35 0.499 92.125 A68 landform 
11100 468.603 -11568.35 0.5 92.125 A68 landform 
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10m Intervals: Forward Direction (contd.) 
Chainage Sight    Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction 
  Distance Chainage    Offset Height Name 
11110 458.603 -11568.35 0.5 92.125 A68 landform 
11120 448.602 -11568.35 0.5 92.125 A68 landform 
11130 438.602 -11568.35 0.5 92.125 A68 landform 
11140 428.601 -11568.35 0.5 92.125 A68 landform 
11150 418.601 -11568.35 0.5 92.125 A68 landform 
11160 191.151 -11334.56 0.248 86.789 A68 landform 
11170 179.9 -11334.57 0.267 86.788 A68 landform 
11180 388.599 -11568.35 0.5 92.125 A68 landform 
11190 378.599 -11568.35 0.5 92.125 A68 landform 
11200 368.598 -11568.35 0.5 92.125 A68 landform 
11210 309.889 -11502.9 0.525 81.271 A68 landform 
11220 299.32 -11502.9 0.529 81.271 A68 landform 
11230 288.749 -11502.89 0.532 81.271 A68 landform 
11240 328.597 -11568.35 0.5 92.125 A68 landform 
11250 96.692 -11333.79 0.368 86.825 A68 landform 
11260 87.819 -11333.79 0.368 86.825 A68 landform 
11270 79.627 -11334.61 0.372 86.784 A68 landform 
11280 239.262 -11502.87 0.556 81.273 A68 landform 
11290 229.447 -11502.86 0.562 81.274 A68 landform 
11300 219.654 -11502.86 0.568 81.274 A68 landform 
11310 209.893 -11502.85 0.572 81.274 A68 landform 
11320 248.594 -11568.35 0.501 92.125 A68 landform 
11330 238.594 -11568.35 0.501 92.125 A68 landform 
11340 228.593 -11568.35 0.501 92.125 A68 landform 
11350 218.592 -11568.35 0.5 92.125 A68 landform 
11360 208.591 -11568.35 0.5 92.125 A68 landform 
11370 145.926 -11502.89 0.538 81.272 A68 landform 
11380 135.987 -11502.89 0.537 81.272 A68 landform 
11390 126.064 -11502.89 0.533 81.272 A68 landform 
11400 116.166 -11502.9 0.525 81.271 A68 landform 
11410 106.292 -11502.91 0.515 81.27 A68 landform 
11420 96.506 -11502.92 0.503 81.27 A68 landform 
11430 87.897 -11502.92 0.5 81.269 A68 landform 
11440 128.583 -11568.35 0.5 92.125 A68 landform 
11450 118.582 -11568.35 0.5 92.125 A68 landform 
11460 108.58 -11568.35 0.5 92.125 A68 landform 
11470 98.578 -11568.35 0.5 92.125 A68 landform 
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10m Intervals: Forward Direction (contd.) 
Chainage Sight    Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction 
  Distance Chainage    Offset Height Name 
11480 88.575 -11568.35 0.5 92.125 A68 landform 
11490 78.572 -11568.35 0.5 92.125 A68 landform 
11500 68.568 -11568.35 0.5 92.125 A68 landform 
11510 58.562 -11568.35 0.5 92.125 A68 landform 
11520 48.554 -11568.35 0.5 92.125 A68 landform 
11530 38.544 -11568.35 0.5 92.125 A68 landform 
11540 28.53 -11568.35 0.5 92.125 A68 landform 
11550 18.507 -11568.35 0.5 92.125 A68 landform 
11560 8.459 -11568.35 0.5 92.125 A68 landform 
11570 1.345 -11571.32 0.5 82.653 A68 landform 
11580 48.259 -11623.62 0.527 81.69 A68 landform 
11590 37.926 -11623.61 0.524 81.69 A68 landform 
11600 27.42 -11623.61 0.521 81.69 A68 landform 
11610 293.201 -11873.36 0.482 90 A68 landform 
11620 292.615 -11873.35 0.466 90 A68 landform 
11630 277.152 -11873.35 0.468 90 A68 landform 
11640 257.394 -11873.35 0.479 90 A68 landform 
11650 241.643 -11873.36 0.485 90 A68 landform 
11660 227.851 -11873.36 0.489 90 A68 landform 
11670 215.913 -11873.36 0.491 90 A68 landform 
11680 95.23 -11768.49 0.5 85 A68 landform 
11690 85.54 -11768.49 0.5 85 A68 landform 
11700 75.987 -11768.49 0.5 85 A68 landform 
11710 177.22 -11873.36 0.488 90 A68 landform 
11720 167.715 -11873.36 0.486 90 A68 landform 
11730 158.324 -11873.36 0.484 90 A68 landform 
11740 149.093 -11873.36 0.482 90 A68 landform 
11750 139.733 -11873.36 0.48 90 A68 landform 
11760 130.502 -11873.35 0.477 90 A68 landform 
11770 120.684 -11873.35 0.475 90 A68 landform 
11780 106.965 -11873.36 0.48 90 A68 landform 
11790 94.579 -11873.36 0.483 90 A68 landform 
11800 85.825 -11873.35 0.478 90 A68 landform 
11810 77.958 -11873.35 0.47 90 A68 landform 
11820 72.457 -11873.35 0.46 90 A68 landform 
11830 78.147 -11873.34 0.44 90 A68 landform 
11840 257.237 -12070.67 0.606 97.273 A68 landform 
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10m Intervals: Forward Direction (contd.) 
Chainage Sight    Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction 
  Distance Chainage    Offset Height Name 
11850 250.018 -12070.67 0.612 97.274 A68 landform 
11860 243.149 -12070.67 0.617 97.274 A68 landform 
11870 235.858 -12070.67 0.62 97.274 A68 landform 
11880 225.92 -12070.67 0.611 97.274 A68 landform 
11890 215.38 -12070.67 0.597 97.273 A68 landform 
11900 203.392 -12070.66 0.579 97.271 A68 landform 
11910 191.242 -12070.65 0.561 97.27 A68 landform 
11920 179.123 -12070.65 0.543 97.268 A68 landform 
11930 168.459 -12070.64 0.529 97.267 A68 landform 
11940 158.328 -12070.64 0.515 97.266 A68 landform 
11950 148.162 -12070.63 0.5 97.265 A68 landform 
11960 137.968 -12070.63 0.483 97.263 A68 landform 
11970 127.739 -12070.62 0.463 97.261 A68 landform 
11980 117.436 -12070.62 0.447 97.26 A68 landform 
11990 107.067 -12070.61 0.427 97.258 A68 landform 
12000 96.499 -12070.61 0.426 97.258 A68 landform 
12010 85.707 -12070.61 0.44 97.259 A68 landform 
12020 74.68 -12070.62 0.456 97.261 A68 landform 
12030 70.737 -12070.62 0.471 97.262 A68 landform 
12040 70.839 -12105.2 0.504 98.131 A68 landform 
12050 61.863 -12105.42 0.506 98.135 A68 landform 
12060 53.537 -12105.42 0.509 98.135 A68 landform 
12070 47.734 -12106.01 0.514 98.137 A68 landform 
12080 51.119 -12106.02 0.521 98.137 A68 landform 
12090 181.498 12252.859 0.147 96.339 A68 landform 
12100 175.881 12252.96 0.254 96.333 A68 landform 
12110 467.788 -12567.28 1.603 101.482 A68 landform 
12120 457.627 -12567.27 1.593 101.481 A68 landform 
12130 447.463 -12567.25 1.582 101.48 A68 landform 
12140 437.311 -12567.24 1.572 101.48 A68 landform 
12150 427.18 -12567.24 1.565 101.479 A68 landform 
12160 417.061 -12567.22 1.554 101.479 A68 landform 
12170 107.099 12252.744 0.024 96.345 A68 landform 
12180 92.786 -12252.65 0.078 96.351 A68 landform 
12190 85.665 -12252.66 0.069 96.35 A68 landform 
12200 81.915 -12252.68 0.047 96.349 A68 landform 
12210 286.978 -12470.2 1.343 100 A68 landform 
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10m Intervals: Forward Direction (contd.) 
Chainage Sight    Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction 
  Distance Chainage    Offset Height Name 
12220 275.881 -12470.2 1.331 100 A68 landform 
12230 346.435 -12567.16 1.495 101.475 A68 landform 
12240 336.367 -12567.15 1.486 101.475 A68 landform 
12250 326.294 -12567.14 1.473 101.474 A68 landform 
12260 316.101 -12567.11 1.447 101.473 A68 landform 
12270 97.15 -12364.95 0.512 95.778 A68 landform 
12280 204.578 -12470.14 0.978 100 A68 landform 
12290 192.526 -12470.13 0.907 100 A68 landform 
12300 181.419 -12470.13 0.862 100 A68 landform 
12310 171.203 -12470.12 0.844 100 A68 landform 
12320 160.969 -12470.12 0.824 100 A68 landform 
12330 150.715 -12470.12 0.806 100 A68 landform 
12340 140.446 -12470.12 0.786 100 A68 landform 
12350 130.108 -12470.11 0.763 100 A68 landform 
12360 119.169 -12470.11 0.725 100 A68 landform 
12370 105.846 -12428.98 1.263 98.431 A68 landform 
12380 96.982 -12470.1 0.651 100 A68 landform 
12390 87.483 -12470.09 0.644 100 A68 landform 
12400 78.247 -12470.09 0.635 100 A68 landform 
12410 69.553 -12470.09 0.622 100 A68 landform 
12420 62.293 -12470.09 0.602 100 A68 landform 
12430 61.093 -12470.09 0.62 100 A68 landform 
12440 136.707 -12566.77 1.129 101.455 A68 landform 
12450 127.188 -12566.76 1.122 101.454 A68 landform 
12460 117.823 -12566.75 1.113 101.454 A68 landform 
12470 108.687 -12566.75 1.111 101.454 A68 landform 
12480 98.631 -12566.69 1.058 101.451 A68 landform 
12490 88.55 -12566.62 0.993 101.447 A68 landform 
12500 78.445 -12566.53 0.911 101.443 A68 landform 
12510 68.261 -12566.45 0.838 101.438 A68 landform 
12520 59.059 -12566.38 0.77 101.435 A68 landform 
12530 51.164 -12566.27 0.666 101.429 A68 landform 
12540 44.122 -12571.45 0.609 101.412 A68 landform 
12550 208.135 -12751.03 0.136 108.638 A68 landform 
12560 198.019 -12751.02 0.152 108.641 A68 landform 
12570 187.763 -12751.01 0.179 108.645 A68 landform 
12580 260.396 -12835.22 0.308 115 A68 landform 
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10m Intervals: Forward Direction (contd.) 
Chainage Sight    Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction 
  Distance Chainage    Offset Height Name 
12590 250.02 -12835.17 0.343 115 A68 landform 
12600 533.411 -13100.99 0.558 137.913 A68 landform 
12610 522.502 -13101.09 0.609 137.922 A68 landform 
12620 219.095 -12835.05 0.421 115 A68 landform 
12630 208.877 -12835.03 0.437 115 A68 landform 
12640 114.408 -12750.92 0.418 108.686 A68 landform 
12650 104.082 -12750.92 0.436 108.689 A68 landform 
12660 93.882 -12750.91 0.448 108.691 A68 landform 
12670 83.775 -12750.91 0.459 108.693 A68 landform 
12680 73.652 -12750.91 0.471 108.695 A68 landform 
12690 63.478 -12749.03 0.462 108.534 A68 landform 
12700 53.178 -12749.03 0.476 108.537 A68 landform 
12710 42.867 -12749.04 0.494 108.541 A68 landform 
12720 32.545 -12749.04 0.5 108.543 A68 landform 
12730 21.89 -12746.14 0.5 108.163 A68 landform 
12740 13.867 -12750.89 0.5 108.7 A68 landform 
12750 89.078 -12834.94 0.499 115 A68 landform 
12760 78.567 -12834.93 0.501 115 A68 landform 
12770 68.214 -12834.93 0.502 115 A68 landform 
12780 58.012 -12834.93 0.501 115 A68 landform 
12790 47.876 -12834.93 0.501 115 A68 landform 
12800 37.655 -12834.93 0.501 115 A68 landform 
12810 27.948 -12834.94 0.5 115 A68 landform 
12820 18.343 -12834.94 0.5 115 A68 landform 
12830 12.687 -12842.63 0.498 115 A68 landform 
12840 272.407 -13089.38 0.784 136.994 A68 landform 
12850 5.46 -12855.36 0.5 115 A68 landform 
12860 49.246 -12906.21 0.5 120 A68 landform 
12870 38.588 -12906.21 0.5 120 A68 landform 
12880 18.23 -12895.17 0.5 118.027 A68 landform 
12890 18.382 -12906.21 0.5 120 A68 landform 
12900 8.446 -12906.21 0.5 120 A68 landform 
12910 193.103 -13066.07 0.58 135 A68 landform 
12920 170.741 -13066.07 0.511 135 A68 landform 
12930 159.701 -13066.07 0.508 135 A68 landform 
12940 149.887 -13066.07 0.505 135 A68 landform 
12950 140.109 -13066.07 0.501 135 A68 landform 
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10m Intervals: Forward Direction (contd.) 
Chainage Sight    Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction 
  Distance Chainage    Offset Height Name 
12960 130.378 -13066.08 0.497 135 A68 landform 
12970 121.867 -13066.08 0.493 135 A68 landform 
12980 115.565 -13066.08 0.494 135 A68 landform 
12990 110.712 -13066.07 0.529 135 A68 landform 
13000 104.806 -13066.07 0.552 135 A68 landform 
13010 100.841 -13088.89 0.615 136.951 A68 landform 
13020 90.044 -13066.07 0.571 135 A68 landform 
13030 81.545 -13088.89 0.613 136.951 A68 landform 
13040 85.819 -13101.18 0.656 137.93 A68 landform 
13050 83.467 -13101.21 0.672 137.933 A68 landform 
13060 75.673 -13131.3 0.52 140 A68 landform 
13070 66.272 -13131.3 0.519 140 A68 landform 
13080 56.934 -13131.3 0.515 140 A68 landform 
13090 48.274 -13131.3 0.508 140 A68 landform 
13100 41.822 -13131.31 0.5 140 A68 landform 
13110 154.68 -13259.89 0.48 146.178 A68 landform 
13120 144.831 -13259.89 0.481 146.178 A68 landform 
13130 135.02 -13259.88 0.481 146.178 A68 landform 
13140 124.859 -13259.88 0.483 146.178 A68 landform 
13150 114.652 -13259.88 0.485 146.178 A68 landform 
13160 104.349 -13257.96 0.476 146.091 A68 landform 
13170 93.006 -13235.77 0.352 145 A68 landform 
13180 81.472 -13235.76 0.375 145 A68 landform 
13190 69.977 -13235.74 0.41 145 A68 landform 
13200 52.13 -13235.71 0.465 145 A68 landform 
13210 43.902 -13235.69 0.488 145 A68 landform 
13220 44.675 -13259.84 0.513 146.177 A68 landform 
13230 36.809 -13260.37 0.52 146.194 A68 landform 
13240 38.057 -13260.43 0.538 146.195 A68 landform 
13250 76.05 -13324.42 0.509 145 A68 landform 
13260 66.174 -13324.41 0.508 145 A68 landform 
13270 56.218 -13324.41 0.507 145 A68 landform 
13280 46.275 -13324.41 0.507 145 A68 landform 
13290 353.08 -13641.24 0.504 160 A68 landform 
13300 343.058 -13641.24 0.504 160 A68 landform 
13310 333.036 -13641.24 0.504 160 A68 landform 
13320 323.013 -13641.24 0.504 160 A68 landform 
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10m Intervals: Forward Direction (contd.) 
Chainage Sight    Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction 
  Distance Chainage    Offset Height Name 
13330 312.955 -13641.24 0.504 160 A68 landform 
13340 302.891 -13641.24 0.505 160 A68 landform 
13350 248.481 -13593.12 0.528 155 A68 landform 
13360 238.16 -13593.12 0.528 155 A68 landform 
13370 227.983 -13593.12 0.53 155 A68 landform 
13380 217.853 -13593.12 0.532 155 A68 landform 
13390 207.718 -13593.12 0.533 155 A68 landform 
13400 197.569 -13593.12 0.532 155 A68 landform 
13410 187.382 -13593.12 0.53 155 A68 landform 
13420 208.906 -13625.8 0.513 157.445 A68 landform 
13430 167.241 -13593.12 0.526 155 A68 landform 
13440 202.706 -13641.24 0.504 160 A68 landform 
13450 147.077 -13593.12 0.522 155 A68 landform 
13460 136.984 -13593.12 0.519 155 A68 landform 
13470 126.986 -13593.12 0.516 155 A68 landform 
13480 116.989 -13593.12 0.514 155 A68 landform 
13490 106.993 -13593.12 0.51 155 A68 landform 
13500 96.997 -13593.12 0.507 155 A68 landform 
13510 87.002 -13593.12 0.502 155 A68 landform 
13520 108.743 -13625.78 0.494 157.441 A68 landform 
13530 66.955 -13593.13 0.49 155 A68 landform 
13540 102.613 -13641.24 0.496 160 A68 landform 
13550 46.888 -13593.13 0.491 155 A68 landform 
13560 36.971 -13593.13 0.491 155 A68 landform 
13570 27.534 -13593.13 0.489 155 A68 landform 
13580 49.068 -13625.79 0.495 157.441 A68 landform 
13590 52.632 -13641.24 0.499 160 A68 landform 
13600 42.545 -13641.24 0.5 160 A68 landform 
13610 32.494 -13641.24 0.5 160 A68 landform 
13620 22.512 -13641.24 0.5 160 A68 landform 
13630 12.328 -13641.24 0.5 160 A68 landform 
13640 291.808 -13928.73 0.354 185 A68 landform 
13650 281.753 -13928.73 0.353 185 A68 landform 
13660 271.644 -13928.73 0.354 185 A68 landform 
13670 261.534 -13928.73 0.355 185 A68 landform 
13680 251.425 -13928.73 0.356 185 A68 landform 
13690 241.314 -13928.73 0.36 185 A68 landform 
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10m Intervals: Forward Direction (contd.) 
Chainage Sight    Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction 
  Distance Chainage    Offset Height Name 
13700 231.208 -13928.72 0.368 185 A68 landform 
13710 221.123 -13928.72 0.375 185 A68 landform 
13720 96.782 -13815.51 0.472 168.022 A68 landform 
13730 200.967 -13928.71 0.389 185 A68 landform 
13740 190.913 -13928.7 0.396 185 A68 landform 
13750 180.792 -13928.7 0.406 185 A68 landform 
13760 170.758 -13928.69 0.412 185 A68 landform 
13770 160.724 -13928.69 0.42 185 A68 landform 
13780 150.727 -13928.68 0.426 185 A68 landform 
13790 140.67 -13928.67 0.435 185 A68 landform 
13800 130.602 -13928.67 0.441 185 A68 landform 
13810 71.362 -13858.64 0.215 175 A68 landform 
13820 47.44 -13858.54 0.405 175 A68 landform 
13830 37.773 -13858.53 0.432 175 A68 landform 
13840 39.935 -13858.55 0.387 175 A68 landform 
13850 80.592 -13928.66 0.461 185 A68 landform 
13860 70.69 -13928.65 0.464 185 A68 landform 
13870 60.674 -13928.65 0.466 185 A68 landform 
13880 50.644 -13928.65 0.47 185 A68 landform 
13890 40.58 -13928.65 0.475 185 A68 landform 
13900 30.471 -13928.64 0.482 185 A68 landform 
13910 20.626 -13928.64 0.486 185 A68 landform 
13920 12.562 -13928.64 0.484 185 A68 landform 
13930 375.126 -14295.7 0.664 206.935 A68 landform 
13940 364.6 -14295.7 0.656 206.934 A68 landform 
13950 354.108 -14295.7 0.646 206.934 A68 landform 
13960 343.647 -14295.7 0.635 206.933 A68 landform 
13970 93.875 -14035.16 0.55 187.977 A68 landform 
13980 81.452 -14035.16 0.557 187.977 A68 landform 
13990 70.862 -14035.16 0.55 187.977 A68 landform 
14000 53.634 -14035.16 0.512 187.976 A68 landform 
14010 44.171 -14035.16 0.513 187.976 A68 landform 
14020 199.768 -14219.4 0.51 199.695 A68 landform 
14030 272.366 -14295.7 0.57 206.929 A68 landform 
14040 262.249 -14295.7 0.56 206.928 A68 landform 
14050 251.969 -14295.7 0.548 206.927 A68 landform 
14060 241.688 -14295.7 0.538 206.926 A68 landform 
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10m Intervals: Forward Direction (contd.) 
Chainage Sight    Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction 
  Distance Chainage    Offset Height Name 
14070 231.296 -14295.7 0.528 206.926 A68 landform 
14080 220.913 -14295.7 0.519 206.925 A68 landform 
14090 210.55 -14295.7 0.51 206.924 A68 landform 
14100 200.267 -14295.7 0.501 206.924 A68 landform 
14110 109.765 -14219.41 0.503 199.695 A68 landform 
14120 99.765 -14219.41 0.502 199.695 A68 landform 
14130 89.765 -14219.41 0.501 199.695 A68 landform 
14140 160.135 -14295.7 0.475 206.922 A68 landform 
14150 150.095 -14295.7 0.473 206.922 A68 landform 
14160 140.05 -14295.7 0.471 206.922 A68 landform 
14170 129.999 -14295.7 0.469 206.922 A68 landform 
14180 119.941 -14295.7 0.466 206.921 A68 landform 
14190 109.867 -14295.7 0.466 206.921 A68 landform 
14200 19.764 -14219.41 0.498 199.695 A68 landform 
14210 9.763 -14219.41 0.5 199.695 A68 landform 
14220 79.33 -14275.14 0.36 205 A68 landform 
14230 70.303 -14295.7 0.48 206.922 A68 landform 
14240 60.653 -14295.7 0.481 206.922 A68 landform 
14250 51.262 -14295.7 0.483 206.923 A68 landform 
14260 42.58 -14295.7 0.488 206.923 A68 landform 
14270 36.871 -14295.7 0.497 206.924 A68 landform 
14280 119.809 -14391.52 0.49 211.406 A68 landform 
14290 130.494 -14391.51 0.477 211.405 A68 landform 
14300 146.338 -14410.09 0.603 212.109 A68 landform 
14310 128.966 -14410.06 0.571 212.106 A68 landform 
14320 113.082 -14410.02 0.533 212.104 A68 landform 
14330 92.61 -14391.5 0.459 211.404 A68 landform 
14340 78.752 -14391.5 0.459 211.404 A68 landform 
14350 83.421 -14409.99 0.5 212.102 A68 landform 
14360 103.751 -14410.12 0.635 212.111 A68 landform 
14370 103.906 -14459.18 0.58 213.612 A68 landform 
14380 144.839 -14459.22 0.73 213.617 A68 landform 
14390 141.824 -14519.16 0.548 215 A68 landform 
14400 131.874 -14519.17 0.541 215 A68 landform 
14410 292.907 14692.686 2.549 220 A68 landform 
14420 282.683 14692.574 2.473 220 A68 landform 
14430 272.843 14692.575 2.474 220 A68 landform 
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10m Intervals: Forward Direction (contd.) 
Chainage Sight    Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction 
  Distance Chainage    Offset Height Name 
14440 99.735 -14519.18 0.518 215 A68 landform 
14450 253.242 14692.576 2.475 220 A68 landform 
14460 243.425 14692.56 2.464 220 A68 landform 
14470 232.968 14692.357 2.325 220 A68 landform 
14480 222.822 14692.239 2.242 220 A68 landform 
14490 212.752 14692.138 2.168 220 A68 landform 
14500 202.675 14692.026 2.087 220 A68 landform 
14510 192.592 14691.903 1.998 220 A68 landform 
14520 182.799 14691.835 1.949 220 A68 landform 
14530 171.806 14691.48 1.69 220 A68 landform 
14540 160.814 14691.124 1.432 220 A68 landform 
14550 150.482 14690.904 1.271 220 A68 landform 
14560 140.145 14690.666 1.098 220 A68 landform 
14570 129.724 14690.416 0.917 220 A68 landform 
14580 118.991 14690.12 0.701 220 A68 landform 
14590 108.194 14689.852 0.486 220 A68 landform 
14600 98.173 14689.704 0.353 220 A68 landform 
14610 88.349 14689.562 0.224 220 A68 landform 
14620 78.593 14689.438 0.111 220 A68 landform 
14630 68.949 -14689.31 0.007 220 A68 landform 
14640 59.515 -14689.14 0.159 220 A68 landform 
14650 50.498 -14689.07 0.221 220 A68 landform 
14660 42.613 -14689.06 0.231 220 A68 landform 
14670 112.526 -14779.11 0.358 220.692 A68 landform 
14680 102.78 -14779.11 0.364 220.692 A68 landform 
14690 93.093 -14779.12 0.374 220.692 A68 landform 
14700 83.126 -14779.12 0.388 220.692 A68 landform 
14710 73.168 -14779.13 0.399 220.692 A68 landform 
14720 63.224 -14779.13 0.413 220.691 A68 landform 
14730 53.306 -14779.14 0.433 220.691 A68 landform 
14740 43.431 -14779.15 0.449 220.69 A68 landform 
14750 34.098 -14779.16 0.465 220.69 A68 landform 
14760 26.402 -14779.47 0.478 220.683 A68 landform 
14770 71.039 -14813.08 0.708 220 A68 landform 
14780 273.354 -15045.25 0.131 210 A68 landform 
14790 263.155 -15045.25 0.135 210 A68 landform 
14800 253.606 -15045.25 0.113 210 A68 landform 
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10m Intervals: Forward Direction (contd.) 
Chainage Sight    Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction 
  Distance Chainage    Offset Height Name 
14810 244.159 -15045.26 0.087 210 A68 landform 
14820 234.3 -15045.26 0.079 210 A68 landform 
14830 224.367 -15045.26 0.077 210 A68 landform 
14840 214.427 -15045.26 0.077 210 A68 landform 
14850 204.495 -15045.26 0.076 210 A68 landform 
14860 194.569 -15045.26 0.079 210 A68 landform 
14870 184.649 -15045.26 0.086 210 A68 landform 
14880 174.741 -15045.25 0.095 210 A68 landform 
14890 164.685 -15045.25 0.106 210 A68 landform 
14900 154.497 -15045.25 0.12 210 A68 landform 
14910 144.289 -15045.25 0.135 210 A68 landform 
14920 134.24 -15045.25 0.145 210 A68 landform 
14930 124.527 -15045.25 0.144 210 A68 landform 
14940 114.894 -15045.25 0.14 210 A68 landform 
14950 105.378 -15045.25 0.134 210 A68 landform 
14960 96.042 -15045.25 0.122 210 A68 landform 
14970 86.807 -15045.25 0.107 210 A68 landform 
14980 77.977 -15045.25 0.088 210 A68 landform 
14990 70.009 -15045.26 0.084 210 A68 landform 
15000 63.443 -15045.25 0.099 210 A68 landform 
15010 62.566 -15045.26 0.073 210 A68 landform 
15020 90.083 -15059.72 0.141 208.905 A68 landform 
15030 80.147 -15109.95 0.502 205 A68 landform 
15040 204.151 -15242.75 0.547 215 A68 landform 
15050 194.151 -15242.75 0.546 215 A68 landform 
15060 184.151 -15242.75 0.543 215 A68 landform 
15070 174.151 -15242.75 0.539 215 A68 landform 
15080 164.151 -15242.74 0.535 215 A68 landform 
15090 154.151 -15242.74 0.531 215 A68 landform 
15100 144.15 -15242.74 0.528 215 A68 landform 
15110 134.15 -15242.74 0.524 215 A68 landform 
15120 123.92 -15226.55 0.767 213.428 A68 landform 
15130 113.946 -15226.58 0.752 213.431 A68 landform 
15140 103.991 -15226.6 0.735 213.435 A68 landform 
15150 94.049 -15226.63 0.713 213.439 A68 landform 
15160 84.147 -15226.67 0.689 213.444 A68 landform 
15170 74.149 -15226.69 0.676 213.447 A68 landform 
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10m Intervals: Forward Direction (contd.) 
Chainage Sight    Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction 
  Distance Chainage    Offset Height Name 
15180 64.149 -15242.73 0.513 215 A68 landform 
15190 54.149 -15242.73 0.511 215 A68 landform 
15200 44.15 -15242.73 0.509 215 A68 landform 
15210 34.15 -15242.72 0.504 215 A68 landform 
15220 24.15 -15242.72 0.5 215 A68 landform 
15230 14.152 -15242.72 0.5 215 A68 landform 
15240 4.152 -15244.15 0.5 215 A68 landform 
15250 30.184 -15280.13 0.499 216.783 A68 landform 
15260 2.241 -15262.23 0.5 64.172 A68 landform 
15270 10.143 -15280.13 0.5 216.783 A68 landform 
15280 0.136   -15280.13 0.5 216.783 A68 landform 
15290 61.568 -15343.78 0.498 215 A68 landform 
15300 52.606 -15343.78 0.5 215 A68 landform 
15310 44.986 -15343.78 0.504 215 A68 landform 
15320 788.932 -16088.84 0.272 213.194 A68 landform 
15330 778.389 -16088.84 0.275 213.194 A68 landform 
15340 767.881 -16088.85 0.278 213.194 A68 landform 
15350 756.999 -16088.85 0.285 213.194 A68 landform 
15360 745.684 -16088.86 0.298 213.194 A68 landform 
15370 734.518 -16088.87 0.31 213.193 A68 landform 
15380 723.478 -16088.88 0.32 213.193 A68 landform 
15390 712.545 -16088.89 0.329 213.193 A68 landform 
15400 701.964 -16088.89 0.335 213.193 A68 landform 
15410 691.761 -16088.89 0.336 213.193 A68 landform 
15420 681.56 -16088.65 0.334 213.192 A68 landform 
15430 671.352 -16088.65 0.333 213.192 A68 landform 
15440 661.145 -16088.65 0.333 213.192 A68 landform 
15450 650.963 -16088.65 0.332 213.192 A68 landform 
15460 640.772 -16088.65 0.332 213.192 A68 landform 
15470 630.582 -16088.65 0.332 213.192 A68 landform 
15480 620.392 -16088.65 0.333 213.192 A68 landform 
15490 610.202 -16088.65 0.333 213.192 A68 landform 
15500 600.013 -16088.65 0.334 213.192 A68 landform 
15510 589.823 -16088.65 0.335 213.192 A68 landform 
15520 579.634 -16088.65 0.336 213.192 A68 landform 
15530 569.445 -16088.65 0.338 213.192 A68 landform 
15540 559.259 -16088.65 0.342 213.192 A68 landform 
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10m Intervals: Forward Direction (contd.) 
Chainage Sight    Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction 
  Distance Chainage    Offset Height Name 
15550 549.07 -16088.65 0.344 213.192 A68 landform 
15560 538.88 -16088.65 0.345 213.192 A68 landform 
15570 528.705 -16088.65 0.35 213.191 A68 landform 
15580 518.527 -16088.65 0.355 213.191 A68 landform 
15590 508.344 -16088.65 0.357 213.191 A68 landform 
15600 498.162 -16088.65 0.36 213.191 A68 landform 
15610 487.984 -16088.65 0.365 213.191 A68 landform 
15620 477.802 -16088.65 0.369 213.191 A68 landform 
15630 467.615 -16088.65 0.37 213.191 A68 landform 
15640 457.436 -16088.65 0.376 213.191 A68 landform 
15650 447.254 -16088.65 0.381 213.19 A68 landform 
15660 437.07 -16088.65 0.385 213.19 A68 landform 
15670 426.887 -16088.65 0.39 213.19 A68 landform 
15680 416.702 -16088.65 0.394 213.19 A68 landform 
15690 406.517 -16088.65 0.398 213.19 A68 landform 
15700 396.331 -16088.65 0.402 213.19 A68 landform 
15710 386.145 -16088.65 0.407 213.19 A68 landform 
15720 375.958 -16088.65 0.411 213.19 A68 landform 
15730 365.77 -16088.65 0.415 213.189 A68 landform 
15740 355.581 -16088.65 0.419 213.189 A68 landform 
15750 345.394 -16088.65 0.424 213.189 A68 landform 
15760 335.207 -16088.65 0.431 213.189 A68 landform 
15770 325.426 -16088.65 0.433 213.189 A68 landform 
15780 315.239 -16088.65 0.442 213.189 A68 landform 
15790 305.044 -16088.65 0.442 213.189 A68 landform 
15800 294.845 -16088.65 0.439 213.189 A68 landform 
15810 284.647 -16088.65 0.439 213.189 A68 landform 
15820 274.555 -16088.65 0.439 213.189 A68 landform 
15830 264.644 -16088.65 0.432 213.189 A68 landform 
15840 254.744 -16088.65 0.423 213.189 A68 landform 
15850 244.856 -16088.65 0.416 213.189 A68 landform 
15860 234.985 -16088.65 0.415 213.189 A68 landform 
15870 225.002 -16088.65 0.415 213.189 A68 landform 
15880 214.96 -16088.65 0.417 213.189 A68 landform 
15890 204.915 -16088.65 0.42 213.189 A68 landform 
15900 194.865 -16088.65 0.423 213.189 A68 landform 
15910 184.81 -16088.65 0.428 213.189 A68 landform 
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10m Intervals: Forward Direction (contd.) 
Chainage Sight    Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction 
  Distance Chainage    Offset Height Name 
15920 174.751 -16088.65 0.433 213.189 A68 landform 
15930 164.685 -16088.65 0.439 213.189 A68 landform 
15940 154.612 -16088.65 0.44 213.189 A68 landform 
15950 144.53 -16088.65 0.441 213.189 A68 landform 
15960 134.439 -16088.65 0.443 213.189 A68 landform 
15970 124.336 -16088.64 0.444 213.188 A68 landform 
15980 114.265 -16088.64 0.445 213.188 A68 landform 
15990 104.241 -16088.64 0.446 213.188 A68 landform 
16000 94.212 -16088.64 0.447 213.188 A68 landform 
16010 84.175 -16088.64 0.446 213.188 A68 landform 
16020 74.261 -16088.64 0.458 213.188 A68 landform 
16030 64.608 -16088.64 0.457 213.188 A68 landform 
16040 55.176 -16088.64 0.451 213.188 A68 landform 
16050 46.283 -16088.64 0.452 213.188 A68 landform 
16060 39.382 -16088.64 0.464 213.188 A68 landform 
16070 78.111 -16088.98 0.437 213.19 A68 landform 
16080 137.207 -16210.84 0.423 211.162 A68 landform 
16090 128.023 -16210.83 0.414 211.162 A68 landform 
16100 118.161 -16210.83 0.411 211.163 A68 landform 
16110 568.573 16670.768 2.611 212.769 A68 landform 
16120 98.608 -16210.82 0.403 211.163 A68 landform 
16130 88.949 -16210.82 0.396 211.163 A68 landform 
16140 79.432 -16210.81 0.387 211.164 A68 landform 
16150 525.861 16610.553        4.45 212.857 A68 landform 
16160 515.042 16610.532        4.195 212.848 A68 landform 
16170 504.204 16610.511        3.933 212.839 A68 landform 
16180 493.348 16610.490        3.667 212.829 A68 landform 
16190 469.533 16610.108        8.927 212.66 A68 landform 
16200 92.998 -16292.33 0.5 209.245 A68 landform 
16210 442.941 16609.922        6.617 212.577 A68 landform 
16220 424.762 16609.681        3.63 212.47 A68 landform 
16230 405.452 16609.411        0.285 212.35 A68 landform 
16240 394.262 16609.379 9.888 212.336 A68 landform 
16250 382.397 16609.327 9.237 212.313 A68 landform 
16260 370.759 16609.279 8.645 212.292 A68 landform 
16270 356.138 16562.310        5.495 212.037 A68 landform 
16280 196.923 -16463.56 2.387 211.156 A68 landform 
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10m Intervals: Forward Direction (contd.) 
Chainage Sight    Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction 
  Distance Chainage    Offset Height Name 
16290 179.183 -16397.88 6.739 210.777 A68 landform 
16300 130.45 -16399.42 3.268 210.909 A68 landform 
16310 128.724 -16399.2 3.767 210.89 A68 landform 
16320 132.453 -16398.91 4.423 210.865 A68 landform 
16330 140.383 -16398.68 4.936 210.846 A68 landform 
16340 136.722 -16463.54 1.829 211.176 A68 landform 
16350 272.862 16562.307        5.468 212.035 A68 landform 
16360 267.365 16562.519        7.033 212.098 A68 landform 
16370 260.45 16562.662        8.093 212.14 A68 landform 
16380 252.728 16609.382 9.918 212.337 A68 landform 
16390 98.638 -16463.55 2.026 211.169 A68 landform 
16400 242.336 16609.659        3.366 212.461 A68 landform 
16410 233.717 16609.687        3.704 212.473 A68 landform 
16420 225.05 16609.707        3.957 212.482 A68 landform 
16430 216.665 16609.729       4.234 212.492 A68 landform 
16440 208.673 16609.755        4.545 212.503 A68 landform 
16450 201.2 16609.784        4.907 212.516 A68 landform 
16460 195.196 16609.835        5.545 212.539 A68 landform 
16470 201.401 16610.096        8.786 212.655 A68 landform 
16480 167.713 16609.570        2.252 212.421 A68 landform 
16490 149.546 16609.345 9.47 212.321 A68 landform 
16500 143.407 16609.361 9.657 212.328 A68 landform 
16510 136.039 16609.334 9.325 212.316 A68 landform 
16520 134.454 16609.386 9.968 212.339 A68 landform 
16530 144.893 16609.506        1.463 212.393 A68 landform 
16540 138.647 16670.216 0.938 212.708 A68 landform 
16550 129.319 16670.162 0.774 212.702 A68 landform 
16560 120.295 16670.076 0.513 212.692 A68 landform 
16570 110.884 16669.954 0.144 212.679 A68 landform 
16580 101.692 -16669.79 0.354 212.661 A68 landform 
16590 93.042 -16669.71 0.586 212.653 A68 landform 
16600 85.293 -16669.67 0.731 212.647 A68 landform 
16610 79.229 -16669.59 0.956 212.639 A68 landform 
16620 74.841 -16669.5 1.222 212.63 A68 landform 
16630 85.031 -16668.97 2.846 212.571 A68 landform 
16640 134.71 -16767.34 0.937 210 A68 landform 
16650 125.308 -16767.39 0.866 210 A68 landform 
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10m Intervals: Forward Direction (contd.) 
Chainage Sight    Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction 
  Distance Chainage    Offset Height Name 
16660 116.099 -16767.46 0.756 210 A68 landform 
16670 107.843 -16767.56 0.605 210 A68 landform 
16680 98.464 -16767.71 0.377 210 A68 landform 
16690 131.857 16805.552 1.198 208.929 A68 landform 
16700 122.448 16805.233 1.432 208.952 A68 landform 
16710 113.344 16805.032 1.579 208.966 A68 landform 
16720 104.907 16804.8 1.75 208.982 A68 landform 
16730 97.93 16804.673 1.843 208.991 A68 landform 
16740 92.282 16809.64 1.462 208.78 A68 landform 
16750 86.068 16809.75 1.375 208.772 A68 landform 
16760 89.868 16809.709 1.407 208.775 A68 landform 
16770 311.33 -17075.54 0.411 201.184 A68 landform 
16780 301.207 -17075.53 0.432 201.183 A68 landform 
16790 291.248 -17075.53 0.452 201.183 A68 landform 
16800 281.338 -17075.52 0.474 201.182 A68 landform 
16810 271.435 -17075.52 0.479 201.182 A68 landform 
16820 261.323 -17075.52 0.482 201.182 A68 landform 
16830 251.217 -17075.52 0.486 201.182 A68 landform 
16840 241.122 -17075.51 0.489 201.182 A68 landform 
16850 231.004 -17075.51 0.493 201.182 A68 landform 
16860 220.855 -17075.51 0.497 201.182 A68 landform 
16870 210.7 -17075.51 0.499 201.182 A68 landform 
16880 200.62 -17075.51 0.499 201.182 A68 landform 
16890 190.592 -17075.51 0.499 201.182 A68 landform 
16900 180.563 -17075.51 0.499 201.182 A68 landform 
16910 170.529 -17075.51 0.499 201.182 A68 landform 
16920 160.493 -17075.51 0.499 201.182 A68 landform 
16930 150.451 -17075.51 0.499 201.182 A68 landform 
16940 140.405 -17075.51 0.499 201.182 A68 landform 
16950 130.401 -17075.51 0.5 201.182 A68 landform 
16960 120.464 -17075.51 0.5 201.182 A68 landform 
16970 110.542 -17075.51 0.5 201.182 A68 landform 
16980 100.639 -17075.51 0.5 201.182 A68 landform 
16990 90.763 -17075.51 0.5 201.182 A68 landform 
17000 80.93 -17075.51 0.5 201.182 A68 landform 
17010 71.164 -17075.51 0.5 201.182 A68 landform 
17020 61.552 -17075.51 0.5 201.182 A68 landform 
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10m Intervals: Forward Direction (contd.) 
Chainage Sight    Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction 
  Distance Chainage    Offset Height Name 
17030 52.245 -17075.51 0.5 201.182 A68 landform 
17040 43.616 -17076.34 0.5 201.148 A68 landform 
17050 38.003 -17076.34 0.5 201.148 A68 landform 
17060 243.108 -17301.71 0.5 200 A68 landform 
17070 233.108 -17301.71 0.5 200 A68 landform 
17080 223.107 -17301.71 0.5 200 A68 landform 
17090 213.1 -17301.71 0.5 200 A68 landform 
17100 203.088 -17301.71 0.5 200 A68 landform 
17110 161.116 -17233.88 0.5 200 A68 landform 
17120 131.422 -17233.88 0.5 200 A68 landform 
17130 114.651 -17233.88 0.5 200 A68 landform 
17140 100.798 -17233.88 0.5 200 A68 landform 
17150 89.396 -17233.88 0.5 200 A68 landform 
17160 78.738 -17233.88 0.5 200 A68 landform 
17170 68.08 -17233.88 0.5 200 A68 landform 
17180 57.959 -17233.88 0.5 200 A68 landform 
17190 48.442 -17233.88 0.5 200 A68 landform 
17200 40.348 -17233.88 0.5 200 A68 landform 
17210 31.118 -17233.88 0.5 200 A68 landform 
17220 25.966 -17233.88 0.5 200 A68 landform 
17230 73.108 -17301.71 0.5 200 A68 landform 
17240 63.111 -17301.71 0.5 200 A68 landform 
17250 53.112 -17301.71 0.5 200 A68 landform 
17260 43.114 -17301.71 0.5 200 A68 landform 
17270 33.117 -17301.71 0.5 200 A68 landform 
17280 268.946 17515.85 1.426 195 A68 landform 
17290 265.529 17516.367 1.854 195 A68 landform 
17300 266.15 17517.145 2.497 195 A68 landform 
17310 240.128 17515.875 1.447 195 A68 landform 
17320 226.973 17515.591 1.213 195 A68 landform 
17330 215.976 17515.483 1.124 195 A68 landform 
17340 204.521 17515.339 1.004 195 A68 landform 
17350 194.506 17515.318 0.987 195 A68 landform 
17360 185.603 17515.382 1.04 195 A68 landform 
17370 174.887 17515.302 0.974 195 A68 landform 
17380 164.412 17515.239 0.922 195 A68 landform 
17390 154.644 17515.226 0.911 195 A68 landform 
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10m Intervals: Forward Direction (contd.) 
Chainage Sight    Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction 
  Distance Chainage    Offset Height Name 
17400 149.013 17515.493 1.132 195 A68 landform 
17410 146.19 17515.886 1.457 195 A68 landform 
17420 145.767 17516.311 1.808 195 A68 landform 
17430 161.682 17517.201 2.543 195 A68 landform 
17440 176.983 17582.665 1.485 193.075 A68 landform 
17450 173.949 17582.449 1.836 193.095 A68 landform 
17460 173.644 17582.209 2.225 193.118 A68 landform 
17470 165.912 17582.278 2.113 193.111 A68 landform 
17480 159.471 17594.245 1.862 192.687 A68 landform 
17490 149.823 17594.429 1.63 192.671 A68 landform 
17500 140.25 17594.641 1.365 192.654 A68 landform 
17510 130.917 -17632.64 0.126 191.236 A68 landform 
17520 121.056 -17632.67 0.155 191.234 A68 landform 
17530 111.171 -17632.71 0.191 191.231 A68 landform 
17540 330.018 -17836.57 0.38 183.517 A68 landform 
17550 91.73 -17632.76 0.231 191.227 A68 landform 
17560 82.278 -17633.43 0.281 191.196 A68 landform 
17570 73.045 -17633.48 0.34 191.191 A68 landform 
17580 291.726 -17836.6 0.464 183.511 A68 landform 
17590 282.163 -17836.6 0.491 183.509 A68 landform 
17600 272.547 -17836.61 0.519 183.507 A68 landform 
17610 262.754 -17836.61 0.507 183.508 A68 landform 
17620 252.961 -17836.6 0.466 183.511 A68 landform 
17630 243.191 -17836.58 0.42 183.514 A68 landform 
17640 232.551 -17836.57 0.373 183.518 A68 landform 
17650 220.891 -17836.58 0.412 183.515 A68 landform 
17660 210.757 -17836.6 0.47 183.511 A68 landform 
17670 200.199 -17836.62 0.532 183.506 A68 landform 
17680 190.041 -17836.64 0.6 183.501 A68 landform 
17690 180.636 -17836.64 0.6 183.501 A68 landform 
17700 170.834 -17836.63 0.581 183.503 A68 landform 
17710 161.46 -17836.62 0.559 183.504 A68 landform 
17720 151.627 -17836.62 0.533 183.506 A68 landform 
17730 141.828 -17836.61 0.503 183.508 A68 landform 
17740 132.106 -17836.61 0.5 183.509 A68 landform 
17750 122.553 -17836.61 0.5 183.509 A68 landform 
17760 113.083 -17836.61 0.5 183.509 A68 landform 
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10m Intervals: Forward Direction (contd.) 
Chainage Sight    Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction 
  Distance Chainage    Offset Height Name 
17770 103.795 -17836.61 0.5 183.509 A68 landform 
17780 94.98 -17836.61 0.5 183.509 A68 landform 
17790 86.396 -17868.08 0.5 182.079 A68 landform 
17800 76.953 -17868.08 0.5 182.079 A68 landform 
17810 136.626 -17909.9 0.5 180 A68 landform 
17820 131.469 -17909.9 0.5 180 A68 landform 
17830 141.719 -17936.5 0.5 178.529 A68 landform 
17840 134.153 -17965.86 0.5 176.781 A68 landform 
17850 124.508 -17965.86 0.5 176.781 A68 landform 
17860 114.972 -17965.86 0.5 176.781 A68 landform 
17870 105.433 -17965.86 0.5 176.781 A68 landform 
17880 94.882 -17965.86 0.5 176.781 A68 landform 
17890 84.257 -17965.86 0.5 176.781 A68 landform 
17900 75.458 -17965.86 0.5 176.781 A68 landform 
17910 72.554 -17965.86 0.5 176.781 A68 landform 
17920 66.285 -17965.86 0.5 176.781 A68 landform 
17930 60.151 -17965.86 0.5 176.781 A68 landform 
17940 80.136 -17985.24 0.5 175 A68 landform 
17950 370.042 -18318.89 0.489 153.69 A68 landform 
17960 360.043 -18318.89 0.489 153.69 A68 landform 
17970 350.044 -18318.89 0.489 153.69 A68 landform 
17980 340.041 -18318.89 0.489 153.69 A68 landform 
17990 330.034 -18318.89 0.489 153.69 A68 landform 
18000 320.029 -18318.89 0.49 153.69 A68 landform 
18010 310.024 -18318.89 0.49 153.69 A68 landform 
18020 300.019 -18318.89 0.49 153.69 A68 landform 
18030 258.989 -18267.89 0.3 156.748 A68 landform 
18040 246.35 -18267.91 0.326 156.745 A68 landform 
18050 234.258 -18267.92 0.346 156.743 A68 landform 
18060 221.8 -18267.93 0.37 156.741 A68 landform 
18070 210.122 -18267.94 0.387 156.739 A68 landform 
18080 200.251 -18267.94 0.388 156.739 A68 landform 
18090 190.399 -18267.94 0.389 156.739 A68 landform 
18100 180.132 -18267.94 0.394 156.739 A68 landform 
18110 169.165 -18267.95 0.405 156.738 A68 landform 
18120 158.748 -18267.95 0.411 156.737 A68 landform 
18130 147.581 -18248.04 0.264 157.717 A68 landform 
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10m Intervals: Forward Direction (contd.) 
Chainage Sight    Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction 
  Distance Chainage    Offset Height Name 
18140 137.508 -18248.04 0.275 157.716 A68 landform 
18150 128.801 -18267.96 0.422 156.736 A68 landform 
18160 120.137 -18267.96 0.419 156.736 A68 landform 
18170 110.145 -18267.96 0.426 156.735 A68 landform 
18180 100.155 -18267.97 0.434 156.735 A68 landform 
18190 90.978 -18267.97 0.441 156.734 A68 landform 
18200 80.428 -18267.98 0.456 156.733 A68 landform 
18210 71.069 -18267.99 0.471 156.731 A68 landform 
18220 66.722 -18268 0.492 156.729 A68 landform 
18230 90.024 -18318.89 0.5 153.689 A68 landform 
18240 80.045 -18318.89 0.5 153.689 A68 landform 
18250 70.068 -18318.89 0.5 153.689 A68 landform 
18260 60.082 -18318.89 0.5 153.689 A68 landform 
18270 50.117 -18318.89 0.5 153.689 A68 landform 
18280 40.128 -18318.89 0.5 153.689 A68 landform 
18290 118.734 -18318.89 0.5 153.689 A68 landform 
18300 167.757 -18466.98 0.5 148.666 A68 landform 
18310 157.756 -18466.98 0.5 148.666 A68 landform 
18320 147.751 -18466.98 0.5 148.666 A68 landform 
18330 137.744 -18466.98 0.5 148.666 A68 landform 
18340 127.737 -18466.98 0.5 148.666 A68 landform 
18350 117.728 -18466.98 0.5 148.666 A68 landform 
18360 107.715 -18466.98 0.5 148.666 A68 landform 
18370 97.701 -18466.98 0.5 148.666 A68 landform 
18380 87.689 -18466.98 0.5 148.666 A68 landform 
18390 77.674 -18466.98 0.5 148.666 A68 landform 
18400 67.655 -18466.98 0.5 148.666 A68 landform 
18410 57.62 -18466.98 0.5 148.666 A68 landform 
18420 47.584 -18466.98 0.5 148.666 A68 landform 
18430 37.536 -18466.98 0.5 148.666 A68 landform 
18440 27.468 -18466.98 0.5 148.666 A68 landform 
18450 17.437 -18466.98 0.5 148.666 A68 landform 
18460 7.519 -18466.98 0.5 148.666 A68 landform 
18470 268.245 -18729.64 0.896 125 A68 landform 
18480 255.643 -18729.67 0.765 125 A68 landform 
18490 154.636 -18638.51 0.542 130 A68 landform 
18500 234.301 -18729.68 0.685 125 A68 landform 
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10m Intervals: Forward Direction (contd.) 
Chainage Sight    Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction 
  Distance Chainage    Offset Height Name 
18510 224.298 -18729.68 0.673 125 A68 landform 
18520 214.23 -18729.69 0.658 125 A68 landform 
18530 204.274 -18729.69 0.645 125 A68 landform 
18540 105.362 -18638.52 0.533 130 A68 landform 
18550 95.569 -18638.52 0.529 130 A68 landform 
18560 85.71 -18638.52 0.524 130 A68 landform 
18570 76.262 -18638.52 0.519 130 A68 landform 
18580 67.071 -18638.51 0.55 130 A68 landform 
18590 144.316 -18729.72 0.52 125 A68 landform 
18600 134.2 -18729.72 0.492 125 A68 landform 
18610 124.072 -18729.73 0.461 125 A68 landform 
18620 114.117 -18729.74 0.424 125 A68 landform 
18630 104.214 -18729.75 0.378 125 A68 landform 
18640 94.273 -18729.76 0.322 125 A68 landform 
18650 83.806 -18729.76 0.302 125 A68 landform 
18660 73.296 -18729.76 0.328 125 A68 landform 
18670 63.046 -18729.75 0.342 125 A68 landform 
18680 53.066 -18729.75 0.345 125 A68 landform 
18690 43.096 -18729.75 0.35 125 A68 landform 
18700 33.149 -18729.75 0.357 125 A68 landform 
18710 23.467 -18729.75 0.366 125 A68 landform 
18720 27.037 -18729.76 0.307 125 A68 landform 
18730 428.268 -19153.78 0.53 90 A68 landform 
18740 418.207 -19153.78 0.542 90 A68 landform 
18750 408.145 -19153.77 0.553 90 A68 landform 
18760 398.099 -19153.77 0.566 90 A68 landform 
18770 388.078 -19153.77 0.567 90 A68 landform 
18780 377.964 -19153.77 0.555 90 A68 landform 
18790 367.838 -19153.78 0.54 90 A68 landform 
18800 357.711 -19153.79 0.511 90 A68 landform 
18810 347.622 -19153.81 0.483 90 A68 landform 
18820 337.626 -19153.82 0.454 90 A68 landform 
18830 327.57 -19153.82 0.446 90 A68 landform 
18840 317.519 -19153.83 0.444 90 A68 landform 
18850 187.106 -19014.82 0.856 100 A68 landform 
18860 173.702 -19014.83 0.791 100 A68 landform 
18870 162.515 -19014.84 0.758 100 A68 landform 
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10m Intervals: Forward Direction (contd.) 
Chainage Sight    Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction 
  Distance Chainage    Offset Height Name 
18880 151.949 -19014.85 0.732 100 A68 landform 
18890 140.629 -19014.86 0.697 100 A68 landform 
18900 129.15 -19014.87 0.661 100 A68 landform 
18910 117.721 -19014.87 0.625 100 A68 landform 
18920 106.172 -19014.88 0.589 100 A68 landform 
18930 94.572 -19014.89 0.554 100 A68 landform 
18940 85.135 -19014.9 0.527 100 A68 landform 
18950 76.07 -19014.9 0.5 100 A68 landform 
18960 67.663 -19014.9 0.5 100 A68 landform 
18970 61.035 -19014.9 0.5 100 A68 landform 
18980 177.436 -19153.84 0.419 90 A68 landform 
18990 167.518 -19153.84 0.419 90 A68 landform 
19000 157.615 -19153.84 0.418 90 A68 landform 
19010 147.733 -19153.84 0.418 90 A68 landform 
19020 137.784 -19153.84 0.419 90 A68 landform 
19030 127.749 -19153.84 0.422 90 A68 landform 
19040 117.71 -19153.83 0.426 90 A68 landform 
19050 107.721 -19153.83 0.43 90 A68 landform 
19060 97.806 -19153.83 0.433 90 A68 landform 
19070 87.913 -19153.83 0.437 90 A68 landform 
19080 78.053 -19153.83 0.442 90 A68 landform 
19090 68.275 -19153.82 0.449 90 A68 landform 
19100 58.505 -19153.82 0.461 90 A68 landform 
19110 48.888 -19153.81 0.479 90 A68 landform 
19120 462.532 -19563.96 0.315 65 A68 landform 
19130 197.573 -19318.08 0.743 77.157 A68 landform 
19140 187.653 -19318.08 0.742 77.157 A68 landform 
19150 700 -  -  -  -  
19160 700 -  -  -  -  
19170 399.994 -19514.01 1.301 68.141 A68 landform 
19180 387.148 -19513.94 1.246 68.145 A68 landform 
19190 375.708 -19513.88 1.193 68.149 A68 landform 
19200 364.256 -19513.81 1.139 68.154 A68 landform 
19210 346.726 -19513.76 1.1 68.157 A68 landform 
19220 329.462 -19513.61 1.083 68.165 A68 landform 
19230 96.516 -19318.08 0.683 77.159 A68 landform 
19240 86.439 -19318.07 0.673 77.16 A68 landform 
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10m Intervals: Forward Direction (contd.) 
Chainage Sight    Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction 
  Distance Chainage    Offset Height Name 
19250 289.138 -19513.54 1.007 68.17 A68 landform 
19260 275.677 -19513.53 0.996 68.171 A68 landform 
19270 266.152 -19513.48 0.948 68.174 A68 landform 
19280 256.126 -19513.44 0.901 68.177 A68 landform 
19290 246.098 -19513.39 0.85 68.18 A68 landform 
19300 236.066 -19513.33 0.795 68.184 A68 landform 
19310 226.004 -19513.3 0.762 68.186 A68 landform 
19320 214.962 -19513.29 0.748 68.187 A68 landform 
19330 200.218 -19513.26 0.824 68.187 A68 landform 
19340 188.141 -19513.27 0.843 68.186 A68 landform 
19350 180.79 -19513.21 0.734 68.191 A68 landform 
19360 171.972 -19513.19 0.652 68.193 A68 landform 
19370 162.703 -19513.12 0.578 68.198 A68 landform 
19380 153.517 -19513.08 0.487 68.203 A68 landform 
19390 144.48 -19513.05 0.377 68.208 A68 landform 
19400 135.738 -19513.02 0.238 68.215 A68 landform 
19410 127.453 -19512.97 0.058 68.223 A68 landform 
19420 119.807 19512.916 0.178 68.235 A68 landform 
19430 113.689 19512.834 0.52 68.251 A68 landform 
19440 110.739 19512.709 1.044 68.276 A68 landform 
19450 115.044 19512.533 1.779 68.311 A68 landform 
19460 115.504 19512.512 1.868 68.316 A68 landform 
19470 294.392 -19739.35 6.094 55 A68 landform 
19480 286.092 -19739.38 6.439 55 A68 landform 
19490 278.083 -19739.41 6.832 55 A68 landform 
19500 270.597 -19739.45 7.315 55 A68 landform 
19510 263.874 -19739.51 7.926 55 A68 landform 
19520 300 -  -  -  -  
19530 300 -  -  -  -  
19540 300 -  -  -  -  
19550 300 -  -  -  -  
19560 300 -  -  -  -  
19570 300 -  -  -  -  
19580 187.831 -19739.25 5.019 55 A68 landform 
19590 174.514 -19739.17 4.1 55 A68 landform 
19600 161.54 -19739.11 3.328 55 A68 landform 
19610 148.893 -19739.05 2.663 55 A68 landform 
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10m Intervals: Forward Direction (contd.) 
Chainage Sight    Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction 
  Distance Chainage    Offset Height Name 
19620 135.739 -19738.99 1.995 55 A68 landform 
19630 200 -  -  -  -  
19640 200 -  -  -  -  
19650 200 -  -  -  -  
19660 200 -  -  -  -  
19670 97.685 -19738.91 1.052 55 A68 landform 
19680 92.644 -19738.9 0.874 55 A68 landform 
19690 200 -  -  -  -  
19700 100 -  -  -  -  
19710 100 -  -  -  -  
19720 100 -  -  -  -  
19730 100 -  -  -  -  
19740 100 -  -  -  -  
19750 100 -  -  -  -  
19760 100 -  -  -  -  
19770 100 -  -  -  -  
19780 100 -  -  -  -  
19790 100 -  -  -  -  
19800 - -  -  -  -  
19810 - -  -  -  -  
19820 - -  -  -  -  
19830 - -  -  -  -  
19840 - -  -  -  -  
19850 - -  -  -  -  
19860 - -  -  -  -  
19870 - -  -  -  -  
19880 - -  -  -  -  











Table B.4: Sight distance measurement report by 10m intervals (reverse direction) 
      
10m Intervals: Reverse Direction  
Chainage Sight    Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction 
  Distance Chainage    Offset Height Name 
19890 164.088 18729.929 0.512 125 A68 landform 
19880 893.118 -19014.46 2.39 100 A68 landform 
19870 449.538 19520.662 2.735 67.628 A68 landform 
19860 414.91 -19517.58 7.779 67.86 A68 landform 
19850 387.193 -19518 5.578 67.875 A68 landform 
19840 366.712 -19516.62 4.167 67.966 A68 landform 
19830 196.764 -19638.51 1.194 60 A68 landform 
19820 186.494 -19638.51 1.09 60 A68 landform 
19810 86.69 19738.808 0.151 55 A68 landform 
19800 83.022 19738.812 0.097 55 A68 landform 
19790 299.725 -19514.11 1.384 68.135 A68 landform 
19780 290.56 -19513.75 1.218 68.157 A68 landform 
19770 281.76 -19513.6 1.064 68.166 A68 landform 
19760 273.249 -19513.44 0.904 68.177 A68 landform 
19750 265.063 -19513.28 0.745 68.187 A68 landform 
19740 257.305 -19513.1 0.554 68.199 A68 landform 
19730 97.715 -19638.51 1.118 60 A68 landform 
19720 231.724 19512.928 0.129 68.232 A68 landform 
19710 220.126 19512.859 0.418 68.246 A68 landform 
19700 208.597 19512.792 0.697 68.26 A68 landform 
19690 197.132 19512.728 0.965 68.272 A68 landform 
19680 185.797 19512.674 1.193 68.283 A68 landform 
19670 175.116 19512.631 1.37 68.292 A68 landform 
19660 164.406 19512.587 1.555 68.301 A68 landform 
19650 153.664 19512.541 1.747 68.31 A68 landform 
19640 143.048 19512.505 1.898 68.317 A68 landform 
19620 119.733 19512.559 1.673 68.306 A68 landform 
19610 111.492 19512.537 1.762 68.311 A68 landform 
19600 103.579 19512.518 1.842 68.314 A68 landform 
19590 97.058 19512.491 1.957 68.32 A68 landform 
19580 94.806 19512.438 2.177 68.331 A68 landform 
19570 110.641 19512.305 2.735 68.357 A68 landform 
19560 562.626 19015.113 0.396 100 A68 landform 
19550 552.641 19015.114 0.399 100 A68 landform 
19540 194.319 19352.235 0.221 75 A68 landform 
19530 532.673 19015.115 0.404 100 A68 landform 
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10m Intervals: Reverse Direction (contd.) 
Chainage Sight    Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction 
  Distance Chainage    Offset Height Name 
19520 522.693 19015.117 0.411 100 A68 landform 
19510 512.628 19015.125 0.448 100 A68 landform 
19500 502.183 19015.134 0.486 100 A68 landform 
19490 491.745 19015.143 0.524 100 A68 landform 
19480 481.32 19015.152 0.561 100 A68 landform 
19470 470.88 19015.161 0.599 100 A68 landform 
19460 460.427 19015.169 0.635 100 A68 landform 
19450 449.988 19015.178 0.671 100 A68 landform 
19440 96.869 19352.286 0.501 75 A68 landform 
19430 429.032 19015.179 0.676 100 A68 landform 
19420 418.562 19015.178 0.674 100 A68 landform 
19410 408.086 19015.178 0.672 100 A68 landform 
19400 397.643 19015.178 0.671 100 A68 landform 
19390 387.206 19015.177 0.67 100 A68 landform 
19380 376.777 19015.177 0.669 100 A68 landform 
19370 366.354 19015.177 0.667 100 A68 landform 
19360 355.939 19015.177 0.666 100 A68 landform 
19350 276.594 19154.508 0.967 90 A68 landform 
19340 224.025 19154.197 0.323 90 A68 landform 
19330 220.729 19154.282 0.499 90 A68 landform 
19320 311.019 19154.959 1.898 90 A68 landform 
19310 227.738 19154.572 1.1 90 A68 landform 
19300 192.65 19154.384 0.71 90 A68 landform 
19290 166.93 19154.282 0.5 90 A68 landform 
19280 147.85 19154.282 0.5 90 A68 landform 
19270 132.22 19154.282 0.5 90 A68 landform 
19260 117.81 19154.282 0.5 90 A68 landform 
19250 108.822 19154.282 0.5 90 A68 landform 
19240 99.049 19154.282 0.5 90 A68 landform 
19230 88.402 19154.282 0.5 90 A68 landform 
19220 78.309 19154.282 0.5 90 A68 landform 
19210 70.067 19154.282 0.5 90 A68 landform 
19200 61.316 19154.282 0.5 90 A68 landform 
19190 49.337 19154.282 0.5 90 A68 landform 
19180 36.831 19154.282 0.5 90 A68 landform 
19170 41.056 19154.282 0.5 90 A68 landform 
19160 157.575 19015.161 0.601 100 A68 landform 
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10m Intervals: Reverse Direction (contd.) 
Chainage Sight    Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction 
  Distance Chainage    Offset Height Name 
19150 149.575 19015.16 0.595 100 A68 landform 
19140 139.829 19015.154 0.572 100 A68 landform 
19130 130.365 19015.148 0.545 100 A68 landform 
19120 121.054 19015.14 0.512 100 A68 landform 
19110 111.98 19015.138 0.5 100 A68 landform 
19100 373.152 18729.999 0.854 125 A68 landform 
19090 95.264 19015.138 0.5 100 A68 landform 
19080 86.044 19015.138 0.5 100 A68 landform 
19070 78.033 19015.138 0.5 100 A68 landform 
19060 71.675 19015.138 0.5 100 A68 landform 
19050 70.487 19015.138 0.5 100 A68 landform 
19040 313.048 18730.002 0.865 125 A68 landform 
19030 303.05 18730.003 0.87 125 A68 landform 
19020 209.139 -18814.45 0.428 115 A68 landform 
19010 199.132 -18814.45 0.419 115 A68 landform 
19000 272.976 18730.004 0.877 125 A68 landform 
18990 262.924 18730.004 0.876 125 A68 landform 
18980 252.87 18730.004 0.875 125 A68 landform 
18970 242.814 18730.004 0.875 125 A68 landform 
18960 232.755 18730.003 0.874 125 A68 landform 
18950 222.693 18730.003 0.873 125 A68 landform 
18940 212.629 18730.003 0.869 125 A68 landform 
18930 202.563 18730.002 0.865 125 A68 landform 
18920 108.54 -18814.43 0.196 115 A68 landform 
18910 98.578 -18814.43 0.196 115 A68 landform 
18900 172.525 18730.004 0.876 125 A68 landform 
18890 162.504 18730.005 0.88 125 A68 landform 
18880 152.48 18730.005 0.884 125 A68 landform 
18870 142.435 18730.006 0.885 125 A68 landform 
18860 132.39 18730.006 0.888 125 A68 landform 
18850 122.381 18730.008 0.898 125 A68 landform 
18840 112.37 18730.011 0.91 125 A68 landform 
18830 102.358 18730.014 0.924 125 A68 landform 
18820 92.355 18730.014 0.924 125 A68 landform 
18810 81.487 18775.254 5.685 120 A68 landform 
18800 72.314 18729.986 0.791 125 A68 landform 
18790 62.462 18729.97 0.714 125 A68 landform 
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10m Intervals: Reverse Direction (contd.) 
Chainage Sight    Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction 
  Distance Chainage    Offset Height Name 
18780 52.678 18729.958 0.654 125 A68 landform 
18770 43.009 18729.94 0.567 125 A68 landform 
18760 33.054 18729.926 0.5 125 A68 landform 
18750 23.796 18729.926 0.5 125 A68 landform 
18740 208.511 -18540.89 0.136 136.576 A68 landform 
18730 199.491 -18540.92 0.185 136.571 A68 landform 
18720 188.488 -18540.87 0.088 136.581 A68 landform 
18710 243.623 18467.136 0.468 149.073 A68 landform 
18700 233.613 18467.136 0.472 149.074 A68 landform 
18690 223.603 18467.137 0.476 149.076 A68 landform 
18680 213.592 18467.138 0.48 149.078 A68 landform 
18670 41.54 -18638.56 0.298 130 A68 landform 
18660 125.787 -18638.41 1.143 130 A68 landform 
18650 116.755 18540.601 0.425 136.634 A68 landform 
18640 107.881 18540.587 0.452 136.637 A68 landform 
18630 97.751 18540.584 0.457 136.638 A68 landform 
18620 87.498 18540.581 0.464 136.638 A68 landform 
18610 143.546 18467.14 0.499 149.086 A68 landform 
18600 133.541 18467.141 0.499 149.086 A68 landform 
18590 123.535 18467.141 0.5 149.086 A68 landform 
18580 113.528 18467.141 0.5 149.086 A68 landform 
18570 103.519 18467.141 0.5 149.086 A68 landform 
18560 93.507 18467.141 0.5 149.086 A68 landform 
18550 83.494 18467.141 0.5 149.086 A68 landform 
18540 73.478 18467.141 0.5 149.086 A68 landform 
18530 63.449 18467.141 0.5 149.086 A68 landform 
18520 53.418 18467.141 0.5 149.086 A68 landform 
18510 43.387 18467.141 0.5 149.086 A68 landform 
18500 33.338 18467.141 0.5 149.086 A68 landform 
18490 23.278 18467.141 0.5 149.086 A68 landform 
18480 13.291 18467.141 0.5 149.086 A68 landform 
18470 3.683 18467.141 0.5 149.086 A68 landform 
18460 231.48 18247.692 0.5 157.78 A68 landform 
18450 148.586 18319.052 0.5 153.763 A68 landform 
18440 120.975 18319.052 0.5 153.763 A68 landform 
18430 110.975 18319.052 0.5 153.763 A68 landform 
18420 100.975 18319.052 0.5 153.763 A68 landform 
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10m Intervals: Reverse Direction (contd.) 
Chainage Sight    Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction 
  Distance Chainage    Offset Height Name 
18410 90.975 18319.052 0.5 153.763 A68 landform 
18400 80.975 18319.052 0.5 153.763 A68 landform 
18390 70.975 18319.052 0.5 153.763 A68 landform 
18380 60.975 18319.052 0.5 153.763 A68 landform 
18370 50.975 18319.052 0.5 153.763 A68 landform 
18360 52.043 18319.052 0.5 153.763 A68 landform 
18350 102.643 18319.052 0.5 153.763 A68 landform 
18340 97.011 18267.43 0.5 156.826 A68 landform 
18330 92.611 18267.43 0.5 156.826 A68 landform 
18320 91.468 18247.692 0.5 157.78 A68 landform 
18310 86.148 18247.692 0.5 157.78 A68 landform 
18300 78.823 18247.689 0.508 157.78 A68 landform 
18290 365.161 17965.363 0.655 176.913 A68 landform 
18280 356.737 17965.366 0.648 176.912 A68 landform 
18270 348.558 17965.37 0.639 176.911 A68 landform 
18260 335.533 17965.379 0.616 176.909 A68 landform 
18250 324.553 17965.387 0.599 176.907 A68 landform 
18240 310.882 17965.396 0.577 176.904 A68 landform 
18230 289.705 17965.41 0.544 176.9 A68 landform 
18220 278.625 17965.415 0.534 176.899 A68 landform 
18210 254.567 17965.423 0.514 176.897 A68 landform 
18200 244.103 17965.423 0.514 176.897 A68 landform 
18190 233.915 17965.423 0.513 176.897 A68 landform 
18180 223.466 17965.424 0.512 176.897 A68 landform 
18170 213.138 17965.424 0.512 176.897 A68 landform 
18160 202.803 17965.424 0.511 176.897 A68 landform 
18150 192.035 17965.425 0.51 176.896 A68 landform 
18140 181.509 17965.425 0.509 176.896 A68 landform 
18130 171.141 17965.425 0.508 176.896 A68 landform 
18120 160.903 17965.426 0.507 176.896 A68 landform 
18110 150.677 17965.426 0.507 176.896 A68 landform 
18100 140.619 17965.426 0.506 176.896 A68 landform 
18090 130.298 17965.427 0.505 176.896 A68 landform 
18080 119.852 17965.427 0.505 176.896 A68 landform 
18070 108.652 17986.068 0.519 175 A68 landform 
18060 99.605 17965.428 0.503 176.896 A68 landform 
18050 89.963 17965.428 0.503 176.896 A68 landform 
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10m Intervals: Reverse Direction (contd.) 
Chainage Sight    Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction 
  Distance Chainage    Offset Height Name 
18040 80.173 17965.428 0.501 176.895 A68 landform 
18030 70.548 17965.429 0.5 176.895 A68 landform 
18020 61.658 17965.429 0.5 176.895 A68 landform 
18010 52.627 17965.429 0.5 176.895 A68 landform 
18000 58.888 17965.429 0.5 176.895 A68 landform 
17990 82.923 17936.034 0.5 178.616 A68 landform 
17980 74.273 17911.012 0.5 180 A68 landform 
17970 142.278 17836.316 0.5 183.581 A68 landform 
17960 132.733 17836.316 0.5 183.581 A68 landform 
17950 123.147 17836.316 0.5 183.581 A68 landform 
17940 114.106 17836.316 0.5 183.581 A68 landform 
17930 105.634 17836.316 0.5 183.581 A68 landform 
17920 97.285 17836.316 0.5 183.581 A68 landform 
17910 88.587 17836.316 0.5 183.581 A68 landform 
17900 74.643 17836.316 0.5 183.581 A68 landform 
17890 64.086 17836.316 0.5 183.581 A68 landform 
17880 59.78 17836.316 0.5 183.581 A68 landform 
17870 309.501 17594.786 1.182 192.642 A68 landform 
17860 305.586 17594.706 1.282 192.648 A68 landform 
17850 299.339 17582.894 1.115 193.054 A68 landform 
17840 293.717 17582.851 1.183 193.058 A68 landform 
17830 280.92 17582.882 1.134 193.055 A68 landform 
17820 264.284 17594.736 1.245 192.646 A68 landform 
17810 250.135 17594.793 1.173 192.641 A68 landform 
17800 239.258 17594.808 1.155 192.64 A68 landform 
17790 228.34 17594.823 1.136 192.639 A68 landform 
17780 216.422 17594.851 1.1 192.636 A68 landform 
17770 207 17594.848 1.105 192.637 A68 landform 
17760 197.895 17594.841 1.113 192.637 A68 landform 
17750 188.968 17594.833 1.124 192.638 A68 landform 
17740 180.045 17594.826 1.132 192.639 A68 landform 
17730 171.903 17594.814 1.147 192.64 A68 landform 
17720 164.371 17594.821 1.138 192.639 A68 landform 
17710 157.496 17582.996 0.95 193.044 A68 landform 
17700 145.376 17594.895 1.045 192.633 A68 landform 
17690 137.588 17583.051 0.86 193.039 A68 landform 
17680 124.582 17594.986 0.931 192.625 A68 landform 
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10m Intervals: Reverse Direction (contd.) 
Chainage Sight    Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction 
  Distance Chainage    Offset Height Name 
17670 121.414 17583.008 0.929 193.043 A68 landform 
17660 141.477 17582.555 1.664 193.085 A68 landform 
17650 138.757 17582.38 1.947 193.102 A68 landform 
17640 134.931 17515.384 1.041 195 A68 landform 
17630 125.968 17515.444 1.092 195 A68 landform 
17620 171.26 17518.973 4.008 195 A68 landform 
17610 167.738 17477.875 2.341 195.895 A68 landform 
17600 162.353 17477.875 2.34 195.895 A68 landform 
17590 154.611 17477.895 2.286 195.892 A68 landform 
17580 148.335 17477.913 2.236 195.889 A68 landform 
17570 157.183 17455.141 1.749 196.285 A68 landform 
17560 267.608 17302.712 0.694 200 A68 landform 
17550 257.797 17302.688 0.665 200 A68 landform 
17540 248.008 17302.66 0.632 200 A68 landform 
17530 238.256 17302.639 0.607 200 A68 landform 
17520 228.477 17302.622 0.586 200 A68 landform 
17510 218.473 17302.601 0.561 200 A68 landform 
17500 208.23 17302.592 0.55 200 A68 landform 
17490 198.565 17302.592 0.551 200 A68 landform 
17480 188.963 17302.593 0.552 200 A68 landform 
17470 178.891 17302.592 0.551 200 A68 landform 
17460 168.937 17302.591 0.55 200 A68 landform 
17450 158.977 17302.59 0.549 200 A68 landform 
17440 148.784 17302.589 0.547 200 A68 landform 
17430 138.181 17302.585 0.543 200 A68 landform 
17420 128.139 17302.584 0.541 200 A68 landform 
17410 117.961 17302.582 0.538 200 A68 landform 
17400 107.579 17302.579 0.535 200 A68 landform 
17390 97.115 17302.575 0.531 200 A68 landform 
17380 87.145 17302.573 0.528 200 A68 landform 
17370 77.362 17302.57 0.524 200 A68 landform 
17360 67.773 17302.566 0.52 200 A68 landform 
17350 57.683 17302.56 0.512 200 A68 landform 
17340 48.075 17302.551 0.502 200 A68 landform 
17330 40.287 17302.549 0.5 200 A68 landform 
17320 39.434 17302.549 0.5 200 A68 landform 
17310 79.302 17233.448 0.5 200 A68 landform 
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10m Intervals: Reverse Direction (contd.) 
Chainage Sight    Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction 
  Distance Chainage    Offset Height Name 
17300 69.698 17233.448 0.5 200 A68 landform 
17290 59.775 17233.448 0.5 200 A68 landform 
17280 49.898 17233.448 0.5 200 A68 landform 
17270 40.183 17233.448 0.5 200 A68 landform 
17260 30.838 17233.448 0.5 200 A68 landform 
17250 584.607 -16669.86 0.137 212.669 A68 landform 
17240 574.55 -16669.86 0.131 212.669 A68 landform 
17230 564.409 -16669.87 0.114 212.67 A68 landform 
17220 554.187 16791.606 9.789 209.845 A68 landform 
17210 418.961 16804.917 1.664 208.974 A68 landform 
17200 169.314 17075.768 0.5 201.204 A68 landform 
17190 128.927 17075.768 0.5 201.204 A68 landform 
17180 113.078 17075.768 0.5 201.204 A68 landform 
17170 100.598 17075.97 0.5 201.194 A68 landform 
17160 89.691 17075.97 0.5 201.194 A68 landform 
17150 78.846 17075.97 0.5 201.194 A68 landform 
17140 68.586 17075.97 0.5 201.194 A68 landform 
17130 59.252 17075.97 0.5 201.194 A68 landform 
17120 49.885 17075.97 0.5 201.194 A68 landform 
17110 41.281 17075.97 0.5 201.194 A68 landform 
17100 36.727 17075.768 0.5 201.204 A68 landform 
17090 296.671 16805.281 1.397 208.948 A68 landform 
17080 287.845 16805.119 1.516 208.96 A68 landform 
17070 334.999 16794.948 7.816 209.623 A68 landform 
17060 323.77 16795.29 7.614 209.6 A68 landform 
17050 312.481 16795.646 7.404 209.577 A68 landform 
17040 247.248 16805.223 1.439 208.952 A68 landform 
17030 236.891 16805.278 1.399 208.948 A68 landform 
17020 226.52 16805.336 1.357 208.944 A68 landform 
17010 216.134 16805.395 1.313 208.94 A68 landform 
17000 205.733 16805.457 1.267 208.936 A68 landform 
16990 195.314 16805.521 1.22 208.931 A68 landform 
16980 184.877 16805.588 1.171 208.926 A68 landform 
16970 174.421 16805.658 1.12 208.922 A68 landform 
16960 163.944 16805.731 1.066 208.916 A68 landform 
16950 153.446 16805.806 1.011 208.911 A68 landform 
16940 143.095 16805.862 0.97 208.907 A68 landform 
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10m Intervals: Reverse Direction (contd.) 
Chainage Sight    Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction 
  Distance Chainage    Offset Height Name 
16930 132.994 16805.886 0.952 208.905 A68 landform 
16920 122.855 16805.915 0.931 208.903 A68 landform 
16910 112.694 16805.949 0.906 208.901 A68 landform 
16900 102.506 16805.988 0.877 208.898 A68 landform 
16890 92.28 16806.035 0.843 208.895 A68 landform 
16880 82.007 16806.09 0.802 208.891 A68 landform 
16870 72.271 16806.086 0.806 208.891 A68 landform 
16860 63.666 16805.953 0.903 208.901 A68 landform 
16850 56.691 16805.673 1.109 208.92 A68 landform 
16840 174.356 -16669.8 0.337 212.662 A68 landform 
16830 164.388 -16669.79 0.36 212.661 A68 landform 
16820 154.535 -16669.77 0.406 212.659 A68 landform 
16810 145.063 -16669.73 0.53 212.655 A68 landform 
16800 135.074 -16669.72 0.556 212.654 A68 landform 
16790 124.949 -16669.73 0.525 212.655 A68 landform 
16780 114.979 -16669.73 0.524 212.655 A68 landform 
16770 106.024 -16669.67 0.713 212.648 A68 landform 
16760 96.323 -16669.66 0.746 212.647 A68 landform 
16750 86.818 -16669.66 0.752 212.647 A68 landform 
16740 78.297 -16669.62 0.867 212.642 A68 landform 
16730 70.067 -16669.6 0.918 212.641 A68 landform 
16720 66.002 -16669.53 1.156 212.632 A68 landform 
16710 82.001 -16669.4 1.544 212.618 A68 landform 
16700 125.575 16608.823 2.993 212.089 A68 landform 
16690 133.708 16609.236 8.109 212.273 A68 landform 
16680 135.816 16561.136 6.824 211.692 A68 landform 
16670 284.977 16401.69 1.876 211.105 A68 landform 
16660 274.926 16401.583 1.625 211.095 A68 landform 
16650 265.539 16401.48 1.389 211.086 A68 landform 
16640 256.145 16401.364 1.128 211.076 A68 landform 
16630 246.831 16401.238 0.842 211.066 A68 landform 
16620 237.674 16401.092 0.513 211.053 A68 landform 
16610 228.709 16400.923 0.13 211.038 A68 landform 
16600 219.195 -16400.74 0.289 211.022 A68 landform 
16590 209.532 -16400.54 0.745 211.005 A68 landform 
16580 199.982 -16400.36 1.141 210.99 A68 landform 
16570 190.806 -16400.31 1.244 210.986 A68 landform 
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10m Intervals: Reverse Direction (contd.) 
Chainage Sight    Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction 
  Distance Chainage    Offset Height Name 
16560 181.748 -16400.26 1.364 210.982 A68 landform 
16550 170.648 -16400.28 1.326 210.983 A68 landform 
16540 159.809 -16400.28 1.312 210.984 A68 landform 
16530 148.954 -16400.29 1.301 210.984 A68 landform 
16520 138.805 -16400.26 1.356 210.982 A68 landform 
16510 128.559 -16400.26 1.356 210.982 A68 landform 
16500 119.263 -16400.28 1.321 210.983 A68 landform 
16490 110.184 -16400.3 1.269 210.985 A68 landform 
16480 396.864 16088.761 0.218 213.209 A68 landform 
16470 386.908 16088.77 0.246 213.21 A68 landform 
16460 376.901 16088.778 0.272 213.211 A68 landform 
16450 366.86 16088.786 0.299 213.212 A68 landform 
16440 356.823 16088.795 0.327 213.213 A68 landform 
16430 346.784 16088.803 0.355 213.214 A68 landform 
16420 336.743 16088.812 0.383 213.215 A68 landform 
16410 326.7 16088.819 0.407 213.216 A68 landform 
16400 316.647 16088.826 0.429 213.217 A68 landform 
16390 306.532 16088.926 0.446 213.217 A68 landform 
16380 296.412 16088.935 0.463 213.217 A68 landform 
16370 286.284 16089.229 0.471 213.216 A68 landform 
16360 276.186 16089.239 0.48 213.216 A68 landform 
16350 266.051 16089.249 0.49 213.217 A68 landform 
16340 255.897 16089.256 0.497 213.217 A68 landform 
16330 245.743 16089.263 0.504 213.217 A68 landform 
16320 235.586 16089.268 0.509 213.217 A68 landform 
16310 225.424 16089.27 0.511 213.217 A68 landform 
16300 166.832 16209.975 0.697 211.23 A68 landform 
16290 205.474 16089.27 0.51 213.217 A68 landform 
16280 195.365 16089.269 0.509 213.217 A68 landform 
16270 185.43 16089.267 0.508 213.217 A68 landform 
16260 175.441 16089.27 0.511 213.217 A68 landform 
16250 165.454 16089.274 0.514 213.217 A68 landform 
16240 155.474 16089.269 0.51 213.217 A68 landform 
16230 145.438 16089.266 0.507 213.217 A68 landform 
16220 135.734 16089.268 0.509 213.217 A68 landform 
16210 126.128 16089.264 0.505 213.217 A68 landform 
16200 116.195 16089.267 0.508 213.217 A68 landform 
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10m Intervals: Reverse Direction (contd.) 
Chainage Sight    Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction 
  Distance Chainage    Offset Height Name 
16190 106.298 16089.269 0.509 213.217 A68 landform 
16180 96.427 16088.959 0.512 213.219 A68 landform 
16170 86.588 16088.852 0.515 213.219 A68 landform 
16160 76.807 16088.853 0.519 213.22 A68 landform 
16150 67.126 16088.855 0.523 213.22 A68 landform 
16140 57.633 16088.855 0.525 213.22 A68 landform 
16130 48.568 16088.856 0.527 213.22 A68 landform 
16120 40.798 16088.55 0.532 213.216 A68 landform 
16110 44.405 16088.547 0.549 213.217 A68 landform 
16100 819.87 15280.14 0.5 216.81 A68 landform 
16090 809.87 15280.14 0.5 216.81 A68 landform 
16080 799.87 15280.14 0.5 216.81 A68 landform 
16070 789.87 15280.14 0.5 216.81 A68 landform 
16060 218.995 15863.52 0.284 207.033 A68 landform 
16050 769.87 15280.14 0.5 216.81 A68 landform 
16040 196.604 15863.554 0.356 207.035 A68 landform 
16030 185.41 15863.564 0.378 207.035 A68 landform 
16020 174.22 15863.576 0.403 207.036 A68 landform 
16010 163.744 15863.588 0.428 207.036 A68 landform 
16000 719.87 15280.14 0.5 216.81 A68 landform 
15990 709.87 15280.14 0.5 216.81 A68 landform 
15980 699.87 15280.14 0.5 216.81 A68 landform 
15970 689.87 15280.14 0.5 216.81 A68 landform 
15960 115.827 15863.543 0.334 207.034 A68 landform 
15950 107.668 15863.514 0.272 207.032 A68 landform 
15940 659.87 15280.14 0.5 216.81 A68 landform 
15930 95.68 15863.402 0.037 207.027 A68 landform 
15920 97.487 -15861.7 0.161 206.964 A68 landform 
15910 629.87 15280.579 0.492 216.789 A68 landform 
15900 619.87 15280.579 0.492 216.789 A68 landform 
15890 609.87 15280.579 0.492 216.789 A68 landform 
15880 599.87 15280.579 0.492 216.789 A68 landform 
15870 589.87 15280.579 0.493 216.789 A68 landform 
15860 98.806 15762.755 0.552 205.684 A68 landform 
15850 88.789 15762.754 0.553 205.684 A68 landform 
15840 559.87 15280.668 0.491 216.787 A68 landform 
15830 549.87 15280.668 0.491 216.787 A68 landform 
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10m Intervals: Reverse Direction (contd.) 
Chainage Sight    Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction 
  Distance Chainage    Offset Height Name 
15820 539.87 15280.667 0.49 216.787 A68 landform 
15810 529.87 15280.667 0.49 216.787 A68 landform 
15800 519.87 15280.667 0.49 216.787 A68 landform 
15790 509.87 15280.667 0.49 216.787 A68 landform 
15780 499.87 15280.667 0.49 216.787 A68 landform 
15770 489.87 15280.667 0.49 216.787 A68 landform 
15760 479.87 15280.667 0.49 216.787 A68 landform 
15750 469.87 15280.668 0.491 216.787 A68 landform 
15740 459.87 15280.668 0.491 216.787 A68 landform 
15730 449.87 15280.668 0.491 216.787 A68 landform 
15720 439.87 15280.668 0.491 216.787 A68 landform 
15710 429.87 15280.668 0.491 216.787 A68 landform 
15700 419.87 15280.668 0.491 216.787 A68 landform 
15690 409.87 15280.669 0.492 216.787 A68 landform 
15680 399.87 15280.669 0.492 216.787 A68 landform 
15670 389.87 15280.669 0.492 216.787 A68 landform 
15660 379.87 15280.669 0.492 216.787 A68 landform 
15650 369.87 15280.67 0.492 216.787 A68 landform 
15640 359.87 15280.67 0.493 216.787 A68 landform 
15630 349.87 15280.67 0.493 216.787 A68 landform 
15620 339.87 15280.67 0.493 216.787 A68 landform 
15610 329.87 15281.244 0.486 216.766 A68 landform 
15600 319.87 15281.246 0.487 216.766 A68 landform 
15590 309.87 15281.247 0.487 216.766 A68 landform 
15580 299.87 15281.758 0.482 216.751 A68 landform 
15570 289.87 15281.763 0.483 216.751 A68 landform 
15560 279.87 15281.768 0.485 216.751 A68 landform 
15550 269.87 15281.768 0.485 216.751 A68 landform 
15540 259.87 15343.799 0.311 215 A68 landform 
15530 249.868 15343.8 0.354 215 A68 landform 
15520 239.866 15343.801 0.375 215 A68 landform 
15510 229.864 15343.801 0.397 215 A68 landform 
15500 219.862 15343.802 0.412 215 A68 landform 
15490 206.065 15343.802 0.439 215 A68 landform 
15480 175.235 15343.803 0.475 215 A68 landform 
15470 154.024 15343.803 0.484 215 A68 landform 
15460 137.014 15343.803 0.489 215 A68 landform 
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10m Intervals: Reverse Direction (contd.) 
Chainage Sight    Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction 
  Distance Chainage    Offset Height Name 
15450 122.218 15343.803 0.487 215 A68 landform 
15440 108.645 15343.803 0.486 215 A68 landform 
15430 96.161 15343.803 0.484 215 A68 landform 
15420 84.155 15343.803 0.481 215 A68 landform 
15410 72.506 15343.803 0.489 215 A68 landform 
15400 61.11 15343.803 0.493 215 A68 landform 
15390 50.953 15343.804 0.494 215 A68 landform 
15380 42.377 15343.804 0.493 215 A68 landform 
15370 38.887 15343.803 0.491 215 A68 landform 
15360 79.87 15281.261 0.493 216.766 A68 landform 
15350 69.87 15280.675 0.497 216.786 A68 landform 
15340 59.87 15280.584 0.497 216.789 A68 landform 
15330 49.87 15280.14 0.5 216.81 A68 landform 
15320 39.87 15280.14 0.5 216.81 A68 landform 
15310 29.87 15280.14 0.5 216.81 A68 landform 
15300 19.87 15280.14 0.5 216.81 A68 landform 
15290 9.87 15280.14 0.5 216.81 A68 landform 
15280 18.003 15262.009 0.5 65.278 A68 landform 
15270 7.999 15262.009 0.5 65.277 A68 landform 
15260 16.333 15243.687 0.5 215 A68 landform 
15250 6.325 15243.687 0.5 215 A68 landform 
15240 472.701 14779.576 0.453 220.635 A68 landform 
15230 437.759 14813.448 0.599 220 A68 landform 
15220 423.674 14813.445 0.589 220 A68 landform 
15210 410.768 14813.442 0.578 220 A68 landform 
15200 398.495 14813.439 0.568 220 A68 landform 
15190 386.728 14813.437 0.56 220 A68 landform 
15180 375.326 14813.435 0.553 220 A68 landform 
15170 364.213 14813.433 0.548 220 A68 landform 
15160 353.3 14813.432 0.544 220 A68 landform 
15150 167.999 15045.507 1.605 210 A68 landform 
15140 99.031 15045.34 0.486 210 A68 landform 
15130 57.633 15109.874 0.038 205 A68 landform 
15120 11.517 15109.81 0.475 205 A68 landform 
15110 68.632 15045.347 0.533 210 A68 landform 
15100 59.115 15045.349 0.545 210 A68 landform 
15090 49.484 15045.351 0.561 210 A68 landform 
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10m Intervals: Reverse Direction (contd.) 
Chainage Sight    Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction 
  Distance Chainage    Offset Height Name 
15080 42.583 15045.355 0.586 210 A68 landform 
15070 262.734 14813.418 0.495 220 A68 landform 
15060 252.954 14813.414 0.48 220 A68 landform 
15050 243.201 14813.41 0.465 220 A68 landform 
15040 233.175 14813.406 0.452 220 A68 landform 
15030 223.208 14813.403 0.439 220 A68 landform 
15020 213.246 14813.4 0.431 220 A68 landform 
15010 203.287 14813.397 0.421 220 A68 landform 
15000 193.329 14813.397 0.418 220 A68 landform 
14990 183.373 14813.397 0.421 220 A68 landform 
14980 173.402 14813.399 0.425 220 A68 landform 
14970 163.426 14813.398 0.424 220 A68 landform 
14960 153.452 14813.398 0.422 220 A68 landform 
14950 143.45 14813.397 0.42 220 A68 landform 
14940 133.437 14813.397 0.418 220 A68 landform 
14930 123.422 14813.396 0.415 220 A68 landform 
14920 113.403 14813.396 0.414 220 A68 landform 
14910 103.629 14813.395 0.411 220 A68 landform 
14900 94.091 14813.393 0.404 220 A68 landform 
14890 84.769 14813.39 0.394 220 A68 landform 
14880 75.635 14813.388 0.389 220 A68 landform 
14870 66.573 14813.39 0.396 220 A68 landform 
14860 58.31 14813.394 0.41 220 A68 landform 
14850 52.594 14813.395 0.414 220 A68 landform 
14840 71.47 14779.53 0.418 220.64 A68 landform 
14830 64.148 14779.317 0.429 220.64 A68 landform 
14820 61.732 14779.326 0.44 220.639 A68 landform 
14810 124.957 14690.252 0.797 220 A68 landform 
14800 115.033 14690.247 0.793 220 A68 landform 
14790 105.127 14690.239 0.788 220 A68 landform 
14780 96.08 14690.278 0.816 220 A68 landform 
14770 86.315 14690.258 0.801 220 A68 landform 
14760 76.333 14690.214 0.77 220 A68 landform 
14750 66.374 14690.175 0.741 220 A68 landform 
14740 56.455 14690.142 0.717 220 A68 landform 
14730 47.326 14690.133 0.71 220 A68 landform 
14720 39.704 14690.173 0.74 220 A68 landform 
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10m Intervals: Reverse Direction (contd.) 
Chainage Sight    Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction 
  Distance Chainage    Offset Height Name 
14710 324.066 14407.04 2.688 211.893 A68 landform 
14700 314.44 14407.182 2.535 211.903 A68 landform 
14690 304.871 14407.332 2.373 211.914 A68 landform 
14680 293.956 14407.569 2.117 211.931 A68 landform 
14670 283.213 14407.798 1.87 211.947 A68 landform 
14660 259.804 14408.617 0.986 212.005 A68 landform 
14650 249.645 14408.708 0.888 212.011 A68 landform 
14640 238.467 14458.346 2.799 213.489 A68 landform 
14630 227.036 14458.469 2.304 213.507 A68 landform 
14620 215.522 14458.589 1.818 213.525 A68 landform 
14610 203.921 14458.697 1.382 213.541 A68 landform 
14600 174.153 14458.796 0.983 213.555 A68 landform 
14590 160.09 14458.843 0.794 213.562 A68 landform 
14580 153.792 14458.882 0.639 213.568 A68 landform 
14570 148.992 14458.918 0.491 213.573 A68 landform 
14560 154.718 14458.96 0.321 213.579 A68 landform 
14550 145.806 14458.96 0.323 213.579 A68 landform 
14540 138.751 14458.961 0.32 213.579 A68 landform 
14530 143.241 14409.209 0.347 212.046 A68 landform 
14520 135.142 14409.212 0.343 212.047 A68 landform 
14510 125.176 14409.205 0.352 212.046 A68 landform 
14500 116.074 14409.2 0.357 212.046 A68 landform 
14490 107.11 14390.87 0.458 211.337 A68 landform 
14480 97.531 14390.869 0.46 211.337 A68 landform 
14470 88.227 14390.868 0.461 211.337 A68 landform 
14460 80.064 14390.868 0.462 211.337 A68 landform 
14450 71.462 14390.864 0.468 211.336 A68 landform 
14440 63.733 14390.856 0.479 211.335 A68 landform 
14430 140.936 14295.733 0.525 206.853 A68 landform 
14420 131.149 14295.733 0.525 206.853 A68 landform 
14410 121.684 14295.733 0.526 206.853 A68 landform 
14400 111.642 14295.733 0.526 206.853 A68 landform 
14390 102.403 14295.733 0.527 206.853 A68 landform 
14380 92.042 14295.733 0.525 206.853 A68 landform 
14370 81.777 14295.733 0.523 206.853 A68 landform 
14360 71.724 14295.733 0.525 206.853 A68 landform 
14350 61.663 14295.733 0.529 206.853 A68 landform 
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10m Intervals: Reverse Direction (contd.) 
Chainage Sight    Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction 
  Distance Chainage    Offset Height Name 
14340 51.625 14295.734 0.534 206.853 A68 landform 
14330 43.263 14295.734 0.541 206.852 A68 landform 
14320 38.743 14295.098 0.491 206.817 A68 landform 
14310 65.256 14275.571 0.628 205 A68 landform 
14300 81.712 14220.658 0.507 199.732 A68 landform 
14290 71.842 14220.656 0.505 199.732 A68 landform 
14280 61.912 14220.651 0.501 199.732 A68 landform 
14270 343.134 13929.35 0.509 185 A68 landform 
14260 333.105 13929.351 0.511 185 A68 landform 
14250 323.069 13929.352 0.513 185 A68 landform 
14240 313.033 13929.354 0.515 185 A68 landform 
14230 302.995 13929.355 0.517 185 A68 landform 
14220 292.996 13929.357 0.519 185 A68 landform 
14210 189.681 14035.216 0.109 187.961 A68 landform 
14200 176.356 14035.226 0.217 187.958 A68 landform 
14190 262.773 13929.363 0.527 185 A68 landform 
14180 252.771 13929.365 0.53 185 A68 landform 
14170 242.778 13929.367 0.533 185 A68 landform 
14160 232.773 13929.369 0.536 185 A68 landform 
14150 222.743 13929.371 0.538 185 A68 landform 
14140 212.711 13929.372 0.541 185 A68 landform 
14130 202.676 13929.374 0.542 185 A68 landform 
14120 91.719 14035.247 0.443 187.952 A68 landform 
14110 80.95 14035.248 0.459 187.952 A68 landform 
14100 70.082 14035.249 0.467 187.952 A68 landform 
14090 59.878 14035.249 0.472 187.951 A68 landform 
14080 50.532 14035.249 0.473 187.951 A68 landform 
14070 142.606 13929.375 0.544 185 A68 landform 
14060 132.64 13929.376 0.545 185 A68 landform 
14050 122.676 13929.376 0.546 185 A68 landform 
14040 112.693 13929.375 0.544 185 A68 landform 
14030 102.672 13929.373 0.542 185 A68 landform 
14020 92.6 13929.371 0.538 185 A68 landform 
14010 82.518 13929.368 0.534 185 A68 landform 
14000 72.491 13929.365 0.531 185 A68 landform 
13990 62.499 13929.362 0.527 185 A68 landform 
13980 52.486 13929.358 0.521 185 A68 landform 
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10m Intervals: Reverse Direction (contd.) 
Chainage Sight    Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction 
  Distance Chainage    Offset Height Name 
13970 42.523 13929.354 0.516 185 A68 landform 
13960 32.644 13929.353 0.513 185 A68 landform 
13950 22.931 13929.348 0.507 185 A68 landform 
13940 14.555 13929.344 0.5 185 A68 landform 
13930 79.119 13859.051 0.637 175 A68 landform 
13920 68.484 13859.039 0.611 175 A68 landform 
13910 57.147 13859.023 0.579 175 A68 landform 
13900 258.528 13642.215 0.469 160 A68 landform 
13890 248.525 13642.215 0.469 160 A68 landform 
13880 238.522 13642.214 0.468 160 A68 landform 
13870 228.518 13642.213 0.467 160 A68 landform 
13860 218.513 13642.212 0.466 160 A68 landform 
13850 208.502 13642.212 0.466 160 A68 landform 
13840 198.489 13642.212 0.466 160 A68 landform 
13830 188.477 13642.212 0.466 160 A68 landform 
13820 178.466 13642.212 0.466 160 A68 landform 
13810 168.465 13642.212 0.466 160 A68 landform 
13800 158.462 13642.212 0.466 160 A68 landform 
13790 148.458 13642.212 0.466 160 A68 landform 
13780 138.454 13642.213 0.467 160 A68 landform 
13770 128.441 13642.215 0.469 160 A68 landform 
13760 118.434 13642.217 0.471 160 A68 landform 
13750 108.422 13642.219 0.473 160 A68 landform 
13740 98.426 13642.222 0.476 160 A68 landform 
13730 88.42 13642.225 0.478 160 A68 landform 
13720 78.418 13642.227 0.481 160 A68 landform 
13710 68.414 13642.231 0.485 160 A68 landform 
13700 58.412 13642.236 0.49 160 A68 landform 
13690 48.418 13642.243 0.497 160 A68 landform 
13680 38.428 13642.246 0.5 160 A68 landform 
13670 28.446 13642.247 0.501 160 A68 landform 
13660 18.488 13642.247 0.501 160 A68 landform 
13650 413.86 13259.5 0.431 146.135 A68 landform 
13640 402.816 13259.493 0.435 146.134 A68 landform 
13630 387.134 13259.46 0.452 146.132 A68 landform 
13620 376.26 13259.454 0.455 146.131 A68 landform 
13610 364.435 13259.865 0.46 146.144 A68 landform 
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10m Intervals: Reverse Direction (contd.) 
Chainage Sight    Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction 
  Distance Chainage    Offset Height Name 
13600 353.833 13259.863 0.462 146.143 A68 landform 
13590 343.727 13259.86 0.464 146.143 A68 landform 
13580 332.312 13259.854 0.47 146.142 A68 landform 
13570 321.102 13259.848 0.476 146.142 A68 landform 
13560 310.235 13259.957 0.48 146.144 A68 landform 
13550 299.613 13259.954 0.484 146.144 A68 landform 
13540 289.027 13259.951 0.487 146.143 A68 landform 
13530 278.675 13259.948 0.49 146.143 A68 landform 
13520 268.22 13259.949 0.489 146.143 A68 landform 
13510 257.78 13259.95 0.488 146.143 A68 landform 
13500 247.317 13259.951 0.487 146.143 A68 landform 
13490 236.872 13259.952 0.486 146.143 A68 landform 
13480 226.41 13260.649 0.484 146.149 A68 landform 
13470 215.955 13260.648 0.483 146.149 A68 landform 
13460 205.518 13260.647 0.481 146.149 A68 landform 
13450 195.231 13260.646 0.479 146.149 A68 landform 
13440 184.944 13260.646 0.477 146.15 A68 landform 
13430 174.65 13261.05 0.474 146.147 A68 landform 
13420 164.336 13261.047 0.472 146.147 A68 landform 
13410 153.966 13262.059 0.467 146.135 A68 landform 
13400 143.403 13281.393 0.402 145.79 A68 landform 
13390 111.654 13323.164 0.389 145 A68 landform 
13380 75.773 13323.023 0.49 145 A68 landform 
13370 57.181 13323.01 0.499 145 A68 landform 
13360 43.466 13323.009 0.5 145 A68 landform 
13350 32.063 13323.009 0.5 145 A68 landform 
13340 21.003 13323.009 0.5 145 A68 landform 
13330 28.303 13323.018 0.494 145 A68 landform 
13320 65.464 13260.643 0.47 146.15 A68 landform 
13310 55.96 13260.645 0.474 146.15 A68 landform 
13300 46.859 13259.96 0.477 146.144 A68 landform 
13290 38.833 13259.963 0.473 146.145 A68 landform 
13280 39.995 13259.44 0.462 146.13 A68 landform 
13270 39.661 13236.283 0.497 145 A68 landform 
13260 146.393 13131.984 0.554 140 A68 landform 
13250 137.431 13131.979 0.546 140 A68 landform 
13240 128.509 13131.971 0.535 140 A68 landform 
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10m Intervals: Reverse Direction (contd.) 
Chainage Sight    Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction 
  Distance Chainage    Offset Height Name 
13230 114.939 13131.96 0.517 140 A68 landform 
13220 100.422 13131.951 0.502 140 A68 landform 
13210 87.313 13131.944 0.492 140 A68 landform 
13200 77.645 13131.941 0.488 140 A68 landform 
13190 68.279 13131.944 0.491 140 A68 landform 
13180 57.383 13131.947 0.497 140 A68 landform 
13170 46.936 13131.949 0.5 140 A68 landform 
13160 41.163 13131.949 0.5 140 A68 landform 
13150 71.759 13099.17 0.38 137.746 A68 landform 
13140 80.023 13086.069 0.358 136.704 A68 landform 
13130 76.802 13066.148 0.443 135 A68 landform 
13120 70.142 13066.148 0.445 135 A68 landform 
13110 205.229 12906.043 0.483 120 A68 landform 
13100 195.239 12906.043 0.484 120 A68 landform 
13090 185.246 12906.043 0.484 120 A68 landform 
13080 175.253 12906.043 0.484 120 A68 landform 
13070 165.258 12906.043 0.484 120 A68 landform 
13060 155.257 12906.043 0.484 120 A68 landform 
13050 145.251 12906.042 0.484 120 A68 landform 
13040 205.782 12836.417 0.511 115 A68 landform 
13030 125.234 12906.042 0.485 120 A68 landform 
13020 115.238 12906.042 0.485 120 A68 landform 
13010 105.249 12906.042 0.485 120 A68 landform 
13000 95.242 12906.042 0.485 120 A68 landform 
12990 85.234 12906.042 0.486 120 A68 landform 
12980 75.223 12906.042 0.486 120 A68 landform 
12970 65.207 12906.042 0.487 120 A68 landform 
12960 55.191 12906.042 0.488 120 A68 landform 
12950 45.18 12906.042 0.488 120 A68 landform 
12940 105.583 12836.436 0.525 115 A68 landform 
12930 25.131 12906.042 0.49 120 A68 landform 
12920 15.105 12906.041 0.493 120 A68 landform 
12910 53.396 12856.651 0.499 115 A68 landform 
12900 43.395 12856.651 0.499 115 A68 landform 
12890 33.395 12856.651 0.499 115 A68 landform 
12880 23.395 12856.651 0.499 115 A68 landform 
12870 13.395 12856.651 0.499 115 A68 landform 
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10m Intervals: Reverse Direction (contd.) 
Chainage Sight    Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction 
  Distance Chainage    Offset Height Name 
12860 3.397 12856.651 0.499 115 A68 landform 
12850 8.654 12841.88 0.5 115 A68 landform 
12840 95.745 12751.257 0.511 108.527 A68 landform 
12830 85.436 12751.257 0.509 108.527 A68 landform 
12820 75.207 12751.257 0.509 108.527 A68 landform 
12810 64.935 12751.256 0.509 108.527 A68 landform 
12800 54.515 12751.256 0.508 108.527 A68 landform 
12790 44.099 12751.256 0.506 108.528 A68 landform 
12780 33.93 12751.255 0.505 108.528 A68 landform 
12770 24.252 12751.254 0.502 108.528 A68 landform 
12760 328.934 -12470.18 1.237 100 A68 landform 
12750 680.027 12105.159 0.651 98.049 A68 landform 
12740 298.843 -12470.13 0.885 100 A68 landform 
12730 277.332 -12470.05 0.357 100 A68 landform 
12720 265.431 -12470.04 0.286 100 A68 landform 
12710 253.664 -12470.03 0.213 100 A68 landform 
12700 242.182 -12470.02 0.144 100 A68 landform 
12690 146.791 12564.77 0.727 101.35 A68 landform 
12680 131.558 12564.884 0.622 101.356 A68 landform 
12670 117.816 12564.945 0.565 101.359 A68 landform 
12660 104.907 12564.99 0.523 101.362 A68 landform 
12650 93.688 12565.027 0.489 101.364 A68 landform 
12640 83.683 12565.058 0.46 101.365 A68 landform 
12630 72.764 12570.846 0.463 101.351 A68 landform 
12620 61.996 12570.863 0.431 101.352 A68 landform 
12610 53.78 12565.124 0.398 101.369 A68 landform 
12600 47.059 12565.156 0.369 101.37 A68 landform 
12590 131.572 -12470.01 0.042 100 A68 landform 
12580 124.424 -12470.02 0.123 100 A68 landform 
12570 118.771 -12470.03 0.217 100 A68 landform 
12560 110.636 -12470.03 0.178 100 A68 landform 
12550 100.198 -12470.01 0.058 100 A68 landform 
12540 89.664 12469.987 0.083 100 A68 landform 
12530 79.02 12469.963 0.243 100 A68 landform 
12520 68.609 12469.955 0.299 100 A68 landform 
12510 62.027 12469.949 0.336 100 A68 landform 
12500 72.833 12469.949 0.34 100 A68 landform 
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10m Intervals: Reverse Direction (contd.) 
Chainage Sight    Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction 
  Distance Chainage    Offset Height Name 
12490 75.761 12432.688 0.268 98.569 A68 landform 
12480 89.967 -12431.76 0.083 98.534 A68 landform 
12470 382.566 12105.13 1.078 98.018 A68 landform 
12460 371.646 12105.138 1.06 98.02 A68 landform 
12450 360.74 12105.148 1.037 98.022 A68 landform 
12440 349.874 12105.157 1.015 98.023 A68 landform 
12430 338.861 12105.17 0.988 98.026 A68 landform 
12420 327.733 12105.185 0.954 98.028 A68 landform 
12410 316.596 12105.377 0.918 98.032 A68 landform 
12400 305.579 12105.386 0.879 98.035 A68 landform 
12390 294.665 12105.395 0.844 98.038 A68 landform 
12380 283.838 12105.402 0.811 98.04 A68 landform 
12370 273.35 12105.408 0.79 98.042 A68 landform 
12360 263.934 12105.405 0.802 98.041 A68 landform 
12350 253.889 12105.407 0.793 98.042 A68 landform 
12340 243.696 12105.411 0.778 98.043 A68 landform 
12330 233.365 12105.415 0.759 98.044 A68 landform 
12320 223.03 12105.42 0.74 98.046 A68 landform 
12310 212.689 12105.425 0.719 98.048 A68 landform 
12300 202.345 12105.43 0.697 98.049 A68 landform 
12290 192.329 12105.433 0.683 98.05 A68 landform 
12280 182.649 12105.435 0.677 98.051 A68 landform 
12270 172.961 12105.437 0.667 98.052 A68 landform 
12260 163.331 12105.44 0.656 98.052 A68 landform 
12250 153.598 12105.444 0.639 98.054 A68 landform 
12240 143.48 12105.449 0.62 98.055 A68 landform 
12230 133.355 12105.452 0.607 98.056 A68 landform 
12220 123.211 12105.456 0.592 98.057 A68 landform 
12210 113.056 12105.458 0.583 98.058 A68 landform 
12200 102.875 12105.46 0.573 98.059 A68 landform 
12190 92.661 12105.463 0.562 98.06 A68 landform 
12180 82.549 12105.466 0.55 98.061 A68 landform 
12170 73.693 12105.468 0.54 98.061 A68 landform 
12160 63.79 12105.473 0.518 98.063 A68 landform 
12150 54.731 12105.481 0.487 98.066 A68 landform 
12140 47.41 12105.481 0.485 98.066 A68 landform 
12130 54.666 12105.396 0.478 98.066 A68 landform 
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10m Intervals: Reverse Direction (contd.) 
Chainage Sight    Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction 
  Distance Chainage    Offset Height Name 
12120 63.465 12070.292 0.509 97.181 A68 landform 
12110 66.749 12070.287 0.522 97.18 A68 landform 
12100 249.129 11873.057 0.415 90 A68 landform 
12090 240.464 11873.057 0.415 90 A68 landform 
12080 232.124 11873.057 0.414 90 A68 landform 
12070 224.141 11873.058 0.412 90 A68 landform 
12060 212.901 11873.054 0.423 90 A68 landform 
12050 200.946 11873.05 0.436 90 A68 landform 
12040 187.866 11873.045 0.451 90 A68 landform 
12030 175.633 11873.041 0.463 90 A68 landform 
12020 164.893 11873.036 0.478 90 A68 landform 
12010 155.108 11873.031 0.493 90 A68 landform 
12000 145.426 11873.025 0.511 90 A68 landform 
11990 135.84 11873.02 0.525 90 A68 landform 
11980 126.407 11873.019 0.53 90 A68 landform 
11970 117.138 11873.016 0.536 90 A68 landform 
11960 108.139 11873.016 0.539 90 A68 landform 
11950 99.551 11873.014 0.543 90 A68 landform 
11940 91.692 11873.012 0.548 90 A68 landform 
11930 85.131 11873.01 0.556 90 A68 landform 
11920 80.419 11873.008 0.561 90 A68 landform 
11910 86.806 11845.08 0.529 88.566 A68 landform 
11900 93.558 11845.058 0.519 88.564 A68 landform 
11890 273.01 11622.437 0.463 81.688 A68 landform 
11880 309.492 11570.534 0.5 82.622 A68 landform 
11870 253.093 11622.437 0.462 81.688 A68 landform 
11860 243.024 11622.436 0.463 81.688 A68 landform 
11850 232.951 11622.435 0.464 81.688 A68 landform 
11840 222.844 11622.433 0.466 81.688 A68 landform 
11830 212.702 11622.431 0.467 81.688 A68 landform 
11820 202.555 11622.429 0.469 81.688 A68 landform 
11810 192.402 11622.427 0.47 81.688 A68 landform 
11800 182.242 11622.425 0.471 81.688 A68 landform 
11790 172.076 11622.424 0.472 81.688 A68 landform 
11780 162.171 11622.425 0.472 81.688 A68 landform 
11770 152.327 11622.426 0.471 81.688 A68 landform 
11760 142.255 11622.425 0.471 81.688 A68 landform 
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10m Intervals: Reverse Direction (contd.) 
Chainage Sight    Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction 
  Distance Chainage    Offset Height Name 
11750 132.138 11622.424 0.472 81.688 A68 landform 
11740 122.007 11622.423 0.473 81.688 A68 landform 
11730 111.843 11622.421 0.474 81.688 A68 landform 
11720 101.649 11622.42 0.475 81.688 A68 landform 
11710 91.434 11622.418 0.477 81.688 A68 landform 
11700 81.193 11622.415 0.478 81.688 A68 landform 
11690 70.924 11622.413 0.48 81.688 A68 landform 
11680 60.619 11622.41 0.482 81.688 A68 landform 
11670 50.159 11623.864 0.48 81.679 A68 landform 
11660 40.161 11623.865 0.48 81.679 A68 landform 
11650 30.6 11622.408 0.483 81.687 A68 landform 
11640 21.655 11622.413 0.48 81.688 A68 landform 
11630 59.492 11570.534 0.5 82.622 A68 landform 
11620 49.492 11570.534 0.5 82.622 A68 landform 
11610 39.492 11570.534 0.5 82.622 A68 landform 
11600 29.492 11570.534 0.5 82.622 A68 landform 
11590 19.492 11570.534 0.5 82.622 A68 landform 
11580 9.492 11570.534 0.5 82.622 A68 landform 
11570 1.211 11568.816 0.5 90.804 A68 landform 
11560 492.842 11068.535 0.52 103.974 A68 landform 
11550 482.835 11068.535 0.52 103.974 A68 landform 
11540 472.827 11068.535 0.52 103.974 A68 landform 
11530 462.82 11068.535 0.519 103.974 A68 landform 
11520 452.818 11068.535 0.519 103.974 A68 landform 
11510 442.818 11068.535 0.519 103.974 A68 landform 
11500 432.817 11068.534 0.519 103.974 A68 landform 
11490 422.812 11068.534 0.519 103.974 A68 landform 
11480 412.808 11068.534 0.519 103.974 A68 landform 
11470 402.802 11068.534 0.519 103.974 A68 landform 
11460 392.797 11068.534 0.519 103.974 A68 landform 
11450 382.792 11068.534 0.518 103.974 A68 landform 
11440 372.786 11068.534 0.518 103.974 A68 landform 
11430 362.78 11068.534 0.518 103.974 A68 landform 
11420 352.774 11068.534 0.518 103.974 A68 landform 
11410 342.77 11068.533 0.517 103.974 A68 landform 
11400 332.765 11068.533 0.517 103.974 A68 landform 
11390 322.76 11068.532 0.516 103.974 A68 landform 
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10m Intervals: Reverse Direction (contd.) 
Chainage Sight    Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction 
  Distance Chainage    Offset Height Name 
11380 312.754 11068.532 0.516 103.974 A68 landform 
11370 302.749 11068.532 0.515 103.974 A68 landform 
11360 292.743 11068.531 0.515 103.974 A68 landform 
11350 282.745 11068.531 0.514 103.974 A68 landform 
11340 272.746 11068.53 0.513 103.974 A68 landform 
11330 262.744 11068.53 0.512 103.974 A68 landform 
11320 252.737 11068.529 0.511 103.974 A68 landform 
11310 242.73 11068.529 0.511 103.975 A68 landform 
11300 232.722 11068.529 0.51 103.975 A68 landform 
11290 222.714 11068.528 0.51 103.975 A68 landform 
11280 212.705 11068.528 0.51 103.975 A68 landform 
11270 202.695 11068.528 0.509 103.975 A68 landform 
11260 192.685 11068.528 0.509 103.975 A68 landform 
11250 182.673 11068.527 0.509 103.975 A68 landform 
11240 172.661 11068.527 0.508 103.975 A68 landform 
11230 162.648 11068.527 0.508 103.975 A68 landform 
11220 152.64 11068.527 0.507 103.975 A68 landform 
11210 142.63 11068.526 0.507 103.975 A68 landform 
11200 132.62 11068.527 0.508 103.975 A68 landform 
11190 122.616 11070.544 0.519 103.805 A68 landform 
11180 112.601 11070.552 0.521 103.805 A68 landform 
11170 101.932 11115.174 0.739 100 A68 landform 
11160 83.811 11115.179 0.7 100 A68 landform 
11150 82.147 11115.179 0.695 100 A68 landform 
11140 72.627 11068.526 0.507 103.975 A68 landform 
11130 62.658 11068.526 0.506 103.975 A68 landform 
11120 52.703 11068.525 0.505 103.975 A68 landform 
11110 42.751 11068.524 0.503 103.975 A68 landform 
11100 32.803 11068.524 0.503 103.975 A68 landform 
11090 22.917 11068.524 0.503 103.975 A68 landform 
11080 13.359 11068.524 0.504 103.975 A68 landform 
11070 50.554 11021.537 0.5 105.752 A68 landform 
11060 40.496 11021.537 0.5 105.752 A68 landform 
11050 22.091 11029.879 0.5 105 A68 landform 
11040 11.164 11029.879 0.5 105 A68 landform 
11030 10.587 11021.537 0.5 105.752 A68 landform 
11020 459.057 10589.188 0.275 114.3 A68 landform 
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10m Intervals: Reverse Direction (contd.) 
Chainage Sight    Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction 
  Distance Chainage    Offset Height Name 
11010 443.295 10589.159 0.322 114.301 A68 landform 
11000 431.621 10589.146 0.342 114.301 A68 landform 
10990 420.11 10589.134 0.363 114.301 A68 landform 
10980 408.744 10589.122 0.381 114.301 A68 landform 
10970 397.502 10589.112 0.398 114.301 A68 landform 
10960 386.37 10589.102 0.414 114.302 A68 landform 
10950 375.332 10589.093 0.428 114.302 A68 landform 
10940 364.377 10589.085 0.441 114.302 A68 landform 
10930 353.496 10589.078 0.453 114.302 A68 landform 
10920 342.681 10589.071 0.463 114.302 A68 landform 
10910 331.926 10589.067 0.471 114.302 A68 landform 
10900 321.222 10589.062 0.478 114.302 A68 landform 
10890 310.565 10589.058 0.485 114.302 A68 landform 
10880 299.95 10589.054 0.491 114.302 A68 landform 
10870 289.377 10589.05 0.497 114.302 A68 landform 
10860 279.134 10589.049 0.499 114.302 A68 landform 
10850 268.994 10589.609 0.5 114.28 A68 landform 
10840 258.844 10589.61 0.501 114.28 A68 landform 
10830 248.687 10589.611 0.501 114.28 A68 landform 
10820 238.523 10589.61 0.501 114.28 A68 landform 
10810 228.351 10589.61 0.5 114.28 A68 landform 
10800 218.171 10589.609 0.5 114.28 A68 landform 
10790 207.981 10590.289 0.501 114.249 A68 landform 
10780 193.666 10684.468 0.668 110 A68 landform 
10770 150.45 10684.475 0.623 110 A68 landform 
10760 113.689 10684.483 0.572 110 A68 landform 
10750 125.487 10684.478 0.602 110 A68 landform 
10740 155.322 10684.475 0.624 110 A68 landform 
10730 148.167 10589.6 0.495 114.28 A68 landform 
10720 138.531 10589.597 0.493 114.28 A68 landform 
10710 128.999 10589.594 0.491 114.281 A68 landform 
10700 119.592 10589.056 0.488 114.302 A68 landform 
10690 110.419 10589.058 0.484 114.302 A68 landform 
10680 101.253 10589.061 0.48 114.302 A68 landform 
10670 91.871 10589.063 0.476 114.302 A68 landform 
10660 82.781 10589.064 0.475 114.302 A68 landform 
10650 74.253 10589.065 0.473 114.302 A68 landform 
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10m Intervals: Reverse Direction (contd.) 
Chainage Sight    Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction 
  Distance Chainage    Offset Height Name 
10640 67.042 10589.067 0.47 114.302 A68 landform 
10630 64.341 10589.071 0.463 114.302 A68 landform 
10620 623.645 10012.251 0.464 142.271 A68 landform 
10610 613.614 10012.251 0.463 142.271 A68 landform 
10600 603.582 10012.251 0.462 142.271 A68 landform 
10590 593.549 10012.252 0.46 142.271 A68 landform 
10580 299.165 10288.912 0.543 124.995 A68 landform 
10570 288.953 10288.914 0.54 124.995 A68 landform 
10560 370.138 10212.858 0.505 128.49 A68 landform 
10550 358.544 10212.859 0.5 128.49 A68 landform 
10540 600.743 10012.334 0.039 142.302 A68 landform 
10530 530.18 10012.252 0.458 142.271 A68 landform 
10520 519.69 10012.252 0.457 142.271 A68 landform 
10510 509.223 10012.252 0.457 142.271 A68 landform 
10500 498.739 10012.252 0.458 142.271 A68 landform 
10490 207.038 10288.933 0.517 124.994 A68 landform 
10480 196.775 10288.934 0.515 124.994 A68 landform 
10470 186.766 10288.935 0.514 124.994 A68 landform 
10460 176.756 10288.936 0.513 124.994 A68 landform 
10450 166.744 10288.937 0.512 124.994 A68 landform 
10440 156.731 10288.939 0.51 124.994 A68 landform 
10430 226.046 10288.91 0.545 124.995 A68 landform 
10420 417.223 10012.252 0.46 142.271 A68 landform 
10410 407.119 10012.251 0.461 142.271 A68 landform 
10400 116.659 10288.939 0.51 124.994 A68 landform 
10390 106.666 10288.939 0.51 124.994 A68 landform 
10380 96.733 10288.938 0.51 124.994 A68 landform 
10370 86.572 10288.939 0.51 124.994 A68 landform 
10360 76.532 10288.94 0.509 124.994 A68 landform 
10350 66.755 10288.941 0.508 124.994 A68 landform 
10340 140.67 10212.871 0.463 128.491 A68 landform 
10330 326.575 10012.251 0.465 142.271 A68 landform 
10320 316.598 10012.251 0.465 142.271 A68 landform 
10310 306.685 10012.251 0.466 142.271 A68 landform 
10300 296.739 10012.25 0.467 142.27 A68 landform 
10290 286.786 10012.25 0.467 142.27 A68 landform 
10280 91.588 10212.877 0.444 128.492 A68 landform 
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10m Intervals: Reverse Direction (contd.) 
Chainage Sight    Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction 
  Distance Chainage    Offset Height Name 
10270 79.813 10212.875 0.451 128.491 A68 landform 
10260 81.02 10212.878 0.442 128.492 A68 landform 
10250 245.86 10012.249 0.475 142.27 A68 landform 
10240 235.791 10012.248 0.476 142.27 A68 landform 
10230 225.716 10012.248 0.478 142.27 A68 landform 
10220 215.635 10012.248 0.479 142.269 A68 landform 
10210 205.455 10012.247 0.481 142.269 A68 landform 
10200 195.016 10012.247 0.482 142.269 A68 landform 
10190 184.559 10013.065 0.482 142.214 A68 landform 
10180 174.079 10013.068 0.484 142.214 A68 landform 
10170 163.6 10013.282 0.485 142.198 A68 landform 
10160 153.117 10013.286 0.487 142.198 A68 landform 
10150 142.881 10013.29 0.488 142.197 A68 landform 
10140 132.869 10013.292 0.49 142.197 A68 landform 
10130 122.947 10013.297 0.492 142.197 A68 landform 
10120 112.941 10013.304 0.495 142.196 A68 landform 
10110 102.983 10013.312 0.498 142.195 A68 landform 
10100 93.051 10013.322 0.503 142.194 A68 landform 
10090 83.202 10013.325 0.504 142.194 A68 landform 
10080 73.595 10013.322 0.503 142.194 A68 landform 
10070 63.983 10013.099 0.501 142.21 A68 landform 
10060 54.713 10013.095 0.499 142.211 A68 landform 
10050 46.645 10012.244 0.499 142.268 A68 landform 
10040 116.67 9940.729 0.512 145.687 A68 landform 
10030 111.443 9940.731 0.52 145.687 A68 landform 
10020 109.618 9940.734 0.534 145.686 A68 landform 
10010 107.786 9940.739 0.551 145.684 A68 landform 
10000 97.186 9940.742 0.563 145.683 A68 landform 
9990 86.38 9940.743 0.571 145.683 A68 landform 
9980 144.997 9837.986 0.512 148.864 A68 landform 
9970 135.048 9837.985 0.511 148.865 A68 landform 
9960 125.11 9837.984 0.51 148.865 A68 landform 
9950 115.173 9837.451 0.509 148.878 A68 landform 
9940 105.231 9837.451 0.509 148.878 A68 landform 
9930 95.259 9837.451 0.508 148.878 A68 landform 
9920 85.297 9837.451 0.508 148.878 A68 landform 
9910 75.317 9837.451 0.508 148.878 A68 landform 
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10m Intervals: Reverse Direction (contd.) 
Chainage Sight    Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction 
  Distance Chainage    Offset Height Name 
9900 65.326 9837.451 0.507 148.878 A68 landform 
9890 55.41 9837.451 0.507 148.878 A68 landform 
9880 45.542 9837.416 0.507 148.878 A68 landform 
9870 35.782 9837.416 0.507 148.878 A68 landform 
9860 26.359 9837.416 0.508 148.878 A68 landform 
9850 19.366 9836.716 0.509 148.852 A68 landform 
9840 194.073 9650.286 0.464 138.777 A68 landform 
9830 184.084 9650.285 0.464 138.777 A68 landform 
9820 174.038 9650.284 0.465 138.777 A68 landform 
9810 164.05 9650.284 0.466 138.777 A68 landform 
9800 154.062 9650.283 0.466 138.777 A68 landform 
9790 144.076 9650.283 0.467 138.777 A68 landform 
9780 134.093 9650.282 0.467 138.777 A68 landform 
9770 124.098 9650.282 0.467 138.777 A68 landform 
9760 114.08 9650.282 0.467 138.777 A68 landform 
9750 104.059 9650.282 0.468 138.777 A68 landform 
9740 94.034 9650.282 0.467 138.777 A68 landform 
9730 84.003 9650.283 0.467 138.777 A68 landform 
9720 73.963 9650.283 0.466 138.777 A68 landform 
9710 63.911 9650.284 0.465 138.777 A68 landform 
9700 53.999 9650.288 0.461 138.778 A68 landform 
9690 44.216 9650.291 0.458 138.778 A68 landform 
9680 34.96 9650.293 0.456 138.778 A68 landform 
9670 27.665 9650.298 0.451 138.779 A68 landform 
9660 53.799 9618.929 0.739 135 A68 landform 
9650 48.594 9608.209 0.606 133.533 A68 landform 
9640 160.173 9480.711 0.489 137.642 A68 landform 
9630 150.172 9480.711 0.487 137.642 A68 landform 
9620 140.172 9480.711 0.487 137.642 A68 landform 
9610 130.172 9480.711 0.488 137.642 A68 landform 
9600 120.17 9483.395 0.483 137.55 A68 landform 
9590 19.402 9571.728 0.5 133.932 A68 landform 
9580 9.499 9571.728 0.5 133.932 A68 landform 
9570 90.171 9483.401 0.485 137.55 A68 landform 
9560 59.285 9517.656 0.503 135 A68 landform 
9550 66.644 9517.656 0.504 135 A68 landform 
9540 60.165 9483.401 0.485 137.55 A68 landform 
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10m Intervals: Reverse Direction (contd.) 
Chainage Sight    Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction 
  Distance Chainage    Offset Height Name 
9530 50.166 9483.401 0.485 137.55 A68 landform 
9520 40.169 9483.402 0.485 137.55 A68 landform 
9510 30.171 9483.404 0.486 137.55 A68 landform 
9500 20.172 9480.711 0.489 137.642 A68 landform 
9490 10.175 9480.71 0.49 137.642 A68 landform 
9480 502.732 8977.317 0.501 155.272 A68 landform 
9470 492.731 8977.317 0.501 155.272 A68 landform 
9460 482.73 8977.317 0.501 155.272 A68 landform 
9450 472.73 8977.317 0.501 155.272 A68 landform 
9440 462.729 8977.317 0.501 155.272 A68 landform 
9430 452.729 8977.317 0.501 155.272 A68 landform 
9420 442.729 8977.317 0.501 155.272 A68 landform 
9410 432.729 8977.317 0.501 155.272 A68 landform 
9400 422.729 8977.317 0.501 155.272 A68 landform 
9390 412.729 8977.317 0.501 155.272 A68 landform 
9380 402.729 8977.317 0.501 155.272 A68 landform 
9370 392.729 8977.317 0.501 155.272 A68 landform 
9360 382.729 8977.317 0.501 155.272 A68 landform 
9350 372.729 8977.317 0.5 155.272 A68 landform 
9340 362.728 8977.317 0.5 155.272 A68 landform 
9330 352.728 8977.317 0.5 155.272 A68 landform 
9320 342.728 8977.317 0.5 155.272 A68 landform 
9310 332.728 8977.317 0.5 155.272 A68 landform 
9300 322.728 8977.317 0.5 155.272 A68 landform 
9290 312.728 8977.317 0.5 155.272 A68 landform 
9280 302.728 8977.317 0.5 155.272 A68 landform 
9270 292.728 8977.317 0.5 155.272 A68 landform 
9260 282.728 8977.317 0.5 155.272 A68 landform 
9250 272.727 8977.317 0.5 155.272 A68 landform 
9240 262.727 8977.317 0.5 155.272 A68 landform 
9230 252.727 8977.317 0.5 155.272 A68 landform 
9220 242.727 8977.317 0.5 155.272 A68 landform 
9210 232.727 8977.317 0.5 155.272 A68 landform 
9200 222.726 8977.317 0.5 155.272 A68 landform 
9190 212.726 8977.317 0.5 155.272 A68 landform 
9180 202.726 8977.317 0.5 155.272 A68 landform 
9170 192.726 8977.317 0.5 155.272 A68 landform 
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10m Intervals: Reverse Direction (contd.) 
Chainage Sight    Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction 
  Distance Chainage    Offset Height Name 
9160 182.725 8977.317 0.5 155.272 A68 landform 
9150 172.725 8977.317 0.5 155.272 A68 landform 
9140 162.725 8977.317 0.5 155.272 A68 landform 
9130 152.724 8977.317 0.5 155.272 A68 landform 
9120 142.724 8977.317 0.5 155.272 A68 landform 
9110 132.723 8977.317 0.5 155.272 A68 landform 
9100 122.716 8983.084 0.516 148.066 A68 landform 
9090 108.978 8983.097 0.505 148.043 A68 landform 
9080 97.873 8983.101 0.502 148.037 A68 landform 
9070 76.553 9000.379 0.511 119.327 A68 landform 
9060 60.417 9000.389 0.501 119.31 A68 landform 
9050 49.97 9000.39 0.5 119.309 A68 landform 
9040 39.806 9000.39 0.5 119.308 A68 landform 
9030 29.721 9000.39 0.5 119.308 A68 landform 
9020 19.669 9000.39 0.5 119.308 A68 landform 
9010 9.634 9000.39 0.5 119.308 A68 landform 
9000 17.643 8983.103 0.5 148.033 A68 landform 
8990 7.904 8983.103 0.5 148.033 A68 landform 
8980 2.725 8977.317 0.5 155.272 A68 landform 
8970 465.602 8517.22 0.487 162.979 A68 landform 
8960 79.527 8880.998 0.502 155 A68 landform 
8950 69.375 8881 0.502 155 A68 landform 
8940 59.319 8881 0.501 155 A68 landform 
8930 49.313 8881.001 0.501 155 A68 landform 
8920 39.315 8881.002 0.501 155 A68 landform 
8910 29.319 8881.006 0.499 155 A68 landform 
8900 19.327 8881.008 0.498 155 A68 landform 
8890 9.354 8881.004 0.5 155 A68 landform 
8880 373.654 8517.217 0.484 162.979 A68 landform 
8870 363.424 8517.218 0.485 162.979 A68 landform 
8860 353.191 8517.218 0.486 162.979 A68 landform 
8850 342.977 8517.219 0.486 162.979 A68 landform 
8840 332.926 8517.221 0.489 162.979 A68 landform 
8830 199.368 8643.379 0.486 160 A68 landform 
8820 188.561 8643.379 0.487 160 A68 landform 
8810 177.769 8643.379 0.489 160 A68 landform 
8800 166.994 8643.379 0.49 160 A68 landform 
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10m Intervals: Reverse Direction (contd.) 
Chainage Sight    Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction 
  Distance Chainage    Offset Height Name 
8790 156.271 8643.379 0.492 160 A68 landform 
8780 145.613 8643.38 0.493 160 A68 landform 
8770 134.954 8643.38 0.495 160 A68 landform 
8760 124.629 8643.38 0.496 160 A68 landform 
8750 114.844 8643.38 0.497 160 A68 landform 
8740 105.118 8643.38 0.498 160 A68 landform 
8730 95.482 8643.38 0.5 160 A68 landform 
8720 85.99 8643.38 0.5 160 A68 landform 
8710 76.745 8643.38 0.5 160 A68 landform 
8700 192.067 8517.228 0.498 162.978 A68 landform 
8690 182.413 8517.228 0.498 162.978 A68 landform 
8680 172.832 8517.229 0.498 162.978 A68 landform 
8670 163.354 8517.229 0.498 162.978 A68 landform 
8660 154.018 8517.229 0.498 162.978 A68 landform 
8650 144.893 8517.229 0.499 162.978 A68 landform 
8640 135.37 8517.229 0.499 162.978 A68 landform 
8630 124.607 8517.23 0.5 162.978 A68 landform 
8620 114.982 8517.23 0.5 162.978 A68 landform 
8610 105.62 8517.23 0.5 162.978 A68 landform 
8600 96.512 8517.23 0.5 162.978 A68 landform 
8590 87.846 8517.23 0.5 162.978 A68 landform 
8580 80.017 8516.528 0.5 162.986 A68 landform 
8570 74.141 8516.528 0.5 162.986 A68 landform 
8560 75.97 8516.528 0.5 162.986 A68 landform 
8550 128.686 8516.398 0.449 162.987 A68 landform 
8540 126.177 8433.482 0.239 162.5 A68 landform 
8530 123.661 8433.463 0.167 162.498 A68 landform 
8520 137.21 -8433.427 0.003 162.495 A68 landform 
8510 183.229 -8433.371 0.269 162.49 A68 landform 
8500 181.231 -8432.835 0.234 162.479 A68 landform 
8490 171.696 8320.87 0.477 160 A68 landform 
8480 161.722 8320.869 0.479 160 A68 landform 
8470 151.753 8320.867 0.481 160 A68 landform 
8460 141.79 8320.865 0.483 160 A68 landform 
8450 131.833 8320.862 0.486 160 A68 landform 
8440 121.885 8320.859 0.489 160 A68 landform 
8430 111.936 8320.857 0.491 160 A68 landform 
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10m Intervals: Reverse Direction (contd.) 
Chainage Sight    Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction 
  Distance Chainage    Offset Height Name 
8420 101.966 8320.856 0.492 160 A68 landform 
8410 92.002 8320.856 0.492 160 A68 landform 
8400 82.05 8320.855 0.493 160 A68 landform 
8390 72.113 8320.855 0.494 160 A68 landform 
8380 62.202 8320.853 0.495 160 A68 landform 
8370 52.337 8320.852 0.497 160 A68 landform 
8360 42.564 8320.849 0.5 160 A68 landform 
8350 33.033 8320.849 0.5 160 A68 landform 
8340 435.8 -7914.189 2.222 170 A68 landform 
8330 425.691 -7914.213 2.172 170 A68 landform 
8320 415.557 -7914.24 2.115 170 A68 landform 
8310 405.188 -7914.293 2.003 170 A68 landform 
8300 294.677 -8015.811 3.27 165 A68 landform 
8290 282.77 -8015.73 2.567 165 A68 landform 
8280 271.48 -8015.674 2.085 165 A68 landform 
8270 261.223 -8015.662 1.979 165 A68 landform 
8260 250.968 -8015.649 1.871 165 A68 landform 
8250 240.467 -8015.626 1.673 165 A68 landform 
8240 229.987 -8015.604 1.483 165 A68 landform 
8230 219.546 -8015.584 1.308 165 A68 landform 
8220 209.14 -8015.565 1.147 165 A68 landform 
8210 198.763 -8015.548 0.997 165 A68 landform 
8200 188.592 -8015.539 0.92 165 A68 landform 
8190 178.608 -8015.537 0.907 165 A68 landform 
8180 168.627 -8015.536 0.893 165 A68 landform 
8170 158.648 -8015.534 0.876 165 A68 landform 
8160 148 -8056.45 8.53 162.58 A68 landform 
8150 138.634 -8015.526 0.811 165 A68 landform 
8140 128.581 -8015.52 0.757 165 A68 landform 
8130 118.643 -8015.517 0.732 165 A68 landform 
8120 108.718 -8015.513 0.7 165 A68 landform 
8110 98.813 -8015.509 0.662 165 A68 landform 
8100 88.94 -8015.504 0.62 165 A68 landform 
8090 79.112 -8015.498 0.566 165 A68 landform 
8080 69.162 -8015.485 0.453 165 A68 landform 
8070 59.7 -8015.476 0.379 165 A68 landform 
8060 50.095 -8015.454 0.187 165 A68 landform 
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10m Intervals: Reverse Direction (contd.) 
Chainage Sight    Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction 
  Distance Chainage    Offset Height Name 
8050 40.938 8015.418 0.12 165 A68 landform 
8040 33.52 8015.385 0.405 165 A68 landform 
8030 120.464 7915.488 0.525 170 A68 landform 
8020 110.855 7915.487 0.522 170 A68 landform 
8010 100.734 7915.485 0.518 170 A68 landform 
8000 54.086 7948.824 0.512 167.445 A68 landform 
7990 44.071 7948.826 0.508 167.445 A68 landform 
7980 34.267 7948.83 0.501 167.444 A68 landform 
7970 24.991 7948.83 0.5 167.444 A68 landform 
7960 49.949 7915.476 0.499 170 A68 landform 
7950 40.234 7915.476 0.499 170 A68 landform 
7940 27.89 7915.476 0.5 170 A68 landform 
7930 19.968 7915.476 0.5 170 A68 landform 
7920 20.672 7904.78 0.459 170 A68 landform 
7910 66.282 7847.852 0.193 167.294 A68 landform 
7900 56.642 7847.853 0.197 167.294 A68 landform 
7890 46.432 7847.871 0.248 167.289 A68 landform 
7880 36.124 7847.894 0.315 167.284 A68 landform 
7870 25.626 7847.922 0.396 167.277 A68 landform 
7860 20.415 7847.896 0.321 167.283 A68 landform 
7850 60.545 7790.442 0.255 165 A68 landform 
7840 50.519 7790.502 0.333 165 A68 landform 
7830 40.465 7790.58 0.434 165 A68 landform 
7820 30.445 7790.626 0.493 165 A68 landform 
7810 20.503 7790.632 0.5 165 A68 landform 
7800 10.895 7790.632 0.5 165 A68 landform 
7790 3.406 7786.736 0.5 167.987 A68 landform 
7780 539.05 7252.731 0.314 158.624 A68 landform 
7770 529.281 7250.636 0.291 158.573 A68 landform 
7760 519.648 7250.577 0.136 158.544 A68 landform 
7750 510.09 -7250.512 0.037 158.512 A68 landform 
7740 500.594 -7250.441 0.227 158.477 A68 landform 
7730 490.789 7244.19 0.209 158.407 A68 landform 
7720 480.913 7244.14 0.115 158.391 A68 landform 
7710 471.101 7244.085 0.013 158.373 A68 landform 
7700 461.318 -7244.026 0.095 158.354 A68 landform 
7690 451.518 -7243.967 0.206 158.335 A68 landform 
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10m Intervals: Reverse Direction (contd.) 
Chainage Sight    Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction 
  Distance Chainage    Offset Height Name 
7680 441.703 -7243.906 0.318 158.315 A68 landform 
7670 431.785 -7243.867 0.391 158.302 A68 landform 
7660 421.834 -7243.842 0.437 158.294 A68 landform 
7650 411.684 -7243.85 0.422 158.297 A68 landform 
7640 191.017 7449.947 0.487 150 A68 landform 
7630 390.8 -7243.94 0.256 158.326 A68 landform 
7620 380.293 -7250.004 1.388 158.263 A68 landform 
7610 369.653 -7250.051 1.263 158.286 A68 landform 
7600 359.067 -7252.356 1.675 158.261 A68 landform 
7590 348.451 -7252.377 1.565 158.281 A68 landform 
7580 338.267 -7252.385 1.521 158.289 A68 landform 
7570 328.162 -7252.386 1.515 158.291 A68 landform 
7560 318.059 -7252.387 1.51 158.291 A68 landform 
7550 307.951 -7252.388 1.505 158.292 A68 landform 
7540 90.96 7450.002 0.53 150 A68 landform 
7530 80.965 7449.994 0.524 150 A68 landform 
7520 70.971 7449.985 0.517 150 A68 landform 
7510 267.348 -7252.399 1.449 158.303 A68 landform 
7500 257.049 -7254.549 1.966 158.245 A68 landform 
7490 246.637 -7254.58 1.868 158.263 A68 landform 
7480 236.431 -7254.598 1.812 158.274 A68 landform 
7470 226.282 -7254.612 1.767 158.282 A68 landform 
7460 216.057 -7254.632 1.705 158.294 A68 landform 
7450 205.715 -7254.659 1.618 158.31 A68 landform 
7440 192.137 -7254.85 1.015 158.421 A68 landform 
7430 181.693 -7254.883 0.911 158.44 A68 landform 
7420 99.464 -7338.64 0.443 155 A68 landform 
7410 79.594 7339.15 0.173 155 A68 landform 
7400 65.818 7339.253 0.296 155 A68 landform 
7390 53.924 7339.295 0.346 155 A68 landform 
7380 43.011 7339.337 0.398 155 A68 landform 
7370 21.143 7354.822 0.476 153.338 A68 landform 
7360 108.619 -7259.256 0.656 158.473 A68 landform 
7350 99.414 -7259.217 0.469 158.507 A68 landform 
7340 89.708 -7259.16 0.192 158.559 A68 landform 
7330 79.073 7259.096 0.118 158.617 A68 landform 
7320 68.299 7259.034 0.416 158.672 A68 landform 
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10m Intervals: Reverse Direction (contd.) 
Chainage Sight    Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction 
  Distance Chainage    Offset Height Name 
7310 57.594 7258.98 0.676 158.721 A68 landform 
7300 46.583 7269.964 0.808 158.434 A68 landform 
7290 38.088 7258.935 0.894 158.761 A68 landform 
7280 30.881 7258.887 1.122 158.804 A68 landform 
7270 31.066 7251.077 1.411 158.78 A68 landform 
7260 126.442 7142.889 4.504 156.501 A68 landform 
7250 117.381 7143.043 4.94 156.539 A68 landform 
7240 107.528 7142.999 4.814 156.528 A68 landform 
7230 97.571 7142.937 4.641 156.513 A68 landform 
7220 86.692 7142.681 3.92 156.45 A68 landform 
7210 76.216 7142.528 3.489 156.412 A68 landform 
7200 65.942 7142.435 3.226 156.389 A68 landform 
7190 56.08 7142.409 3.154 156.383 A68 landform 
7180 47.728 7142.657 3.851 156.444 A68 landform 
7170 162.024 7021.439 2.572 160 A68 landform 
7160 151.376 7020.944 1.859 160 A68 landform 
7150 141.081 7020.512 1.237 160 A68 landform 
7140 130.807 7020.139 0.699 160 A68 landform 
7130 119.663 7020.012 0.518 160 A68 landform 
7120 109.113 7019.991 0.487 160 A68 landform 
7110 98.864 7019.982 0.474 160 A68 landform 
7100 88.616 7019.985 0.478 160 A68 landform 
7090 78.552 7019.989 0.484 160 A68 landform 
7080 69.518 7019.995 0.492 160 A68 landform 
7070 61.299 7019.999 0.499 160 A68 landform 
7060 98.896 7020.01 0.514 160 A68 landform 
7050 113.796 6946.167 0.882 161.276 A68 landform 
7040 105.012 6946.132 0.971 161.281 A68 landform 
7030 97.003 6946.075 1.12 161.289 A68 landform 
7020 91.924 6945.885 1.606 161.316 A68 landform 
7010 81.405 6945.919 1.52 161.312 A68 landform 
7000 74.636 6945.826 1.758 161.325 A68 landform 
6990 82.353 6945.414 2.816 161.383 A68 landform 
6980 94.133 6945.242 3.257 161.408 A68 landform 
6970 245.427 -6734.464 1.76 162.219 A68 landform 
6960 235.541 -6734.474 1.829 162.221 A68 landform 
6950 226.14 -6734.504 2.02 162.227 A68 landform 
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10m Intervals: Reverse Direction (contd.) 
Chainage Sight    Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction 
  Distance Chainage    Offset Height Name 
6940 216.298 -6734.517 2.107 162.229 A68 landform 
6930 206.167 -6734.512 2.074 162.228 A68 landform 
6920 196.107 -6734.506 2.036 162.227 A68 landform 
6910 186.055 -6734.5 1.995 162.226 A68 landform 
6900 175.997 -6734.493 1.95 162.225 A68 landform 
6890 165.941 -6734.485 1.9 162.223 A68 landform 
6880 155.884 -6734.477 1.844 162.221 A68 landform 
6870 145.833 -6734.467 1.78 162.22 A68 landform 
6860 135.776 -6734.456 1.708 162.217 A68 landform 
6850 125.919 -6734.45 1.676 162.216 A68 landform 
6840 116.271 -6734.45 1.676 162.216 A68 landform 
6830 114.162 -6734.678 3.143 162.261 A68 landform 
6820 365.822 -6460.605 1.758 175 A68 landform 
6810 355.703 -6460.653 1.603 175 A68 landform 
6800 508.757 -6323.775 5.775 181.848 A68 landform 
6790 502.223 -6323.724 5.842 181.856 A68 landform 
6780 496.186 -6317.846 4.944 182.123 A68 landform 
6770 488.71 -6318.02 4.8 182.103 A68 landform 
6760 480.832 -6318.325 4.547 182.066 A68 landform 
6750 219.833 -6537.445 1.485 170 A68 landform 
6740 209.731 -6537.443 1.27 170 A68 landform 
6730 199.477 -6537.441 1.029 170 A68 landform 
6720 189.106 -6537.439 0.782 170 A68 landform 
6710 254.207 -6461.103 0.13 175 A68 landform 
6700 244.02 -6461.139 0.014 175 A68 landform 
6690 233.84 6461.169 0.086 175 A68 landform 
6680 223.631 6461.197 0.175 175 A68 landform 
6670 213.442 6461.22 0.252 175 A68 landform 
6660 203.261 6461.241 0.321 175 A68 landform 
6650 117.253 6537.432 0.269 170 A68 landform 
6640 107.066 6537.431 0.347 170 A68 landform 
6630 96.868 6537.43 0.408 170 A68 landform 
6620 86.711 6537.43 0.455 170 A68 landform 
6610 76.528 6537.43 0.487 170 A68 landform 
6600 66.312 6537.43 0.506 170 A68 landform 
6590 56.068 6537.43 0.521 170 A68 landform 
6580 122.831 6461.302 0.521 175 A68 landform 
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10m Intervals: Reverse Direction (contd.) 
Chainage Sight    Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction 
  Distance Chainage    Offset Height Name 
6570 112.991 6461.302 0.521 175 A68 landform 
6560 103.142 6461.302 0.518 175 A68 landform 
6550 93.341 6461.301 0.518 175 A68 landform 
6540 83.616 6461.302 0.519 175 A68 landform 
6530 73.215 6461.303 0.523 175 A68 landform 
6520 62.979 6461.303 0.522 175 A68 landform 
6510 53.386 6461.302 0.521 175 A68 landform 
6500 44.165 6461.304 0.526 175 A68 landform 
6490 272.655 6226.657 0.451 186.449 A68 landform 
6480 262.672 6226.672 0.445 186.449 A68 landform 
6470 252.691 6226.68 0.442 186.449 A68 landform 
6460 242.695 6217.816 0.496 186.849 A68 landform 
6450 232.668 6226.69 0.438 186.448 A68 landform 
6440 222.63 6226.701 0.434 186.448 A68 landform 
6430 212.631 6226.713 0.429 186.448 A68 landform 
6420 202.633 6226.73 0.423 186.448 A68 landform 
6410 192.636 6226.742 0.418 186.447 A68 landform 
6400 182.636 6226.748 0.416 186.447 A68 landform 
6390 172.642 6226.754 0.413 186.447 A68 landform 
6380 162.651 6226.761 0.411 186.447 A68 landform 
6370 152.661 6226.765 0.409 186.447 A68 landform 
6360 142.673 6226.761 0.411 186.447 A68 landform 
6350 132.687 6226.756 0.413 186.447 A68 landform 
6340 122.674 6226.748 0.416 186.447 A68 landform 
6330 112.697 6217.817 0.495 186.849 A68 landform 
6320 102.698 6217.817 0.495 186.849 A68 landform 
6310 92.7 6217.817 0.495 186.849 A68 landform 
6300 82.701 6217.817 0.496 186.849 A68 landform 
6290 72.702 6217.816 0.496 186.849 A68 landform 
6280 62.704 6217.816 0.496 186.849 A68 landform 
6270 52.703 6217.816 0.497 186.849 A68 landform 
6260 42.707 6217.816 0.497 186.849 A68 landform 
6250 32.713 6217.816 0.497 186.849 A68 landform 
6240 22.716 6217.815 0.498 186.849 A68 landform 
6230 278.464 5959.595 0.509 199.14 A68 landform 
6220 268.922 5959.596 0.511 199.14 A68 landform 
6210 257.503 5961.686 0.511 199.044 A68 landform 
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10m Intervals: Reverse Direction (contd.) 
Chainage Sight    Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction 
  Distance Chainage    Offset Height Name 
6200 248.257 5959.595 0.508 199.14 A68 landform 
6190 237.458 5961.684 0.507 199.044 A68 landform 
6180 226.906 5961.683 0.507 199.044 A68 landform 
6170 216.373 5961.684 0.507 199.044 A68 landform 
6160 205.967 5961.684 0.508 199.044 A68 landform 
6150 126.529 6027.983 0.504 195 A68 landform 
6140 116.567 6027.983 0.505 195 A68 landform 
6130 106.506 6027.982 0.506 195 A68 landform 
6120 96.316 6027.982 0.506 195 A68 landform 
6110 155.582 5961.686 0.51 199.044 A68 landform 
6100 145.79 5961.685 0.51 199.044 A68 landform 
6090 135.982 5961.685 0.509 199.044 A68 landform 
6080 126.214 5961.684 0.509 199.044 A68 landform 
6070 116.373 5961.684 0.507 199.044 A68 landform 
6060 106.495 5961.683 0.506 199.045 A68 landform 
6050 96.623 5961.683 0.507 199.044 A68 landform 
6040 86.873 5961.684 0.507 199.044 A68 landform 
6030 77.971 5961.685 0.509 199.044 A68 landform 
6020 67.324 5961.685 0.509 199.044 A68 landform 
6010 58.983 5959.596 0.51 199.14 A68 landform 
6000 52.766 5957.939 0.514 199.207 A68 landform 
5990 56.751 5957.942 0.523 199.206 A68 landform 
5980 97.645 5886.751 0.502 200.885 A68 landform 
5970 88.038 5886.751 0.501 200.885 A68 landform 
5960 78.612 5886.751 0.5 200.885 A68 landform 
5950 68.705 5886.751 0.5 200.885 A68 landform 
5940 58.954 5886.751 0.5 200.885 A68 landform 
5930 399.75 5541.143 0.388 210 A68 landform 
5920 389.706 5541.142 0.389 210 A68 landform 
5910 379.565 5541.142 0.392 210 A68 landform 
5900 369.355 5541.14 0.396 210 A68 landform 
5890 359.856 5541.143 0.387 210 A68 landform 
5880 349.431 5541.14 0.396 210 A68 landform 
5870 338.682 5541.136 0.409 210 A68 landform 
5860 328.473 5541.135 0.413 210 A68 landform 
5850 318.305 5541.134 0.419 210 A68 landform 
5840 308.289 5541.133 0.422 210 A68 landform 
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10m Intervals: Reverse Direction (contd.) 
Chainage Sight    Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction 
  Distance Chainage    Offset Height Name 
5830 298.224 5541.131 0.426 210 A68 landform 
5820 288.146 5541.13 0.431 210 A68 landform 
5810 278.064 5541.128 0.436 210 A68 landform 
5800 267.977 5541.127 0.442 210 A68 landform 
5790 257.884 5541.125 0.447 210 A68 landform 
5780 247.787 5541.123 0.453 210 A68 landform 
5770 237.683 5541.121 0.46 210 A68 landform 
5760 227.572 5541.119 0.466 210 A68 landform 
5750 217.452 5541.118 0.47 210 A68 landform 
5740 207.316 5541.117 0.473 210 A68 landform 
5730 197.14 5541.117 0.476 210 A68 landform 
5720 186.957 5541.116 0.477 210 A68 landform 
5710 176.761 5541.116 0.476 210 A68 landform 
5700 166.551 5541.116 0.476 210 A68 landform 
5690 156.326 5541.116 0.476 210 A68 landform 
5680 146.085 5541.116 0.477 210 A68 landform 
5670 135.825 5541.116 0.476 210 A68 landform 
5660 125.543 5541.117 0.474 210 A68 landform 
5650 115.238 5541.117 0.472 210 A68 landform 
5640 104.906 5541.118 0.47 210 A68 landform 
5630 94.544 5541.119 0.468 210 A68 landform 
5620 84.184 5541.12 0.464 210 A68 landform 
5610 74.4 5541.123 0.455 210 A68 landform 
5600 64.726 5541.125 0.449 210 A68 landform 
5590 55.258 5541.127 0.441 210 A68 landform 
5580 46.281 5541.13 0.429 210 A68 landform 
5570 39.054 5541.138 0.405 210 A68 landform 
5560 63.57 5541.224 0.118 210 A68 landform 
5550 62.025 5491.566 0.457 210 A68 landform 
5540 52.807 5491.571 0.469 210 A68 landform 
5530 43.274 5491.58 0.488 210 A68 landform 
5520 34.345 5491.586 0.499 210 A68 landform 
5510 29.362 5491.579 0.486 210 A68 landform 
5500 361.538 5145.904 0.474 209.078 A68 landform 
5490 351.489 5145.9 0.479 209.078 A68 landform 
5480 341.041 5145.897 0.484 209.078 A68 landform 
5470 330.618 5145.894 0.489 209.078 A68 landform 
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10m Intervals: Reverse Direction (contd.) 
Chainage Sight    Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction 
  Distance Chainage    Offset Height Name 
5460 320.05 5145.891 0.493 209.079 A68 landform 
5450 309.544 5145.889 0.497 209.079 A68 landform 
5440 299.212 5145.888 0.499 209.079 A68 landform 
5430 289.175 5145.887 0.5 209.079 A68 landform 
5420 279.13 5147.168 0.503 209.065 A68 landform 
5410 269.079 5147.168 0.504 209.065 A68 landform 
5400 259.025 5147.168 0.505 209.065 A68 landform 
5390 248.807 5147.168 0.505 209.065 A68 landform 
5380 238.535 5147.167 0.505 209.065 A68 landform 
5370 228.454 5147.167 0.506 209.065 A68 landform 
5360 218.483 5147.167 0.506 209.065 A68 landform 
5350 208.515 5147.167 0.506 209.065 A68 landform 
5340 198.551 5147.167 0.506 209.065 A68 landform 
5330 188.53 5147.167 0.506 209.065 A68 landform 
5320 178.437 5147.167 0.506 209.065 A68 landform 
5310 168.335 5147.167 0.507 209.065 A68 landform 
5300 158.225 5147.167 0.507 209.065 A68 landform 
5290 148.104 5147.167 0.507 209.065 A68 landform 
5280 137.972 5147.168 0.505 209.065 A68 landform 
5270 127.817 5165.385 0.511 208.618 A68 landform 
5260 116.933 5165.392 0.5 208.618 A68 landform 
5250 106.862 5165.395 0.495 208.618 A68 landform 
5240 97.417 5165.39 0.502 208.618 A68 landform 
5230 87.89 5147.168 0.504 209.065 A68 landform 
5220 78.068 5147.167 0.508 209.065 A68 landform 
5210 68.322 5147.166 0.512 209.065 A68 landform 
5200 58.719 5147.166 0.512 209.065 A68 landform 
5190 49.358 5145.881 0.509 209.079 A68 landform 
5180 40.532 5145.882 0.508 209.079 A68 landform 
5170 34.987 5145.884 0.504 209.079 A68 landform 
5160 82.746 5091.901 0.441 206.863 A68 landform 
5150 86.806 5091.883 0.423 206.862 A68 landform 
5140 292.58 4855.93 0.69 205.876 A68 landform 
5130 282.315 4855.93 0.682 205.877 A68 landform 
5120 272.047 4855.93 0.674 205.877 A68 landform 
5110 261.773 4855.93 0.664 205.877 A68 landform 
5100 251.496 4855.929 0.654 205.878 A68 landform 
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10m Intervals: Reverse Direction (contd.) 
Chainage Sight    Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction 
  Distance Chainage    Offset Height Name 
5090 241.193 4855.929 0.643 205.878 A68 landform 
5080 230.763 4855.928 0.63 205.878 A68 landform 
5070 220.299 4855.928 0.616 205.879 A68 landform 
5060 209.807 4855.928 0.602 205.879 A68 landform 
5050 199.364 4855.927 0.591 205.88 A68 landform 
5040 189.083 4855.927 0.582 205.88 A68 landform 
5030 179.093 4855.927 0.58 205.88 A68 landform 
5020 169.105 4855.927 0.578 205.88 A68 landform 
5010 159.12 4855.927 0.579 205.88 A68 landform 
5000 149.138 4855.927 0.579 205.88 A68 landform 
4990 139.158 4855.927 0.579 205.88 A68 landform 
4980 129.181 4855.927 0.58 205.88 A68 landform 
4970 119.208 4855.927 0.579 205.88 A68 landform 
4960 109.24 4855.927 0.578 205.88 A68 landform 
4950 99.28 4855.927 0.576 205.88 A68 landform 
4940 89.329 4855.927 0.572 205.88 A68 landform 
4930 79.392 4855.926 0.568 205.881 A68 landform 
4920 69.478 4855.926 0.562 205.881 A68 landform 
4910 59.599 4855.926 0.553 205.881 A68 landform 
4900 49.787 4855.926 0.542 205.881 A68 landform 
4890 40.122 4855.925 0.534 205.882 A68 landform 
4880 30.854 4855.925 0.528 205.882 A68 landform 
4870 65.79 4813.822 0.494 205 A68 landform 
4860 66.557 4813.864 0.436 205 A68 landform 
4850 87.729 4814.018 0.218 205 A68 landform 
4840 80.046 4814.003 0.24 205 A68 landform 
4830 779.562 4053.46 0.489 229.878 A68 landform 
4820 769.551 4053.461 0.491 229.878 A68 landform 
4810 759.532 4053.461 0.492 229.877 A68 landform 
4800 749.501 4053.462 0.493 229.877 A68 landform 
4790 476.911 4399.175 0.886 211.794 A68 landform 
4780 434.587 4399.169 0.864 211.794 A68 landform 
4770 409.296 4399.239 0.818 211.793 A68 landform 
4760 390.404 4399.208 0.757 211.795 A68 landform 
4750 374.583 4399.292 0.711 211.793 A68 landform 
4740 360.473 4399.253 0.674 211.794 A68 landform 
4730 347.431 4399.223 0.645 211.795 A68 landform 
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10m Intervals: Reverse Direction (contd.) 
Chainage Sight    Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction 
  Distance Chainage    Offset Height Name 
4720 335.091 4399.201 0.623 211.796 A68 landform 
4710 323.236 4399.183 0.607 211.797 A68 landform 
4700 312.25 4399.239 0.598 211.794 A68 landform 
4690 302.069 4399.419 0.597 211.788 A68 landform 
4680 291.882 4399.409 0.595 211.788 A68 landform 
4670 281.081 4445.827 1.048 210 A68 landform 
4660 269.838 4445.826 1.044 210 A68 landform 
4650 258.533 4445.826 1.041 210 A68 landform 
4640 247.164 4445.825 1.037 210 A68 landform 
4630 235.724 4445.824 1.033 210 A68 landform 
4620 224.209 4445.823 1.029 210 A68 landform 
4610 212.61 4445.821 1.024 210 A68 landform 
4600 200.668 4445.817 1.006 210 A68 landform 
4590 175.055 4445.773 0.824 210 A68 landform 
4580 156.458 4445.745 0.709 210 A68 landform 
4570 152.426 4445.758 0.76 210 A68 landform 
4560 165.473 4445.795 0.914 210 A68 landform 
4550 162.016 4399.31 0.568 211.792 A68 landform 
4540 151.994 4399.293 0.564 211.792 A68 landform 
4530 142.445 4399.178 0.563 211.797 A68 landform 
4520 133.04 4399.138 0.563 211.798 A68 landform 
4510 123.722 4399.139 0.563 211.798 A68 landform 
4500 114.647 4399.139 0.564 211.798 A68 landform 
4490 105.971 4399.136 0.561 211.798 A68 landform 
4480 98.023 4399.129 0.554 211.798 A68 landform 
4470 91.637 4399.117 0.543 211.799 A68 landform 
4460 89.687 4399.088 0.523 211.8 A68 landform 
4450 116.376 4399.043 0.418 211.796 A68 landform 
4440 389.122 4053.459 0.487 229.878 A68 landform 
4430 379.118 4053.459 0.487 229.878 A68 landform 
4420 369.114 4053.459 0.487 229.878 A68 landform 
4410 359.11 4053.46 0.488 229.878 A68 landform 
4400 349.106 4053.46 0.488 229.878 A68 landform 
4390 339.087 4053.46 0.489 229.878 A68 landform 
4380 329.065 4053.46 0.489 229.878 A68 landform 
4370 319.042 4053.46 0.49 229.878 A68 landform 
4360 309.018 4053.461 0.49 229.878 A68 landform 
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10m Intervals: Reverse Direction (contd.) 
Chainage Sight    Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction 
  Distance Chainage    Offset Height Name 
4350 298.993 4053.461 0.49 229.878 A68 landform 
4340 288.967 4053.461 0.49 229.878 A68 landform 
4330 278.939 4053.461 0.49 229.878 A68 landform 
4320 268.91 4053.461 0.49 229.878 A68 landform 
4310 258.88 4053.461 0.49 229.878 A68 landform 
4300 248.848 4053.461 0.491 229.878 A68 landform 
4290 238.814 4053.461 0.491 229.877 A68 landform 
4280 228.779 4053.461 0.491 229.877 A68 landform 
4270 218.741 4053.461 0.492 229.877 A68 landform 
4260 208.705 4053.588 0.491 229.868 A68 landform 
4250 198.676 4053.647 0.492 229.864 A68 landform 
4240 188.644 4053.647 0.492 229.864 A68 landform 
4230 178.61 4053.648 0.493 229.864 A68 landform 
4220 168.596 4053.648 0.493 229.864 A68 landform 
4210 158.586 4053.649 0.493 229.864 A68 landform 
4200 148.572 4053.916 0.493 229.842 A68 landform 
4190 138.553 4053.916 0.494 229.842 A68 landform 
4180 128.533 4053.917 0.494 229.842 A68 landform 
4170 118.511 4053.918 0.495 229.842 A68 landform 
4160 108.484 4054.339 0.494 229.806 A68 landform 
4150 97.921 4109.403 0.409 225 A68 landform 
4140 88.509 4053.921 0.497 229.842 A68 landform 
4130 78.564 4053.922 0.497 229.842 A68 landform 
4120 68.641 4053.653 0.499 229.864 A68 landform 
4110 58.756 4053.465 0.5 229.877 A68 landform 
4100 48.79 4053.466 0.501 229.877 A68 landform 
4090 38.894 4053.466 0.501 229.877 A68 landform 
4080 29.101 4053.466 0.501 229.877 A68 landform 
4070 19.723 4053.466 0.502 229.877 A68 landform 
4060 42.848 4052.19 0.494 229.839 A68 landform 
4050 505.775 3548.43 0.522 242.832 A68 landform 
4040 495.688 3548.43 0.522 242.832 A68 landform 
4030 485.6 3548.431 0.522 242.832 A68 landform 
4020 475.512 3548.43 0.522 242.832 A68 landform 
4010 465.424 3548.43 0.522 242.832 A68 landform 
4000 455.336 3548.43 0.521 242.832 A68 landform 
3990 445.249 3548.43 0.521 242.832 A68 landform 
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10m Intervals: Reverse Direction (contd.) 
Chainage Sight    Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction 
  Distance Chainage    Offset Height Name 
3980 194.694 3789.049 0.541 220.032 A68 landform 
3970 425.039 3548.428 0.518 242.832 A68 landform 
3960 414.939 3548.427 0.516 242.832 A68 landform 
3950 404.853 3548.426 0.514 242.832 A68 landform 
3940 394.77 3548.425 0.513 242.832 A68 landform 
3930 384.688 3548.424 0.511 242.833 A68 landform 
3920 374.628 3548.423 0.509 242.833 A68 landform 
3910 364.572 3548.422 0.507 242.833 A68 landform 
3900 354.515 3548.421 0.504 242.833 A68 landform 
3890 344.456 3548.419 0.502 242.833 A68 landform 
3880 93.629 3793.314 0.5 220.035 A68 landform 
3870 83.4 3793.313 0.499 220.035 A68 landform 
3860 73.278 3793.313 0.498 220.035 A68 landform 
3850 63.461 3793.313 0.498 220.035 A68 landform 
3840 294.215 3548.417 0.498 242.834 A68 landform 
3830 284.162 3548.417 0.497 242.834 A68 landform 
3820 274.106 3548.416 0.497 242.834 A68 landform 
3810 264.05 3548.416 0.496 242.834 A68 landform 
3800 253.991 3548.416 0.496 242.834 A68 landform 
3790 243.924 3548.416 0.496 242.834 A68 landform 
3780 233.772 3548.622 0.496 242.815 A68 landform 
3770 223.699 3548.622 0.496 242.815 A68 landform 
3760 213.624 3548.622 0.497 242.814 A68 landform 
3750 203.546 3548.622 0.497 242.814 A68 landform 
3740 193.456 3550.928 0.506 242.552 A68 landform 
3730 183.283 3550.929 0.506 242.551 A68 landform 
3720 172.771 3572.086 0.58 240 A68 landform 
3710 162.221 3572.086 0.575 240 A68 landform 
3700 56.197 3645.776 0.509 230 A68 landform 
3690 46.217 3645.776 0.508 230 A68 landform 
3680 131.695 3572.083 0.546 240 A68 landform 
3670 122.162 3572.082 0.533 240 A68 landform 
3660 111.899 3572.081 0.522 240 A68 landform 
3650 102.594 3572.081 0.517 240 A68 landform 
3640 92.278 3572.081 0.516 240 A68 landform 
3630 82.31 3572.081 0.514 240 A68 landform 
3620 72.566 3572.08 0.509 240 A68 landform 
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10m Intervals: Reverse Direction (contd.) 
Chainage Sight    Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction 
  Distance Chainage    Offset Height Name 
3610 62.838 3572.08 0.504 240 A68 landform 
3600 52.366 3572.08 0.5 240 A68 landform 
3590 43.356 3550.872 0.491 242.558 A68 landform 
3580 33.699 3548.615 0.488 242.815 A68 landform 
3570 24.257 3548.41 0.485 242.835 A68 landform 
3560 15.407 3548.407 0.481 242.835 A68 landform 
3550 66.477 3503.868 0.495 240 A68 landform 
3540 368.22 3177.574 0.513 244.764 A68 landform 
3530 358.056 3177.574 0.513 244.764 A68 landform 
3520 347.892 3177.574 0.513 244.764 A68 landform 
3510 337.728 3177.574 0.513 244.764 A68 landform 
3500 327.542 3177.574 0.513 244.764 A68 landform 
3490 317.332 3177.574 0.513 244.764 A68 landform 
3480 307.113 3177.574 0.513 244.764 A68 landform 
3470 296.9 3177.574 0.513 244.764 A68 landform 
3460 286.692 3177.574 0.513 244.764 A68 landform 
3450 276.502 3177.574 0.513 244.764 A68 landform 
3440 266.288 3177.574 0.513 244.764 A68 landform 
3430 256.063 3178.311 0.515 244.734 A68 landform 
3420 245.594 3212.669 0.619 243.099 A68 landform 
3410 235.419 3212.692 0.608 243.097 A68 landform 
3400 225.219 3212.716 0.595 243.095 A68 landform 
3390 214.998 3212.743 0.58 243.093 A68 landform 
3380 204.752 3212.76 0.572 243.091 A68 landform 
3370 194.241 3212.764 0.57 243.091 A68 landform 
3360 183.63 3212.768 0.568 243.091 A68 landform 
3350 172.953 3212.773 0.565 243.09 A68 landform 
3340 161.317 3212.78 0.561 243.09 A68 landform 
3330 152.468 3212.782 0.56 243.09 A68 landform 
3320 143.281 3212.785 0.559 243.089 A68 landform 
3310 134.516 3212.787 0.557 243.089 A68 landform 
3300 125.34 3212.792 0.555 243.089 A68 landform 
3290 115.928 3178.304 0.508 244.734 A68 landform 
3280 105.982 3178.304 0.507 244.734 A68 landform 
3270 96.048 3178.303 0.506 244.734 A68 landform 
3260 86.125 3178.303 0.505 244.734 A68 landform 
3250 76.202 3177.571 0.505 244.764 A68 landform 
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10m Intervals: Reverse Direction (contd.) 
Chainage Sight    Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction 
  Distance Chainage    Offset Height Name 
3240 66.347 3177.571 0.504 244.764 A68 landform 
3230 56.522 3177.57 0.504 244.763 A68 landform 
3220 46.879 3177.57 0.503 244.763 A68 landform 
3210 37.38 3177.57 0.503 244.763 A68 landform 
3200 28.484 3177.57 0.503 244.763 A68 landform 
3190 22.821 3175.287 0.503 244.751 A68 landform 
3180 36.056 3158.692 0.524 243.687 A68 landform 
3170 358.122 2812.623 0.498 240 A68 landform 
3160 348.119 2812.623 0.498 240 A68 landform 
3150 338.113 2812.623 0.498 240 A68 landform 
3140 328.107 2812.623 0.498 240 A68 landform 
3130 318.099 2812.623 0.499 240 A68 landform 
3120 308.094 2812.623 0.499 240 A68 landform 
3110 298.086 2813.042 0.498 240 A68 landform 
3100 288.075 2813.042 0.498 240 A68 landform 
3090 278.062 2813.042 0.498 240 A68 landform 
3080 268.049 2813.042 0.498 240 A68 landform 
3070 258.035 2813.042 0.497 240 A68 landform 
3060 248.02 2813.043 0.497 240 A68 landform 
3050 238.019 2813.043 0.496 240 A68 landform 
3040 228.021 2813.043 0.495 240 A68 landform 
3030 218.023 2813.043 0.495 240 A68 landform 
3020 208.025 2813.043 0.494 240 A68 landform 
3010 198.027 2813.043 0.494 240 A68 landform 
3000 188.029 2813.043 0.493 240 A68 landform 
2990 178.03 2813.043 0.493 240 A68 landform 
2980 168.031 2813.043 0.493 240 A68 landform 
2970 158.032 2813.043 0.493 240 A68 landform 
2960 148.034 2813.043 0.494 240 A68 landform 
2950 138.035 2813.043 0.494 240 A68 landform 
2940 128.037 2813.043 0.495 240 A68 landform 
2930 118.039 2813.043 0.495 240 A68 landform 
2920 108.041 2813.043 0.496 240 A68 landform 
2910 98.044 2813.043 0.496 240 A68 landform 
2900 88.048 2813.043 0.497 240 A68 landform 
2890 78.052 2813.042 0.497 240 A68 landform 
2880 68.058 2813.042 0.498 240 A68 landform 
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10m Intervals: Reverse Direction (contd.) 
Chainage Sight    Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction 
  Distance Chainage    Offset Height Name 
2870 58.067 2813.042 0.499 240 A68 landform 
2860 48.078 2813.042 0.499 240 A68 landform 
2850 38.095 2812.623 0.5 240 A68 landform 
2840 28.116 2812.623 0.5 240 A68 landform 
2830 18.166 2812.623 0.5 240 A68 landform 
2820 8.431 2812.623 0.5 240 A68 landform 
2810 103.115 2711.924 0.492 249.363 A68 landform 
2800 88.342 2711.921 0.5 249.363 A68 landform 
2790 33.952 2757.583 0.5 164.325 A68 landform 
2780 21.36 2758.839 0.5 160.487 A68 landform 
2770 3.421 2766.812 0.5 99.383 A68 landform 
2760 1.173 2758.839 0.5 160.488 A68 landform 
2750 15.256 2736.309 0.5 203.774 A68 landform 
2740 13.483 2730.114 0.5 212.944 A68 landform 
2730 18.212 2711.921 0.5 249.363 A68 landform 
2720 8.177 2711.921 0.5 249.363 A68 landform 
2710 46.051 2674.459 0.702 250 A68 landform 
2700 67.399 2670.733 0.503 249.879 A68 landform 
2690 304.862 2393.605 0.501 260 A68 landform 
2680 293.856 2457.196 0.572 258.033 A68 landform 
2670 279.205 2457.087 0.63 258.037 A68 landform 
2660 243.898 2457.345 0.634 258.028 A68 landform 
2650 218.218 2457.362 0.622 258.028 A68 landform 
2640 200.605 2457.469 0.603 258.023 A68 landform 
2630 186.03 2457.5 0.578 258.022 A68 landform 
2620 173.03 2457.583 0.561 258.018 A68 landform 
2610 160.898 2457.597 0.548 258.017 A68 landform 
2600 149.236 2458.438 0.543 257.963 A68 landform 
2590 138.52 2458.433 0.539 257.963 A68 landform 
2580 128.715 2458.433 0.539 257.963 A68 landform 
2570 118.959 2458.433 0.538 257.963 A68 landform 
2560 109.274 2458.433 0.538 257.963 A68 landform 
2550 99.446 2458.432 0.537 257.963 A68 landform 
2540 89.762 2458.431 0.536 257.963 A68 landform 
2530 80.18 2457.615 0.531 258.016 A68 landform 
2520 70.773 2457.617 0.529 258.016 A68 landform 
2510 61.758 2457.62 0.526 258.016 A68 landform 
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10m Intervals: Reverse Direction (contd.) 
Chainage Sight    Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction 
  Distance Chainage    Offset Height Name 
2500 53.714 2457.569 0.521 258.019 A68 landform 
2490 49.479 2457.584 0.508 258.019 A68 landform 
2480 93.424 2457.334 0.5 258.028 A68 landform 
2470 86.863 2393.605 0.5 260 A68 landform 
2460 81.983 2393.605 0.5 260 A68 landform 
2450 77.413 2393.605 0.5 260 A68 landform 
2440 77.505 2393.605 0.5 260 A68 landform 
2430 240.792 2205.755 0.444 265.002 A68 landform 
2420 231.23 2205.755 0.452 265.002 A68 landform 
2410 221.739 2205.754 0.462 265.002 A68 landform 
2400 212.336 2205.753 0.474 265.002 A68 landform 
2390 202.258 2205.751 0.488 265.001 A68 landform 
2380 190.868 2205.75 0.503 265.001 A68 landform 
2370 179.545 2205.749 0.517 265.001 A68 landform 
2360 168.277 2205.748 0.528 265 A68 landform 
2350 157.048 2205.748 0.524 265 A68 landform 
2340 145.878 2205.748 0.521 265.001 A68 landform 
2330 134.762 2205.749 0.517 265.001 A68 landform 
2320 123.697 2205.749 0.514 265.001 A68 landform 
2310 112.679 2205.749 0.511 265.001 A68 landform 
2300 102.619 2205.749 0.509 265.001 A68 landform 
2290 92.987 2205.75 0.507 265.001 A68 landform 
2280 83.503 2205.75 0.504 265.001 A68 landform 
2270 74.281 2205.75 0.5 265.001 A68 landform 
2260 65.599 2205.75 0.5 265.001 A68 landform 
2250 58.273 2205.75 0.5 265.001 A68 landform 
2240 56.621 2205.75 0.5 265.001 A68 landform 
2230 417.034 1816.089 0.104 284.926 A68 landform 
2220 407.034 1816.088 0.105 284.926 A68 landform 
2210 397.034 1816.087 0.107 284.926 A68 landform 
2200 387.016 1816.083 0.111 284.926 A68 landform 
2190 376.984 1816.079 0.116 284.927 A68 landform 
2180 366.951 1816.074 0.122 284.927 A68 landform 
2170 356.917 1816.068 0.129 284.928 A68 landform 
2160 346.882 1816.063 0.135 284.928 A68 landform 
2150 336.846 1816.058 0.142 284.929 A68 landform 
2140 326.809 1816.052 0.149 284.929 A68 landform 
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10m Intervals: Reverse Direction (contd.) 
Chainage Sight    Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction 
  Distance Chainage    Offset Height Name 
2130 316.77 1817.288 0.004 284.857 A68 landform 
2120 306.713 1817.265 0.016 284.859 A68 landform 
2110 215.768 1898.376 0.5 280 A68 landform 
2100 205.593 1898.376 0.5 280 A68 landform 
2090 195.416 1898.376 0.5 280 A68 landform 
2080 185.238 1898.376 0.5 280 A68 landform 
2070 175.057 1898.376 0.5 280 A68 landform 
2060 164.906 1898.376 0.5 280 A68 landform 
2050 154.804 1898.376 0.5 280 A68 landform 
2040 144.695 1898.376 0.5 280 A68 landform 
2030 134.578 1898.376 0.5 280 A68 landform 
2020 124.452 1898.376 0.5 280 A68 landform 
2010 114.317 1898.376 0.5 280 A68 landform 
2000 104.172 1898.376 0.5 280 A68 landform 
1990 94.014 1898.376 0.5 280 A68 landform 
1980 83.844 1898.376 0.5 280 A68 landform 
1970 73.658 1898.376 0.5 280 A68 landform 
1960 63.508 1898.376 0.5 280 A68 landform 
1950 53.559 1898.376 0.5 280 A68 landform 
1940 43.641 1898.376 0.5 280 A68 landform 
1930 33.764 1898.376 0.5 280 A68 landform 
1920 24.044 1898.376 0.5 280 A68 landform 
1910 15.584 1898.376 0.5 280 A68 landform 
1900 86.952 1815.932 0.294 284.941 A68 landform 
1890 76.95 1815.909 0.322 284.943 A68 landform 
1880 67.001 1815.882 0.355 284.946 A68 landform 
1870 57.073 1815.845 0.399 284.95 A68 landform 
1860 47.171 1815.792 0.464 284.955 A68 landform 
1850 37.363 1815.762 0.5 284.958 A68 landform 
1840 27.834 1815.762 0.5 284.958 A68 landform 
1830 19.538 1815.151 0.5 284.966 A68 landform 
1820 333.41 1486.704 0.499 281.123 A68 landform 
1810 323.41 1486.705 0.5 281.123 A68 landform 
1800 92.047 1723.975 0.437 280 A68 landform 
1790 82.165 1723.931 0.5 280 A68 landform 
1780 72.047 1723.931 0.5 280 A68 landform 
1770 303.971 1471.911 0.5 283.065 A68 landform 
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10m Intervals: Reverse Direction (contd.) 
Chainage Sight    Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction 
  Distance Chainage    Offset Height Name 
1760 273.41 1486.707 0.5 281.123 A68 landform 
1750 263.41 1486.707 0.5 281.123 A68 landform 
1740 253.409 1486.707 0.5 281.123 A68 landform 
1730 243.409 1486.707 0.5 281.123 A68 landform 
1720 233.409 1486.707 0.5 281.123 A68 landform 
1710 223.409 1486.707 0.5 281.123 A68 landform 
1700 213.409 1486.707 0.5 281.123 A68 landform 
1690 197.512 1521.108 0.5 280 A68 landform 
1680 177.982 1521.108 0.5 280 A68 landform 
1670 201.612 1471.911 0.5 283.065 A68 landform 
1660 151.946 1521.108 0.5 280 A68 landform 
1650 142.342 1521.108 0.5 280 A68 landform 
1640 132.836 1521.108 0.5 280 A68 landform 
1630 123.471 1521.108 0.5 280 A68 landform 
1620 114.314 1521.108 0.5 280 A68 landform 
1610 105.49 1521.108 0.5 280 A68 landform 
1600 97.244 1521.108 0.5 280 A68 landform 
1590 90.142 1521.108 0.5 280 A68 landform 
1580 85.842 1521.108 0.5 280 A68 landform 
1570 101.402 1471.911 0.5 283.065 A68 landform 
1560 73.409 1486.707 0.5 281.123 A68 landform 
1550 63.409 1486.707 0.5 281.123 A68 landform 
1540 53.409 1486.707 0.5 281.123 A68 landform 
1530 43.409 1486.707 0.5 281.123 A68 landform 
1520 33.409 1486.707 0.5 281.123 A68 landform 
1510 23.409 1486.707 0.5 281.123 A68 landform 
1500 13.409 1486.707 0.5 281.123 A68 landform 
1490 3.408 1486.707 0.5 281.123 A68 landform 
1480 8.931 1471.911 0.5 283.065 A68 landform 
1470 39.837 1430.277 0.5 281.223 A68 landform 
1460 29.838 1430.277 0.5 281.223 A68 landform 
1450 19.839 1430.277 0.5 281.223 A68 landform 
1440 9.841 1430.277 0.5 281.223 A68 landform 
1430 14.664 1417.723 0.5 282.244 A68 landform 
1420 272.194 1180.39 0.5 290 A68 landform 
1410 256.94 1180.39 0.5 290 A68 landform 
1400 238.79 1180.39 0.5 290 A68 landform 
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10m Intervals: Reverse Direction (contd.) 
Chainage Sight    Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction 
  Distance Chainage    Offset Height Name 
1390 224.094 1180.39 0.5 290 A68 landform 
1380 211.02 1180.39 0.5 290 A68 landform 
1370 199.744 1180.39 0.5 290 A68 landform 
1360 188.802 1180.39 0.5 290 A68 landform 
1350 177.937 1180.39 0.5 290 A68 landform 
1340 167.14 1180.39 0.5 290 A68 landform 
1330 156.402 1180.39 0.5 290 A68 landform 
1320 60.693 1277.456 0.5 283.718 A68 landform 
1310 40.283 1277.456 0.5 283.718 A68 landform 
1300 30.821 1277.456 0.5 283.718 A68 landform 
1290 116.005 1180.39 0.5 290 A68 landform 
1280 107.21 1180.39 0.5 290 A68 landform 
1270 97.532 1180.39 0.5 290 A68 landform 
1260 87.354 1180.39 0.5 290 A68 landform 
1250 76.363 1180.39 0.5 290 A68 landform 
1240 66.698 1180.39 0.5 290 A68 landform 
1230 56.798 1180.39 0.5 290 A68 landform 
1220 47.019 1180.39 0.5 290 A68 landform 
1210 38.993 1180.39 0.5 290 A68 landform 
1200 44.88 1180.39 0.5 290 A68 landform 
1190 65.087 1137.003 0.5 290.95 A68 landform 
1180 65.636 1126.691 0.5 290.934 A68 landform 
1170 60.052 1126.691 0.5 290.934 A68 landform 
1160 72.552 1126.691 0.5 290.934 A68 landform 
1150 69.463 1086.643 0.5 290 A68 landform 
1140 61.152 1086.643 0.5 290 A68 landform 
1130 328.934 804.914 0.5 290 A68 landform 
1120 318.916 804.914 0.5 290 A68 landform 
1110 308.884 804.914 0.5 290 A68 landform 
1100 298.85 804.914 0.5 290 A68 landform 
1090 288.815 804.914 0.5 290 A68 landform 
1080 278.72 804.914 0.5 290 A68 landform 
1070 267.587 912.685 0.5 290 A68 landform 
1060 194.965 912.685 0.5 290 A68 landform 
1050 161.122 912.685 0.5 290 A68 landform 
1040 145.319 912.685 0.5 290 A68 landform 
1030 136.117 912.685 0.5 290 A68 landform 
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10m Intervals: Reverse Direction (contd.) 
Chainage Sight    Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction 
  Distance Chainage    Offset Height Name 
1020 127.323 912.685 0.5 290 A68 landform 
1010 119.002 912.685 0.5 290 A68 landform 
1000 111.494 912.685 0.5 290 A68 landform 
990 105.583 912.685 0.5 290 A68 landform 
980 103.527 912.685 0.5 290 A68 landform 
970 115.633 912.685 0.5 290 A68 landform 
960 157.736 912.685 0.5 290 A68 landform 
950 148.682 804.914 0.5 290 A68 landform 
940 138.773 804.914 0.5 290 A68 landform 
930 128.885 804.914 0.5 290 A68 landform 
920 119.025 804.914 0.5 290 A68 landform 
910 109.168 804.914 0.5 290 A68 landform 
900 99.237 804.914 0.5 290 A68 landform 
890 89.324 804.914 0.5 290 A68 landform 
880 79.441 804.914 0.5 290 A68 landform 
870 69.604 804.914 0.5 290 A68 landform 
860 59.846 804.914 0.5 290 A68 landform 
850 50.245 804.914 0.5 290 A68 landform 
840 41.028 804.914 0.5 290 A68 landform 
830 33.256 804.914 0.5 290 A68 landform 
820 334.583 505.716 0.574 278.954 A68 landform 
810 326.793 505.715 0.577 278.954 A68 landform 
800 317.012 505.716 0.573 278.954 A68 landform 
790 304.852 505.72 0.562 278.955 A68 landform 
780 293.758 505.722 0.555 278.955 A68 landform 
770 282.722 505.725 0.547 278.955 A68 landform 
760 271.845 505.727 0.54 278.956 A68 landform 
750 261.202 505.729 0.534 278.956 A68 landform 
740 96.239 644.771 0.504 281.042 A68 landform 
730 238.854 505.734 0.52 278.957 A68 landform 
720 227.874 505.736 0.514 278.957 A68 landform 
710 217.412 505.738 0.508 278.958 A68 landform 
700 206.556 505.74 0.502 278.958 A68 landform 
690 195.916 505.741 0.5 278.958 A68 landform 
680 185.315 505.741 0.5 278.958 A68 landform 
670 174.712 505.741 0.5 278.958 A68 landform 
660 164.104 505.741 0.5 278.958 A68 landform 
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10m Intervals: Reverse Direction (contd.) 
Chainage Sight    Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction 
  Distance Chainage    Offset Height Name 
650 153.493 505.741 0.5 278.958 A68 landform 
640 2.739 637.269 0.5 280 A68 landform 
630 132.677 514.066 0.5 279.149 A68 landform 
620 123.098 514.066 0.5 279.149 A68 landform 
610 113.521 505.741 0.5 278.958 A68 landform 
600 103.655 505.741 0.5 278.958 A68 landform 
590 94.028 505.741 0.5 278.958 A68 landform 
580 85.245 505.741 0.5 278.958 A68 landform 
570 76.579 505.741 0.5 278.958 A68 landform 
560 69.036 505.741 0.5 278.958 A68 landform 
550 121.887 505.741 0.5 278.958 A68 landform 
540 113.148 430.845 0.5 275.968 A68 landform 
530 103.348 430.845 0.5 275.968 A68 landform 
520 93.58 430.845 0.5 275.968 A68 landform 
510 83.883 430.845 0.5 275.968 A68 landform 
500 74.05 430.845 0.5 275.968 A68 landform 
490 64.092 430.845 0.5 275.968 A68 landform 
480 54.153 430.845 0.5 275.968 A68 landform 
470 44.377 430.845 0.5 275.968 A68 landform 
460 35.483 430.845 0.5 275.968 A68 landform 
450 400 -  -  -  -  
440 400 -  -  -  -  
430 400 -  -  -  -  
420 400 -  -  -  -  
410 400 -  -  -  -  
400 65.979 359.649 0.5 270 A68 landform 
390 41.868 359.649 0.5 270 A68 landform 
380 26.481 359.649 0.5 270 A68 landform 
370 300 -  -  -  -  
360 300 -  -  -  -  
350 300 -  -  -  -  
340 199.941 -188.284 2.329 270 A68 landform 
330 164.661 -186.384 0.128 270 A68 landform 
320 146.959 185.842 0.5 270 A68 landform 
310 132.937 185.842 0.5 270 A68 landform 
300 120.57 185.842 0.5 270 A68 landform 
290 90.272 226.484 0.5 268.048 A68 landform 
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10m Intervals: Reverse Direction (contd.) 
Chainage Sight    Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction Obstruction 
  Distance Chainage    Offset Height Name 
280 70.13 226.484 0.5 268.048 A68 landform 
270 66.855 226.484 0.5 268.048 A68 landform 
260 76.079 226.484 0.5 268.048 A68 landform 
250 69.988 185.842 0.5 270 A68 landform 
240 61.101 185.842 0.5 270 A68 landform 
230 53.766 185.842 0.5 270 A68 landform 
220 49.094 185.877 0.459 270 A68 landform 
210 77.34 -187.026 0.872 270 A68 landform 
200 200 - - - - 
190 100 - - - - 
180 100 - - - - 
170 100 - - - - 
160 100 - - - - 
150 100 - - - - 
140 100 - - - - 
130 100 - - - - 
120 100 - - - - 
110 100 - - - - 
100 100 - - - - 
90 - - - - - 
80 - - - - - 
70 - - - - - 
60 - - - - - 
50 - - - - - 
40 - - - - - 
30 - - - - - 
20 - - - - - 
10 - - - - - 










APPENDIX C: Consistency Analysis Tables 
Table C.1: Chainage–Sight Distance–Difference of Visibility (forward direction) 
 
Forward Direction 
Chainage Sight Dist. Differences 
0.00 192.74   
100.00 93.75 98.99 
200.00 331.70 237.95 
300.00 62.34 269.36 
400.00 36.84 25.49 
500.00 137.14 100.29 
600.00 37.18 99.95 
700.00 109.98 72.80 
800.00 128.42 18.44 
900.00 251.00 122.58 
1000.00 141.12 109.89 
1100.00 62.39 78.73 
1200.00 81.50 19.11 
1300.00 116.08 34.58 
1400.00 16.21 99.87 
1500.00 320.00 303.79 
1600.00 218.99 101.01 
1700.00 31.05 187.94 
1800.00 21.16 9.89 
1900.00 565.40 544.24 
2000.00 213.97 351.43 
2100.00 112.59 101.38 
2200.00 263.76 151.17 
2300.00 109.63 154.14 
2500.00 212.38 144.77 
2600.00 84.99 127.40 
2700.00 12.41 72.58 
2800.00 10.68 1.73 
2900.00 280.80 270.11 
3000.00 179.55 101.25 
3100.00 68.69 110.85 
3200.00 350.27 281.58 
3300.00 249.92 100.35 
3400.00 149.44 100.47 
3500.00 49.57 99.87 




Forward Direction (contd.) 
Chainage Sight Dist. Differences 
3700.00 356.15 302.49 
3800.00 255.75 100.39 
3900.00 155.29 100.47 
4000.00 55.40 99.89 
4100.00 457.54 402.14 
4200.00 227.28 230.26 
4300.00 116.59 110.69 
4400.00 157.95 41.36 
4500.00 61.32 96.63 
4600.00 261.35 200.03 
4700.00 121.26 140.09 
4800.00 61.30 59.96 
4900.00 253.75 192.45 
5000.00 151.70 102.06 
5100.00 52.87 98.83 
5200.00 334.68 281.81 
5300.00 203.58 131.10 
5400.00 97.08 106.50 
5500.00 48.28 48.81 
5600.00 294.23 245.95 
5700.00 193.85 100.38 
5800.00 93.80 100.05 
5900.00 68.91 24.89 
6000.00 206.06 137.14 
6100.00 106.05 100.01 
6200.00 29.72 76.33 
6300.00 175.28 145.56 
6400.00 73.34 101.94 
6500.00 86.70 13.36 
6600.00 355.93 269.23 
6700.00 252.75 103.18 
6800.00 152.29 100.46 
6900.00 53.96 98.33 
7000.00 151.55 97.59 
7100.00 53.29 98.26 
7200.00 53.13 0.16 
7300.00 40.48 12.65 
7400.00 81.46 40.98 
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Forward Direction (contd.) 
Chainage Sight Dist. Differences 
7500.00 286.28 204.82 
7600.00 186.28 100.00 
7700.00 86.28 100.00 
7800.00 50.85 35.43 
7900.00 18.66 32.19 
8000.00 72.52 53.86 
8100.00 55.35 17.17 
8200.00 77.43 22.08 
8300.00 26.52 50.91 
8400.00 125.84 99.32 
8500.00 163.51 37.67 
8600.00 283.64 120.13 
8700.00 183.64 100.00 
8800.00 83.64 100.00 
8900.00 65.39 18.25 
9000.00 1.33 64.06 
9100.00 381.68 380.36 
9200.00 281.55 100.14 
9300.00 181.40 100.15 
9400.00 81.23 100.17 
9500.00 73.41 7.83 
9600.00 54.56 18.84 
9700.00 140.66 86.09 
9800.00 41.32 99.33 
9900.00 119.63 78.30 
10000.00 701.34 581.71 
10100.00 205.75 495.59 
10200.00 103.84 101.91 
10300.00 326.88 223.04 
10400.00 206.24 120.64 
10500.00 100.27 105.97 
10600.00 119.67 19.41 
10700.00 321.03 201.35 
10800.00 221.00 100.03 
10900.00 120.99 100.02 
11000.00 21.01 99.98 
11100.00 468.60 447.60 
11200.00 146.65 321.95 
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Forward Direction (contd.) 
Chainage Sight Dist. Differences 
11300.00 219.65 73.00 
11400.00 116.17 103.49 
11500.00 68.57 47.60 
11600.00 27.42 41.15 
11700.00 75.99 48.57 
11800.00 85.83 9.84 
11900.00 203.39 117.57 
12000.00 96.50 106.89 
12100.00 175.88 79.38 
12200.00 81.92 93.97 
12300.00 67.04 14.88 
12400.00 78.25 11.21 
12500.00 78.45 0.20 
12600.00 155.93 77.49 
12700.00 53.18 102.75 
12800.00 37.66 15.52 
12900.00 8.45 29.21 
13000.00 104.81 96.36 
13100.00 41.82 62.98 
13200.00 52.13 10.31 
13300.00 26.58 25.55 
13400.00 197.57 170.99 
13500.00 97.00 100.57 
13600.00 42.55 54.45 
13700.00 231.21 188.66 
13800.00 130.60 100.61 
13900.00 30.47 100.13 
14000.00 53.63 23.16 
14100.00 119.77 66.13 
14200.00 19.76 100.00 
14300.00 146.34 126.57 
14400.00 131.87 14.46 
14500.00 202.68 70.80 
14600.00 98.17 104.50 
14700.00 83.13 15.05 
14800.00 253.61 170.48 
14900.00 154.50 99.11 
15000.00 63.44 91.05 
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Forward Direction (contd.) 
Chainage Sight Dist. Differences 
15100.00 10.16 53.28 
15200.00 44.15 33.99 
15300.00 52.61 8.46 
15400.00 701.96 649.36 
15500.00 600.01 101.95 
15600.00 498.16 101.85 
15700.00 396.33 101.83 
15800.00 294.85 101.49 
15900.00 194.87 99.98 
16000.00 94.21 100.65 
16100.00 118.16 23.95 
16200.00 93.00 25.16 
16300.00 130.45 37.45 
16400.00 242.34 111.89 
16500.00 143.41 98.93 
16600.00 85.29 58.11 
16700.00 122.45 37.16 
16800.00 281.34 158.89 
16900.00 180.56 100.78 
17000.00 80.93 99.63 
17100.00 203.09 122.16 
17200.00 40.35 162.74 
17300.00 266.15 225.80 
17400.00 149.01 117.14 
17500.00 140.25 8.76 
17600.00 272.55 132.30 
17700.00 170.83 101.71 
17800.00 76.95 93.88 
17900.00 75.46 1.50 
18000.00 320.03 244.57 
18100.00 180.13 139.90 
18200.00 80.43 99.70 
18300.00 167.76 87.33 
18400.00 67.66 100.10 
18500.00 108.76 41.10 
18600.00 47.30 61.46 
18700.00 33.15 14.15 
18800.00 357.71 324.56 
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Forward Direction (contd.) 
Chainage Sight Dist. Differences 
18900.00 129.15 228.56 
19000.00 157.62 28.47 
19100.00 58.51 99.11 
19200.00 126.95 68.45 
19300.00 236.07 109.11 
19400.00 135.74 100.33 
19500.00 270.60 134.86 
19600.00 161.54 109.06 
19700.00 190.00 28.46 
19800.00 90.00   
 
Table C.2: Chainage–Sight Distance–Difference of Visibility (reverse direction) 
 
Reverse Direction 
Chainage Sight Dist. Differences 
19800.00 83.02   
19700.00 68.47 14.55 
19600.00 103.58 35.11 
19500.00 155.24 51.66 
19400.00 397.64 242.40 
19300.00 192.65 204.99 
19200.00 61.32 131.33 
19100.00 103.29 41.97 
19000.00 189.07 85.79 
18900.00 88.60 100.48 
18800.00 72.31 16.28 
18700.00 167.05 94.73 
18600.00 68.20 98.85 
18500.00 33.34 34.86 
18300.00 78.82 2.15 
18200.00 244.10 165.28 
18100.00 140.62 103.48 
18000.00 58.89 81.73 
17900.00 74.64 15.76 
17800.00 239.26 164.62 
17700.00 145.38 93.88 
17600.00 162.35 16.98 
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Reverse Direction (contd.) 
Chainage Sight Dist. Differences 
17500.00 208.23 45.88 
17400.00 107.58 100.65 
17300.00 69.70 37.88 
17200.00 169.31 99.62 
17100.00 36.73 132.59 
17000.00 205.73 169.01 
16900.00 102.51 103.23 
16800.00 135.07 32.57 
16700.00 125.58 9.50 
16600.00 219.20 93.62 
16500.00 119.26 99.93 
16400.00 316.65 197.38 
16300.00 166.83 149.82 
16200.00 116.20 50.64 
16100.00 258.00 141.80 
16000.00 153.77 104.22 
15900.00 138.80 14.98 
15800.00 38.75 100.05 
15700.00 419.87 381.12 
15600.00 319.87 100.00 
15500.00 219.86 100.01 
15400.00 61.11 158.75 
15300.00 19.87 41.24 
15200.00 398.50 378.63 
15100.00 59.12 339.38 
15000.00 193.33 134.21 
14900.00 94.09 99.24 
14800.00 115.03 20.94 
14700.00 314.44 199.41 
14600.00 174.15 140.29 
14500.00 116.07 58.08 
14400.00 111.64 4.43 
14300.00 81.71 29.93 
14200.00 176.36 94.64 
14100.00 70.08 106.27 
14000.00 72.49 2.41 
13900.00 46.71 25.79 
13800.00 158.46 111.76 
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Reverse Direction (contd.) 
Chainage Sight Dist. Differences 
13700.00 58.41 100.05 
13600.00 353.83 295.42 
13500.00 247.32 106.52 
13400.00 143.40 103.91 
13300.00 46.86 96.54 
13200.00 77.65 30.79 
13100.00 195.24 117.59 
13000.00 95.24 100.00 
12900.00 43.40 51.85 
12800.00 54.52 11.12 
12700.00 164.73 110.22 
12600.00 47.06 117.67 
12500.00 72.83 25.77 
12400.00 305.58 232.75 
12300.00 202.35 103.23 
12200.00 102.88 99.47 
12100.00 249.13 146.25 
12000.00 145.43 103.70 
11900.00 93.56 51.87 
11800.00 182.24 88.68 
11700.00 81.19 101.05 
11600.00 29.49 51.70 
11500.00 432.82 403.33 
11400.00 332.77 100.05 
11300.00 232.72 100.04 
11200.00 132.62 100.10 
11100.00 32.80 99.82 
11000.00 431.62 398.82 
10900.00 321.22 110.40 
10800.00 218.17 103.05 
10700.00 119.59 98.58 
10600.00 319.24 199.65 
10500.00 217.34 101.90 
10400.00 116.66 100.68 
10300.00 110.61 6.05 
10200.00 195.02 84.41 
10100.00 93.05 101.97 
10000.00 97.19 4.14 
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Reverse Direction (contd.) 
Chainage Sight Dist. Differences 
9900.00 65.33 31.86 
9800.00 154.06 88.74 
9700.00 54.00 100.06 
9600.00 29.57 24.43 
9500.00 20.17 9.40 
9400.00 422.73 402.56 
9300.00 322.73 100.00 
9200.00 222.73 100.00 
9100.00 122.72 100.01 
9000.00 17.64 105.07 
8900.00 19.33 1.68 
8800.00 166.99 147.67 
8700.00 67.98 99.01 
8600.00 96.51 28.53 
8500.00 181.23 84.72 
8400.00 82.05 99.18 
8300.00 294.68 212.63 
8200.00 188.59 106.09 
8100.00 88.94 99.65 
8000.00 54.09 34.85 
7900.00 56.64 2.56 
7800.00 10.90 45.75 
7700.00 461.32 450.42 
7600.00 150.96 310.36 
7500.00 50.97 99.99 
7400.00 65.82 14.85 
7300.00 46.58 19.24 
7200.00 65.94 19.36 
7100.00 88.62 22.67 
7000.00 74.64 13.98 
6900.00 176.00 101.36 
6800.00 345.58 169.59 
6700.00 168.60 176.99 
6600.00 66.31 102.29 
6500.00 44.17 22.15 
6400.00 182.64 138.47 
6300.00 82.70 99.94 
6200.00 248.26 165.56 
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Reverse Direction (contd.) 
Chainage Sight Dist. Differences 
6100.00 76.69 171.57 
6000.00 52.77 23.93 
5900.00 25.20 27.56 
5800.00 267.98 242.77 
5700.00 166.55 101.43 
5600.00 64.73 101.83 
5500.00 32.81 31.92 
5400.00 259.03 226.22 
5300.00 158.23 100.80 
5200.00 58.72 99.51 
5100.00 251.50 192.78 
5000.00 149.14 102.36 
4900.00 49.79 99.35 
4800.00 749.50 699.71 
4700.00 312.25 437.25 
4600.00 200.67 111.58 
4500.00 114.65 86.02 
4400.00 349.11 234.46 
4300.00 248.85 100.26 
4200.00 148.57 100.28 
4100.00 48.79 99.78 
4000.00 214.99 166.20 
3900.00 113.76 101.23 
3800.00 253.99 140.23 
3700.00 56.20 197.79 
3600.00 52.37 3.83 
3500.00 327.54 275.18 
3400.00 225.22 102.32 
3300.00 125.34 99.88 
3200.00 28.48 96.86 
3100.00 288.08 259.59 
3000.00 188.03 100.05 
2900.00 88.05 99.98 
2800.00 88.34 0.29 
2700.00 67.40 20.94 
2600.00 149.24 81.84 
2500.00 53.71 95.52 
2400.00 212.34 158.62 
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Reverse Direction (contd.) 
Chainage Sight Dist. Differences 
2300.00 102.62 109.72 
2200.00 387.02 284.40 
2100.00 205.59 181.42 
2000.00 104.17 101.42 
1900.00 86.95 17.22 
1800.00 92.05 5.10 
1700.00 213.41 121.36 
1600.00 97.24 116.17 
1500.00 13.41 83.84 
1400.00 238.79 225.38 
1300.00 30.82 207.97 
1200.00 44.88 14.06 
1100.00 298.85 253.97 
1000.00 111.49 187.36 
900.00 99.24 12.26 
800.00 156.24 57.00 
700.00 56.24 100.00 
600.00 103.66 47.42 
500.00 74.05 29.61 
400.00 65.98 8.07 
300.00 120.57 54.59 
200.00 200.00 79.43 
100.00 100.00 100.00 
















APPENDIX D: Accident Brief Reports 
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